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Abstract
Using renewable energy to meet the future electricity consumption and to reduce
environmental impact is a significant target of many countries around the world.
Wind power is one of the most promising renewable energy technologies. In par-
ticular, the development of offshore wind power is increasing rapidly due to large
areas of wind resources. However, offshore wind is encountering big challenges
such as effective use of wind power plants, reduced cost of installation as well as
operation and maintenance (O&M).
Improved O&M is likely to reduce the hazard exposure of the employees, increase
income, and support offshore activities more efficiently. In order to optimize the
O&M, the importance of data exchange and knowledge sharing within the offshore
wind industry must be realized. With more data available and accessible, it is pos-
sible to make better decisions, and thereby improve the recovery rates and reduce
the operational costs.
This dissertation proposes a holistic way of improving remote operations for off-
shore wind farms by using data integration. Particularly, semantics and integration
aspects of data integration are investigated. The research looks at both theoretical
foundations and practical implementations.
As the outcome of the research, a framework for data integration of offshore wind
farms has been developed. The framework consists of three main components: the
semantic model, the data source handling, and the information provisioning. In
particular, an offshore wind ontology has been proposed to explore the semantics
of wind data and enable knowledge sharing and data exchange. The ontology is
aligned with semantic sensor network ontology to support management of metadata
in smart grids. That is to say, the ontology-based approach has been proven to be
useful in managing data and metadata in the offshore wind and in smart grids. A
quality-based approach is proposed to manage, select, and provide the most suitable
data source for users based upon their quality requirements and an approach to
formally describing derived data in ontologies is investigated.
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Part I
1
2 Offshore Wind Data Integration
Chapter 1
Introduction
The steadily increasing global energy consumption, rising of sea levels, acidifying
of oceans, melting of ice caps, and the limited availability of fossil fuels create a
need for sustainable energy sources. With high potential in harvesting power from
the wind, offshore wind energy is being addressed as one of the most promising
renewable energy sources. However, the costs of offshore wind energy production
are still high due to a number of factors. One of the solutions to reduce the costs is
to implement Information and Communication Technology (ICT) into optimizing
operation and maintenance (O&M). This chapter presents the context, the problems
we want to tackle, the research methodology, highlights of our contributions to
knowledge, and the structure of this dissertation.
1.1 The Context
Among renewable energy sources, wind power has high potential in producing elec-
trical energy. The vision of the European Wind Energy Technology Platform (TP-
Wind) for wind energy production in 2030 is about 25% coverage of the electricity
consumption within Europe, with a total installed capacity of 300 gigawatts (GW)
[147, 98].
The concept of harvesting power from the wind was introduced a long time ago. But
the first automatically operated wind turbine was introduced in 1887 by Charles F.
Brush [114], and the first offshore wind power plant was built in 1991 in Den-
mark [142]. After decades of development, wind power plants are getting bigger
and bigger in size (length of blades, tower, and rotor) as well as amount of energy
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production (multi-megawatt).
Wind turbines have been installed both onshore and offshore. Onshore wind farms
have been built in many countries, such as Denmark, Norway, the UK, Italy, and
the US. To utilize the more stable wind resources, wind farms have been moved off
the shore, first to shallow waters near shore and now extending to deeper waters
and far off the shore. Deep-water offshore solutions give access to large areas with
high wind, less sensitivity to noise and visual impacts and size. Offshore wind
technology is recognized by the Norwegian government and the European Union
(EU) as an area with an enormous energy potential, in both a long-term and climate-
friendly perspective [98]. According to the European Wind Energy Association
(EWEA), only 1080 MW out of the 56.5 GW wind power installed in the EU at the
end of 2007 was offshore [147]. The number is predicted to be 40 GW, and 150
GW for 2020 and 2030, respectively [41].
Moving wind farms from onshore to offshore is facing many problems such as costs
of operation and maintenance, installation, accessibility, and corrosion. The cost of
developing and operating an offshore wind farm is many times larger than the on-
shore one [38]. Indeed, it is difficult to access wind turbines due to harsh weather
condition, especially in winter. Besides, installation of offshore wind turbines in-
volves heavy transportation (cranes, vessels, etc.). Therefore, seeking ways to re-
duce the cost is very important [4, 54]. There are several possible ways to reduce
the costs such as development of new installation methods [21], wind farm layout
optimization [105], improvement of weather forecast and power output prediction
[107], remote operation optimization [28], and wind turbine/farm control optimiza-
tion [80].
Offshore wind turbines are normally unmanned, hence any operation of them is
automatic or remote. In each wind farm, there should be communication between
wind turbines, between wind farms, and between wind turbines and maintenance
personnel with the purpose of production optimization. For example, according to
the wind direction and wind speed, every turbine can have a different configuration
so that the wind turbine can generate energy most cost effectively. An example of
basic daily operations of offshore wind industry is illustrated in Fig. 1.1.
In the operations center, experts with different backgrounds are able to perform
a proper analysis based on measurements received from offshore wind farms to ar-
range unscheduled works and retune the controllers if necessary. The center handles
various operations such as data analysis, data visualization, and information collec-
tion from weather forecast. Based on the collected information, the center controls
Chapter 1. Introduction 5
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Figure 1.1: Offshore wind daily operations
the velocity of wind turbines and optimizes the wind parks in order to maximize the
energy production. In addition, the use of the operations center will allow reliability
engineers to better plan and organize maintenance actions related to offshore wind
turbines. If there is a case where human participation is needed, the center sends a
request to experts to get advice and suggestions from them. Operators or decision-
makers at the center will then take the final decision and give it to on-board mainte-
nance services in order to have correct and timely operations. The information from
the operations center is also necessary for the energy market (grid/consumers), and
vice-versa. Communication between wind farms and operations center probably
will be transferred by using optical fibers, whereas communication between wind
turbines or wind farms can be exchanged by broadband wireless communication.
1.2 Problem Outline
The main question of O&M is how to optimize the yield from an offshore wind
farm over its entire operational period. Although a 25% decrease in O&M costs is
expected to give less than 3% reduction in levelized costs, the relationship between
improved O&M and optimized availability is important [4]. Improved O&M is also
likely to reduce the hazard exposure of the employees, increase income, and support
offshore activities more efficiently. One improvement of O&M is implementation
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of remote operations [73] which is one of integrated asset management aspects as
discussed by El-Thalji and Liyanage [36].
Optimal O&M of offshore wind farms depends on a number of factors, such as
optimal operation and maintenance planning, instantaneous control for optimal en-
ergy production, and remote assistance to on-site workers. These factors rely on
availability, accessibility, and quality of information from various sources. For in-
stance, the condition of the various parts of each turbine, wind conditions, price of
electricity, accessibility with respect to weather conditions, price and availability
of support vessels since the information are input to applications on wind speed
prediction, power optimization, fault detection, etc. [79, 60, 146]. Besides, such
information is valuable for research projects, political decision making, and com-
mercial applications [36]. Unavailability of data and poor data quality can affect the
results of the applications [17, 112]. That said, the more reliable information avail-
able and accessible, the better results of optimizations could be achieved. Therefore,
better ways to make reliable offshore wind data available and accessible should be
developed. With more data available, it is possible to make better decisions, and
thereby improve the recovery rates and reduce the operational costs. For example,
failure data can be used to analyze reliability of wind turbines by applying statistical
methods.
Currently, there are a number of difficulties in making offshore wind data available
and accessible. Some of them are listed as follows.
• Components of a wind power plant (WPP) are produced by different ven-
dors. Each component has its own software and perhaps its own database.
As a result, a software environment of WPP consists of multiple applications
with incompatible interfaces and data formats. This leads to the inability to
communicate with each other.
• Many partners and systems (e.g., wind turbine modeling, wind turbine control
and monitoring) use their own applications and data formats. In addition,
the process of agreement on data exchange only happens at the end of the
development when the partners encounter integration problems with others.
This process is time-consuming.
• Many manufacturers are reluctant to share data about their equipment, or to
let third parties collect such data.
• There exist some databases provided by companies that have been collect-
ing wind data for years. These databases are valuable sources for improving
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the quality of wind turbine components. The data sources are autonomous,
distributed and heterogeneous systems so data reside in many incompatible
formats and cannot be systematically managed, integrated and unified. Con-
sequently, semantic inconsistency has become an even greater problem for
the explicit information or knowledge sharing among users or applications.
• Many sensors are deployed on a wind turbine to measure different physical
phenomena and provide data to users and applications by means of services.
As sensors are prone to failures, their results might be inaccurate, incom-
plete, and inconsistent [125]. However, data are typically provided without
any quality description attached to them. It is not clear what the accuracy or
completeness of the data is. There are also cases where data quality is avail-
able but the service that makes data accessible does not provide any method
to access the information.
The main research challenge addressed in this work is to propose a holistic
way of improving remote operations for offshore wind farms by using data in-
tegration. Particularly, semantics and integration aspects of data integration will
be investigated. The research looks at both the theoretical foundations as well as
practical implementation. Although information and communication security plays
an important role in designing any information system, we have not taken security
into account due to time limits of the project. It is assumed that all communications
are handled using secure channels.
We try to look at the main research challenge from different aspects by dividing it
into research questions as follows.
• RQ1: How to solve the semantic inconsistency which has become an im-
portant problem of knowledge sharing and data exchange among users or
applications?
• RQ2: Data sources are considered as autonomous, distributed and heteroge-
neous systems. How to manage, integrate, and unify them systematically?
• RQ3: How to select the most suitable data source? How to provide data for
users if the requested data source is not available?
• RQ4: How to provide data with quality descriptions for users based on users’
requirements?
• RQ5: Data quality dimensions are metadata. How to manage this kind of
metadata?
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• RQ6: Missing data can be caused by network disconnection, device faults,
and software bugs. Is there any way to fill in the missing data? If yes, how to
describe the solution formally?
1.3 Research Method
We approach our research by using an appropriate scientific method. Among three
major paradigms (i.e., theory, abstraction, and design) [29], we select the design
paradigm based on the characteristics of our work. The four steps: (1) state require-
ments, (2) state specifications, (3) design and implement the system, and (4) test the
system constitute the paradigm. We adapt the paradigm to our situation.
1.3.1 Design Method
Step 1: State Requirements Requirements are defined in Chap. 1 and Chap. 3.
Step 2: State Specifications In this step, theoretical studies are conducted in or-
der to get a comprehensive understanding about offshore wind power, reference
architecture, semantic web, web services, and data integration. These studies are
presented in Chap. 2.
Step 3: Design and Implementation Having taken requirements and specifica-
tions into consideration, design and implementation are carried out and described
in Chap. 3.
Step 4: Evaluation The proposed solutions are evaluated against the requirements.
The evaluation is presented in Chap. 4. The research is evaluated against research
questions posed in Sect. 1.2 and the framework is evaluated against the require-
ments posed in Sect. 3.1.2.
1.3.2 Research Approach
Three main studies, i.e., data source handling, concept modeling, and information
provisioning are defined based on the research questions. Fig. 1.2 depicts the con-
nection between the studies and research questions. Based on the requirements and
research questions, possible system architectures and approaches might be devel-
oped.
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Figure 1.2: Research design
We think that the answers to RQ1&2 can be found by taking into consideration
lessons learned from other industries such as oil & gas where data integration has
been studied intensively. The well-known ISO 15926 standard [2], which describes
the relations between the oil & gas concepts, would be a great source for us to learn
how to describe and connect offshore wind concepts. In addition, wind energy and
power system standards would be great sources for getting domain concepts as well
as for understanding wind turbines.
The problem described in RQ3 is faced by many other industries, for instance, oil &
gas [132], maritime [94], eHealth [71]. It is therefore worth considering solutions
from others, e.g., the operational model proposed by the Norwegian Oil Industry
Association (OLF), known as Integrated Operations (IO) [101].
RQ4 poses an important problem in data integration. It is data and information
quality. The research on data and information quality began to get attention from
research community in the late 1980s [149] and it is still an ongoing research.
RQ5&6 describes metadata issues to which solutions have not been reported yet.
Fortunately, research on data quality and metadata have been carried out for the last
few decades. Our solutions should be based on the available research and advanced
technologies.
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1.4 Contributions
Fig. 1.3 illustrates the high level design of our solution and the allocation of our
contributions. The main contributions of the dissertation are summarized in the
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Figure 1.3: An overview of our contributions
following.
• C1: The dissertation presents an information technology (IT) framework for
data integration of offshore wind farms. The framework aims to optimize
remote operations in order to reduce the costs of O&M. The framework allows
integrating different data sources within the offshore wind industry into a
unified system and providing data to interested partners.
• C2: The dissertation presents an offshore wind ontology based on the existing
standard IEC 61400-25 to manage offshore wind metadata in a semantic way.
The use of the ontology is also investigated.
• C3: A semantic-enhanced quality-based approach to handling data sources
is proposed. This introduces a new level of abstraction that can improve the
process of data quality handling with the help of semantic technologies.
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• C4: The possibility of deriving new data sources by combining data sources
of the same concepts is presented in this dissertation. A formal way to create
new data sources by formulating concept dependencies is also investigated.
• C5: The dissertation discusses a way to manage metadata when offshore wind
energy is integrated into future smart grids. We argue that semantic technolo-
gies are a solution to managing metadata effectively.
1.5 Dissertation Structure
The dissertation consists of two parts. Part I introduces the context of our research
and problems we try to solve. Part I also gives an overview of our achievements
which are presented in detail in Part II. Part I contains five chapters: introduction,
state of the art, offshore wind data integration, evaluation & discussion, and conclu-
sions.
Chapter 1 introduces the context, the problem statement, and research method of
tackling the problem.
Chapter 2 introduces basic concepts and terminologies that are used through out
the dissertation. The chapter then presents the two state-of-the-art aspects of data
integration: semantics and integration.
Chapter 3 presents our main achievements. A framework for data integration of
offshore wind farms is presented. The framework consists of three components,
i.e., the semantic model, the data source handling, and the information provisioning.
The details of the three components are discussed.
Chapter 4 presents some related work and discusses our contributions to knowledge.
Evaluation of our contributions against the research questions is given.
Chapter 5 briefly summarizes the contributions we have presented in this disserta-
tion. Concluding remarks and future outlook are then presented.
Part II consists of five appendixes A-E which present our selected publications.
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Chapter 2
State of the Art
Data integration is not only about integrating different data sources resided in dif-
ferent locations in order to enhance knowledge base, but it is also about exploiting
semantics of data stored in the knowledge base. This chapter first presents defini-
tions of concepts that are used in this dissertation. It then describes state-of-the-art
data integration with a particular focus on semantics and integration.
2.1 Concepts
A concept can be interpreted and understood differently according to contexts. We
therefore briefly describe all the important concepts that are used in this dissertation
in order to avoid any ambiguity.
i) Data - Information - Knowledge - Wisdom
Data are a collection of raw and unorganized symbols that represent real world
states. Information is the processed, organized, and structured data according to
a given context [6, 144]. Data are transformed to information only if the data are
used for particular purposes, e.g., modeling, documentation. Part of the information
will become knowledge (i.e., what can be derived from the information) in terms of
abstraction and perception. Eventually, only part of the knowledge will be trans-
formed to wisdom if the knowledge is used to serve some actionable intelligence
[121].
ii) Data integration
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Data integration is a process of combining data residing in different sources and
providing users with a unified view of these data [67, 85].
iii) Semantics
Semantics is the study of meaning [62]. In this dissertation, semantics of data is be-
ing exploited so that data can be understood better by systems and more information
can be extracted from the data.
iv) Ontology
In philosophy, ontology is a branch of metaphysics relating to the nature and rela-
tions of being [81]; or ontology is the study of the kinds of things that exist [25].
In computer science, the term ontology refers to conceptualizations of terms in a
domain vocabulary [25]. In this dissertation, we use the commonly used definition
proposed by Gruber [56].
“An ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualization”. In ontologies,
concepts, properties, relations, functions, constraints, and axioms of a particular
domain are explicitly defined.
2.2 Semantics
This section discusses the semantic aspect of data integration. In particular, ways
to represent knowledge are described. Besides, a standard that describes wind data
exchange is presented.
2.2.1 Knowledge Representation
We are facing an unforeseen growth of the complexity of knowledge. Every moment
there is a huge amount of data produced on the Internet, e.g., from social networks
or data collected from oil platforms, operational wind farms, or from healthcare
services. All these data are presented in different forms.
It is not difficult for a human to understand the semantics of concepts of a domain,
but this is not the case for a machine. Resolving semantic heterogeneity not only
helps machines understand the domain concepts, but also gives users a unified way
to view the distributed data. Knowledge representation is the study of the formal-
izations of knowledge and its processing within machines [55].
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2.2.1.1 Forms of Knowledge Representation
There are three well known forms of domain knowledge representation that allow
domain knowledge to be expressed in a semantic way. These are semantic network,
rules, and logics [55]. The latter one provides a precise semantic interpretation
utilizing both forms of the former two.
A semantic network is a graph which involves nodes and links between nodes [81].
Each node represents a domain concept while a link denotes a relation between two
domain concepts. Fig. 2.1 represents a semantic network for a wind turbine rotor
(WROT).
WROT Rotor Blade
HAWTBlade VAWTBlade
isA
isPartOf
isA
isPartOf
RotorSpeed
Temperature
hasSpeed
hasTemperature
Hub
isPartOf
Figure 2.1: A semantic network representation of WROT
WROT, Rotor, RotorSpeed, etc. represent the concepts of the wind domain while
isA, isPartOf, hasSpeed represent the relations between the concepts. Semantic net-
works use structure representations to express statements about a domain of interest.
Even though relations between concepts are well defined in the semantic network,
there is a problem when using a semantic network to represent knowledge. For ex-
ample, it is not clear how many blades are part of a rotor according to the semantic
network presented in Fig. 2.1.
In the rule-based approach, IF-THEN constructs are used to express various kinds
of statements. An example is shown as follows.
(a) IF Blade_BL101 is a HAWTBlade THEN Blade_BL101 is a Blade
(b) IF Blade_BL101 is a HAWTBlade
AND wrot is a WROT
AND rotor is a WROTRotor
AND Blade_BL101 is a part of rotor
AND rotor is a part of wrot
THEN Blade_BL101 is a part of wrot
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Rule-based knowledge representation systems are especially suitable for reason-
ing about concrete instance data [55], for example, in the second rule example,
Blade_BL101, rotor, wrot are concrete instance data. However, if the rules get
more complicated, the logical interactions within the rules become opaque and the
performance of rule-based systems decreases.
The logic-based approach gives more precise semantics since it utilizes both the
structure representation and rules. Description logics (DLs) are an example of the
logic-based knowledge representation approach. DL is a family of formal knowl-
edge presentation languages [34]. DLs are used to provide a logical formalism for
ontologies [65]. DLs are subsets of first-order logic. In DL, domain notions are
described by concept descriptions [9]; an axiom is a logical statement relating roles
and/or concepts [53].
DLs are associated with two components, terminological box (TBox) and asser-
tional box (ABox). TBox contains sentences describing concept hierarchies. In
other words, it contains axioms about classes. ABox contains assertions about
individuals. The knowledge base (KB) consists of TBox and ABox. Given that
HAWTBlade, Blade, Rotor are concepts and hasBlade is a role in an ontology
and they belong to TBox, andBlade_BL101 belongs to ABox, we can express their
relationships as follows.
(1) “HAWTBlade is a kind of Blade” is represented as HAWTBlade v Blade
(2) “Blade_BL101 is an instance of Blade” is expressed as Blade_BL101 ∈
Blade
(3) “Rotor has exactly three blades” is expressed as Rotor u = 3.hasBlade.
2.2.1.2 Knowledge Representation with Ontologies
In general, an ontology is needed to make an abstract model of some phenomenon
by identifying the relevant concepts of that phenomenon [129]. It facilitates inte-
gration of processes within and across business domains, creation of autonomous
solutions, and storage of data over time. It is also a key instrument in developing
the semantic web which is an extension of the current web in which information is
given well-defined meaning, better enabling computers and people to work in co-
operation [16]. Ontologies have been extensively used in data integration systems
[31].
Well-known ontology languages are SHOE, OIL, DAML-ONT, DAML+OIL, and
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OWL [86]. Among them Web Ontology Language (OWL), a language proposed by
the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) Web Ontology Working Group, maintains
the compatibility with the existing ones [64].
OWL is a description logic based ontology language [63]. The design of OWL was
influenced by its predecessors DAML+OIL, the frames paradigm and Resource De-
scription Framework (RDF) and RDF Schema (RDFS) [64]. OWL takes RDFS
basic features and introduces some more features. Basically, OWL is an extension
of RDFS, in the sense that OWL uses the RDF meaning of classes and properties
[64, 15, 7]. For example, in RDF schema, cardinality restrictions, disjointness of
classes, and logical combinations (intersections, unions or complements) are miss-
ing. Let us examine some concrete cases within the wind energy domain. The
first case is that in RDF, we cannot state that HydraulicSystem and HeatingSystem
are disjoint classes. The second case concerns the lack of cardinality restrictions,
e.g., the fact that a WPP can have more than one wind turbine converter compo-
nent (WCNV) cannot be expressed in RDF, but it can be done in OWL using the
following axiom WPP v (≥ 1 hasWPPComponent.WCNV).
In OWL, Owl:Thing is a built-in most general class and is the class of all individ-
uals. It is a superclass of all OWL classes. Classes are defined using owl:Class. A
class defines a group of individuals that belong together. Individuals can be referred
to as being instances of classes. Note that the word concept is sometimes used in
place of class. Classes are a concrete representation of concepts. Owl:Nothing is
a built-in most specific class and is the class that has no instances. It is a subclass
of all OWL classes. There are two types of properties in OWL ontology. They are
object property and data type property. Properties in OWL are also known as roles
in DLs and as relations in Unified Modeling Language (UML). An object prop-
erty relates individuals to other individuals (e.g., hasWPPComponent relates WPP
to WPP components). An object property is defined as an instance of the built-in
OWL class owl:ObjectProperty. A data type property relates individuals to data
type values (e.g., hasOilPressure, hasWindSpeed). A datatype property is defined
as an instance of the built-in OWL class owl:DatatypeProperty. A property in OWL
can be transitive, functional, symmetric, or inverse.
There are two versions of OWL: OWL 1 [104] and OWL 2 [139]. OWL 1 has
three profiles: OWL Lite, OWL DL, and OWL Full. OWL Lite was designed to
support simple class hierarchy and simple constraints. OWL DL was developed to
support existing DL and to provide possibility of working with reasoning systems.
The OWL DL semantics is very similar to the SHOIN (D) Description Logic. It
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provides maximum expressiveness and it is decidable [64]. OWL DL abstract syn-
tax and semantics can be found in [104]. OWL Full is the most expressive language
in the OWL family and it is undecidable [64].
OWL 2 has a very similar overall structure to OWL 1. OWL 2 adds some new func-
tionality with respect to OWL 1 such as qualified cardinality restrictions, asymmet-
ric, reflexive, and disjoint properties. OWL 2 takes RDF/XML as a primary syntax
to store OWL 2 ontologies, whereas the meaning of OWL 2 ontologies is provided
by either the Direct Semantics or the RDF-based semantics. OWL 2 also has three
profiles OWL 2 EL, OWL 2 QL, and OWL 2 RL. These profiles are defined by
placing restrions on the Functional-Style Syntax of OWL 2 [53].
Ontologies can be developed using ontology editors such as Protégé1 [50], NeOn
Toolkit2 [57], OWLGrEd3 [12]. In addition, ontology methodology can also be
used for developing and maintaining ontologies [74]. Well-known methods are
METHONTOLOGY [40], On-to-knowledge [131], and Neon methodologies [130].
To ensure the quality of content and methodology while developing ontologies,
the evaluation of ontologies is needed. Examples of ontology evaluation tools are
OOPS! (OntOlogy Pitfall Scanner!)4 [108] and oQual [47].
2.2.1.3 Ontology Reasoning
A reasoner is a piece of software that is able to infer logical consequences from a set
of asserted facts or axioms. It is used to ensure the quality of ontologies. It can be
used to test whether concepts are non-contradictory and to derive implied relations.
Reasoning with inconsistent ontologies may lead to erroneous conclusions [10].
There are some existing DL reasoners such as FaCT, FaCT++, RACER, DLP and
Pellet. A reasoner has the following features: consistency checking, concept satis-
fiability, classification, and realization checking [124]. Given an assertional box A
(ABox contains assertions about individuals), we can reason w.r.t a terminological
box T (TBox contains axioms about classes) about the following:
• consistency checking: ensures that an ontology does not contain any con-
tradictory facts. An ABox A is consistent with respect to T if there is an
interpretation I which is a model of both A and T ;
1http://protege.stanford.edu/
2http://neon-toolkit.org/wiki/
3http://owlgred.lumii.lv/
4http://oeg-lia3.dia.fi.upm.es/oops/index-content.jsp
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• concept satisfiability: checks if it is possible for a class to have any instances.
Given a concept C and an instance a, check whether a belongs to C. A |=
C(a) if every interpretation that satisfies A also satisfies C(a);
• classification: computes the subclass relations between all named classes to
create the complete class hierarchy. Given a concept C, retrieve all the in-
stances a which satisfy C;
• realization: computes the direct types for each of the individuals. Given a
set of concepts and an individual a, find the most specific concept(s) C (w.r.t.
subsumption ordering) such that A |= C(a).
2.2.1.4 Ontology Querying
For a relational database (RDB), Structured Query Language (SQL) is the query lan-
guage of choice, whereas for ontologies, SPARQL and SQWRL (Semantic Query-
Enhanced Web Rule Language) [100] are used to build queries. SPARQL is an RDF
query language and SQWRL is a SWRL-based (Semantic Web Rule Language) lan-
guage for querying OWL ontologies. SPARQL extensions such as SPARQL-DL
[123], and SPARQL-OWL [77] can be used as an OWL query language in many
applications. But SPARQL cannot directly query entailments made using OWL
constructs since it has no native understanding of OWL [100]. For example, if
we want to retrieve all wind farms and number of WPP in them, we can have an
SQWRL query as shown below.
WF (?p) ∧ hasWFName(?p, ?name) ∧ hasTotalNumberWPP (?p, ?number)
→ sqwrl : select(?p, ?name, ?number)
2.2.2 The IEC 61400-25 Standard
A typical problem for data exchange is mismatch of terms and formats between
sender and receiver. Approved standards are necessary in order to make the data
exchange process clear. The International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) has
developed the IEC 61400-25 standard in order to provide a uniform communica-
tions basis for monitoring and control of wind power plants [3]. The IEC 61400-25
standard is an adaptation of the IEC 61850 standard series for substation automa-
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tion. The IEC 61400-25 standard reuses the terms and definitions defined in the
IEC 61850 and extends the IEC 61850 with unique information models that are
only applied to WPP.
The standard contains six parts that cover informational exchange model, mapping
to communication profiles, and conformance testing. The introduction to the stan-
dard and basic definitions are given in Part 1. Part 2 and 3 define the data structure
of WPP and the model for information exchange, while part 4 specifies the format
of messages to exchange for SOAP-based (Simple Object Access Protocol) web
services. Part 5 describes conformance testing and part 6 defines additional infor-
mation models for use in condition monitoring system.
According to the IEC 61400-25 standard, the highest level is called the logical de-
vice which stands for a WPP, which is decomposed into logical nodes (LN). Fig.
2.2 shows the WPP information broken down into LNs. The structure of all LNs is
specified in [3] and [1].
Figure 2.2: Logical nodes defined in the IEC 61400-25 [3]
WROT stands for wind turbine rotor information and WTUR stands for wind tur-
bine general information. More details can be found in [3]. All the LNs inherit their
structure from the abstract LN class defined in the IEC 61850-7-2. A LN consists of
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a collection of related data, called data classes (DC). Each data class inherits a col-
lection of properties, as defined by a so-called common data class (CDC) to which
it is assigned. A CDC consists of a collection of data records.
The IEC 61400-25 standard represents a consensus on core information technology
for the future transition of the electric distribution grid towards a smart grid [115].
The IEC 61400-25 defines information models and information exchange models
for monitoring and control of WPPs. The modeling approach of IEC 61400-25-2
and IEC 61400-25-3 uses abstract definitions of classes and services such that the
specifications are independent of specific communication protocol stacks, imple-
mentations, and operating systems [118]. Successful implementation of the IEC
61400-25 standard has been reported in [76, 102].
2.3 Integration
This section first discusses approaches to data integration. It then presents state-of-
the-art technologies that are available for data integration that we use in our work,
i.e., Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) and Representational State Transfer (REST).
ESB is a Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) based middleware and REST is a
Resource-Oriented Architecture (ROA) based style.
2.3.1 Data Integration
The purpose of data integration is to provide users with a unified overview over
data sources that are heterogeneous, and distributed (i.e., residing in different phys-
ical/virtual locations). As a result, the data availability and accessibility can be
improved. Data integration is not a new issue. Indeed, it appeared shortly after
database systems were first introduced [150]. Even though there are many pro-
posed solutions to the issue, it is still a challenging task. With new technologies,
more and more solutions to data integration are introduced; existing solutions are
improved, and new solutions are proposed.
Data integration approaches can be classified based upon architecture style, e.g.,
data warehouse [143], and data mediation [70]. The data warehouse architecture
differs from the data mediation approach in terms of data location. Data ware-
houses contain a large amount of integrated data from different data sources. Data
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are loaded into a data warehouse by using tools such as ETL (extraction, transforma-
tion, and loading) tools. Data warehouses are designed to support decision-making
purposes [37]. Examples of data integration tools that use data warehousing ap-
proach are Talend Data Integration5, Pentaho Data Integration6, and Microsoft SQL
Server Integration Services7. As opposed to data warehouses, data mediation, also
known as virtual database approach, uses a mediated schema over data sources to
answer users’ queries. The schema interfaces with data sources via wrappers [143]
or mappings [85]. An advantage of this approach is that data need not to be moved to
a common data storage, thus costs of building and maintaining a common database
are saved and data can be delivered in real time. Examples of the data media-
tion approach are Teiid Data Integration8, IBM InfoSphere Federation Server9, and
MASTRO10.
The data mediation approach relies on a mapping between the mediated schema and
data sources. The mappings can be classified into three ways according to query
answering settings. They are global-as-view (GAV) [27], local-as-view (LAV) [24],
and global/local-as-view (GLAV) [44]. In the GAV approach, every element of the
mediated schema (global schema) is associated with a view over a data source and
mappings are written with respect to the global schema, whereas every data source is
defined as a view over the mediated schema and mappings are written with respect
to data sources in the LAV approach [85]. Another difference between the GAV
and LAV approaches is that query processing in GAV can be based on unfolding
techniques while query processing in LAV requires the involvement of reasoning.
The GLAV approach is a combined approach which both GAV and LAV assertions
are allowed in the mapping [24].
In order to solve the semantic heterogeneity issue in data integration, ontologies
are employed. Ontology-based data integration becomes one of the approaches to
integrating data from multiple sources. In this approach, ontologies are considered
as mediators between users’ queries and data sources. The ontology-based approach
offers three variations, i.e., single ontology, multiple ontology, and hybrid ontology
approaches [128]. In the single ontology approach, all sources are viewed through
a global shared ontology. An advantage of this approach is that any changes of a
data source will not affect other data sources. However, the global ontology must be
5http://www.talend.com/products/data-integration
6http://www.pentaho.com/product/data-integration
7http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ms141026.aspx
8http://teiid.jboss.org/
9http://www-03.ibm.com/software/products/no/ibminfofedeserv
10http://www.dis.uniroma1.it/ mastro/
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changed to adapt to the change of the data source. In order to avoid such an issue,
the global ontology should be built based upon the knowledge of domain experts
and concepts from existing data sources. In the multiple ontology approach, each
source is exposed through a local ontology. Data exchange is then processed by
mapping local ontologies. Any change of a local ontology might lead to changes of
other ontologies that are connected to it. In the hybrid ontology approach, sources
are also exposed through local ontologies which are connected to a global shared
ontology. An advantage of this approach is to allow a new source to connect to the
global shared ontology without modifying the existing mappings.
In the ontology-based data integration approach, mapping plays a significant role
since it connects data sources to the global schema. The W3C has a RDB2RDF
working group11 whose target is to standardize languages for mapping relational
database schemas into RDF and OWL. R2RML (RDB to RDF Mapping Language)12
and DM (Direct Mapping)13 are two examples of RDB to RDF mapping languages.
Besides the problems posed in Chap. 1, data integration encounters a number of
other issues such as query evaluation optimization, and rules for automatically map-
ping data items in different sources [85]. Furthermore, committing operations such
as delete and update data items in a data integration system is also a challenging
problem.
2.3.2 Enterprise Service Bus
Typical communication between applications is to establish a direct connection
between them. It means that one application can have many separate connection
channels with other applications. This kind of connection is called point-to-point
integration. It is easy to establish and handle. Fig. 2.3a shows the point-to-point in-
tegration of offshore wind applications. For example, in order to make a model with
high accuracy or to predict the power output of a wind farm, the wind farm mod-
eling & control application needs to have input from weather forecast (wind speed,
wind direction) and equipment information (the configuration of a wind power plant
or set of its component might be different from others).
However, there are some drawbacks with this integration style. Once the number
of applications increases, the complexity of the whole system will increase. Any
11http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/rdb2rdf/
12http://www.w3.org/TR/r2rml/
13http://www.w3.org/TR/rdb-direct-mapping/
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Figure 2.3: Point-to-point and ESB integration
change in an application will make the whole system change; new connections
between that application and others need to be reestablished. This can result in
high maintenance costs and a lack of flexibility when it becomes necessary to make
changes. To overcome such issues, the ESB concept was introduced.
ESB is a software architecture for middleware. It is based on SOA which pro-
vides dynamically integrating loosely-couple services in heterogeneous distributed
environments, using a standard-based software component technology [148]. SOA
topologies include peer-to-peer network, hub & spoke, pipeline, and enterprise ser-
vice bus [33]. An implementation of ESB is a combination of SOA and Event-
Driven Architecture (EDA) [88]. EDA means that any notable thing that happens
inside or outside a business disseminates immediately to all interested parties. An
example of this could be using a publish/subscribe mechanism in an EDA to enable
real-time monitoring of offshore wind farms; whenever new data arrives, it is imme-
diately published to a channel and notifications about it will be sent to subscribers
instead of letting subscribers query for information every once in a while. EDA is
extremely loosely coupled and highly distributed [89]. EDA is used to complement
SOA.
ESB provides a mechanism for managing access to applications and services via a
simple and consistent interface. Fig. 2.3b shows ESB integration within the offshore
wind industry. ESB is considered a communication backbone between applications.
It provides transports, events, and mediation services to facilitate the integration of
large-scale heterogeneous applications [88]. The idea of the ESB concept is that
every application needs to be connected to a bus and then all applications can share
information by producing or consuming information on the bus [26]. ESB provides
the following features:
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• loosely coupled architecture - whatever changes in an application will not
affect other applications in the whole system;
• increased flexibility - easier to change as requirements change;
• standardized platform for integration;
• sharing common services such as security, error management, and reporting;
• more configuration rather than integration coding;
• a mediation to expose REST-based or SOAP-based services;
• service orchestration and automation.
There exist both open source and commercial ESBs. Examples of open source ESB
frameworks are Mule ESB, Fuse ESB, PEtALS ESB, ServiceMix, Open ESB [48].
2.3.3 RESTful Web Services
REST is an architecture style which was introduced by Roy Fielding in 2000 [43].
RESTful provides services over the Internet through Web browsers by using the four
CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete) operations associated with the four methods
of the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP): GET, POST, PUT, DELETE. The GET
method is used for retrieving information from a resource or for listing all autho-
rized resources. This method does not change the state of the resource. The POST
method is used for creating a resource on a server, while the PUT method is used for
updating or modifying the state of a resource on the server. The DELETE method
is used for removing a resource from the server.
The most important REST principle is to expose the resources in a RESTful service
as unique URIs [42]. A REST architecture must meet the following main con-
straints: client-server, uniform interface, stateless, cacheable, and layered system.
The client-server constraint means that REST uses the client-server architectural
style. The uniform interface constraint means that each resource has an identifica-
tion and resources are exposed to client through different types of representation.
Besides, metadata need to be attached to each representation in order to make the
message exchange self-descriptive. Stateless in RESTful services means that no
state should be stored on the server between requests from the client. Each re-
quest should therefore contain all the information necessary to serve the client. The
cacheble constraint can help to improve network efficiency by allowing clients to
cache responses. The layered system constraint allows a system to be composed of
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hierarchical layers and therefore it is possible to prevent a layer to interact with the
other layers that it is not allowed to.
The REST-based design provides a unified way of organizing and accessing data
over many different mediums, enabling mashups. It fits to the Semantic Web scheme
since both of them use URIs as resource identifiers. Furthermore, common opera-
tions on the Semantic Web such as data fetch, insertion, and deletion are the fun-
damental operations in a REST-based system [13]. Resources in a RESTful web
service are both identified by and resolved with a URI that generally has the form
as follows.
ResourceURL ::= Protocol://Host/ApplicationPath/ResourceType/ResourceID
For SOAP-based web services, the Web Service Description Language (WSDL) is
employed to describe the services, but there is no standard specification for describ-
ing REST-based web services yet. Even though the Web Application Description
Language (WADL) is claimed to be a description language for REST-based web
services, it has not been widely accepted yet.
An example of an open source REST framework is Restlet14. It is a high-level
Application Programming Interface (API) based on the HTTP servlet technique. It
provides an abstraction of REST applications, resources, and data representations.
Applications developed using Restlet can run on any Servlet engine [45].
2.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we have discussed the two aspects of data integration: semantics
and integration. In the semantics part, we have discussed knowledge representa-
tion techniques which are important for exploiting the semantics of data. We have
presented the IEC 61400-25 standard which shows the current description of wind
energy concepts. The standard describes only the basic structure of message ex-
change within the wind energy, it however does not focus specifically on either
onshore or offshore wind. In the integration part, we have briefly discussed existing
data integration approaches. In this work, we have selected the ontology-based data
integration approach to solve the data integration issue in the offshore wind indus-
try. The state-of-the-art SOA and ROA have been presented. The combination of
SOA and ROA could solve the data source handling issue in data integration.
14http://www.restlet.org/downloads/
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This chapter presents a data integration framework for offshore wind farms. The
chapter starts with an introduction to the offshore wind stakeholders and how off-
shore wind data are used within the offshore wind industry. The requirements for
the framework are then defined. The proposed framework, its components, and
framework implementation are presented afterwards. The chapter concludes with a
summary of our main achievements.
3.1 Offshore Wind Data
This section first presents an introduction to offshore wind stakeholders who ac-
tively participate in offshore wind daily operations. Then the use of data within the
offshore wind industry is discussed. Based on the interests of stakeholders and the
use of data, requirements for the proposed data integration framework are defined.
3.1.1 Offshore Wind Stakeholders
Stakeholders are actors that can influence or be affected by a certain problem or
action. Their concerns reflect the essentials of the problem domain and determine
selection of the requirements for the framework [116]. Therefore, identification of
stakeholders is a significant step in building an IT framework. Desirable problem
definitions can be found by careful analysis of stakeholders [23].
The offshore wind industry involves many stakeholders from different domains such
as authorities, service providers, owners. By analyzing the functions and roles of
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stakeholders in the offshore wind industry, it is easier to define data exchange for-
mats and what kind of data to exchange. Table 3.1 shows the different categories
of stakeholders and their concerns in the offshore wind industry. Note that a stake-
holder can be involved in several domains. More information about the offshore
wind stakeholders can be found in Paper A.
Different activities are involved in making offshore wind turbines operate effec-
tively. These activities include operation and maintenance, transmission, grid inte-
gration, and market energy. For instance, carrying out maintenance and inspection
on-time can reduce the equipment failure rates and downtime rates, and hence in-
crease energy production. The energy market regulates the energy price based upon
the energy generated in a certain period. The energy market allows investors to bid
on energy price in advance. All these activities need accessible and reliable infor-
mation from various data sources in the offshore wind energy. In order to show the
use of data in different activities we have conducted a review as shown in Table 3.2.
More details can be found in Paper B.
3.1.2 Framework Requirements
Based on Tables 3.1 and 3.2, we have defined some general requirements in order to
make sure that the proposed framework is applicable. We classify the requirements
into two categories: functional and non-functional requirements. The functional
requirements describe what the framework shall do and they are listed as follows.
• Table 3.1 shows the need for exchanging data within the offshore wind en-
ergy. Semantics should be clearly exploited in order to share the common
understanding and avoid unambiguity in exchanging data between the stake-
holders. The framework shall provide:
– R1: a common understanding on domain concepts and possibility to
resolve semantic ambiguity concerning wind data;
– R2: a common platform to exchange data between offshore wind stake-
holders and the possibility of integrating data sources, including existing
data sources and new developed ones.
• In order to optimize the output of the application areas presented in Table 3.2,
the quality of data exchange should be considered. The framework shall also
provide:
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– R3: the possibility of using data quality dimensions as constraints and
criteria for data selection;
– R4: the possibility of creating new data sources by combining data
sources of the same concept.
• Data from applications or stakeholders should be made available in terms of
services such that other stakeholders can easily subscribe to the services and
request for the data. That is to say, the framework shall provide:
– R5: the possibility of creating new data sources by formulating concept
dependencies;
– R6: the publish/subscribe feature and the possibility of visualizing re-
quested information.
Different from functional requirements, non-functional requirements describe what
properties the framework shall possess. The non-functional requirements are listed
as follows. The framework shall be:
• R7: platform independent;
• R8: flexible enough for further extension.
3.2 The Framework
We develop a framework for remote operations of offshore wind farms. The frame-
work fulfills the requirements posed in Sect. 3.1.2. It is based on the IO architecture
from the offshore oil & gas industry. The details of the framework formation are
presented in Paper A. Fig. 3.1 depicts the framework integrated in the offshore wind
energy context.
Part(1) illustrates all applications from offshore wind partners, such as wind turbine
control and modeling system, weather forecast monitoring system, engineering sys-
tems, asset management, wind farm modeling and control. Part(3) shows two up-
stream domains, namely production management and operation and maintenance,
where new solutions are being developed. Part(1) and Part(3) are connected by
Part(2) which presents three components of the proposed framework (information
provisioning, semantic model, and data source handling).
The data source handling is used to collect data from offshore wind partners, such
as weather forecast information, wind turbine modeling information, and existing
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Figure 3.1: The proposed framework in the offshore wind context
wind databases. The data from this component will be processed and passed to the
semantic model.
The semantic model covers the key concepts in the offshore wind domain and their
semantic relationships. It is considered a core for data integration. An instance of
the model, for example a virtual database, can be developed to store data.
The information provisioning for different purposes such as visualization, docu-
mentation, and analysis. The acquisition of relevant data underpins the lifecycle
of offshore wind farms, through the project phases of feasibility analysis, develop-
ment, engineering, construction, operation and maintenance, decommissioning, and
post decommissioning.
The architectures of the three framework components are illustrated in Fig. 3.2.
Sects. 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 discuss these framework components in detail.
3.3 The Semantic Model
A semantic model shares the common understanding of domain concepts. It pro-
vides technologies that document the exchange protocol between offshore wind
partners on data exchange, in particular, what data exchange formats to use and
what kinds of data to exchange. It is obvious that terminologies used in the business
domains are the most stable elements since only some parts of the data from in-
formation technology systems are used for decades and become main assets [132].
The idea of creating an Offshore Wind Ontology (OWO) from the terminologies is
important as it can be used to share, reuse knowledge, and reason about behaviors
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Figure 3.2: The framework components
across domains and tasks.
This section presents the core element of the semantic model, the offshore wind on-
tology. The development of OWO and its use are presented. The proposed semantic
model fulfills the requirement R1 presented in Sect. 3.1.2.
The semantic model provides the following features:
• an offshore wind ontology to describe the relations between offshore wind
concepts;
• a mechanism to query the ontology;
• algorithms to generate relational database scheme from OWO;
• an information model derived from the semantic model is used to agree on
data exchange formats, and share concepts between offshore wind partners;
• code generation for web service development.
3.3.1 OWO - an Offshore Wind Ontology
In order to develop OWO, domain knowledge and concepts of the offshore wind
industry are necessary. Thus, IEC 61400-25 [3], IEC 61850 [1], and IEC 61400-3
[5] are good reference standards for the OWO development. The IEC 61400-25
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standard, as discussed in Sect. 2.2.2, serves as a source of domain concepts and a
backbone for OWO.
OWO is built manually by defining an ontology for each wind turbine component
(ontology for WT generator, WT rotor, WT tower, etc.). The development of the on-
tology starts with basic terms that are described in the IEC 61400-25, and then speci-
fying and generalizing them as required. In the development of each ontology com-
ponent, we follow the METHONTOLOGY methodology [52] and Neon method-
ologies for building ontologies by reusing existing terminologies [138, 130, 137].
The detailed description of OWO is presented in Paper B.
3.3.1.1 OWO Development
As mentioned in Sect. 2.2.1.2, OWL Lite is not expressive enough while OWL Full
is too expressive and it is undecidable [64, 124]. OWL DL is decidable and there
are tools available for working with OWL DL ontologies, such as the editor Protégé,
the reasoner Pellet, and the Jess rule engine. We therefore select OWL DL as the
language to build our ontology model.
Each logical node defined in the IEC 61400-25 is represented by a class in OWO.
The main classes of OWO are depicted in Fig. 3.3, where “1:1” means “must be
exactly one”, “1:1..*” means “at least one” and “1:0..*” means “may be zero or
more”.
WF WPP
LLN
LPHD
MainComponent
SubComponent
WPPComponent Component-hasWPP
1 1..*
-hasWPPComponent 1
1..*
-hasWPPComponent1
1
-hasComponent
1 1
-hasComponent1
0..*
-hasComponent1
0..*
1 1..*
Has-part relationship
subclass-of relationship
Figure 3.3: OWO main classes
WF stands for wind farm, WPP stands for wind power plant, LLN stands for logi-
cal node, and LPHD represents physical device information. A WF consists of one
or more WPP. Each WPP consists of one or more LLN which is a subclass of the
WPPComponent class. Each LLN consists of one MainComponent (e.g., wind tur-
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bine generator, wind turbine rotor, and wind turbine yaw). Each MainComponent
can have many SubComponent (e.g., blade, control system, yaw bearing, and yaw
brake). Both MainComponent and SubComponent are subclasses of the Component
class.
The relations between classes in OWO are described by object properties such as
hasWPP, hasWPPComponent, and hasComponent. Data properties are grouped
according to categories of information exchange (e.g., equipment info, descriptive
info, and discrete state info).
We used cardinality constraints some (∃), min (≥), max (≤), and exact (=) to ex-
press the relations between objects. Some is used to create existential restriction
which describes a class of individuals that have at least one relationship along a
specified property to an individual that is a member of a specified class. For ex-
ample, WPP v ∃ hasWPPComponent.WGEN expresses the fact that a wind power
plant must have at least one WGEN component where WGEN stands for wind tur-
bine generator information. Min, max, and exact are used to express the fact that
an individual is connected by an object property to at least, at most, and exactly a
given number of instances of a specified class expression [93]. For instance, WPP
v(=1hasWPPComponent.WYAW) implies that a wind power plant has exactly one
wind turbine yawing information component where WYAW stands for wind turbine
yaw information.
3.3.1.2 OWO Consistency Checking
Knowledge modeling consists of creating concepts and organizing them into taxon-
omy. Consistency checking ensures that classes and instances in an ontology have
attributes which conform to the knowledge model [145]. For instance, we can check
for consistency of disjoint classes. Two classes are disjoint if and only if they do
not share any instance, meaning that an instance of one class cannot be instance of
the other class.
3.3.2 From OWO to RDB
RDB and ontologies are similar because both of them are used to maintain mod-
els of some universe of discourse. However, there is a difference between them.
While ontologies are very useful for knowledge representation, RDB are capa-
ble of efficiently managing large amounts of structured data [75]. An advantage
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of ontologies is that they provide more support for inference in terms of find-
ing answers about the model which had not been explicitly defined [8]. On the
other hand, RDB have more mature technologies for storing and managing data.
There is another difference between RDB and ontology based on basic assump-
tions [119]; RDB is based on a closed world assumption (CWA), whereas an ontol-
ogy such as OWL is based on an open world assumption (OWA). For example, if
the following axiom WPP v(=1hasWPPComponent.WYAW) is not specified in the
OWO ontology then the answer on the question whether or not WPP is subclass of
(= 1hasWPPComponent.WY AW ) would be no in CWA and unknown in OWA.
The reason is that in OWA it is assumed that more knowledge can be added to the
knowledge base later and the answer might be changed.
Due to the specific characteristics of wind energy, such as dealing with data from
different sources, with high frequency data to support continuous condition-based
monitoring, and the need for storing large amounts of data, both ontology and RDB
are needed in our work. Here, RDB can be virtual or physical. If the virtual ap-
proach is selected, data federation techniques should be used, otherwise data ware-
housing techniques should be employed.
It is common that some data about WT components can be obtained only from
vendors and the data are allowed to use for decision making but not for storing in
the WT owners’ systems. However, there are also data that WT owners can store
and use for their future purposes. Thus it is a good idea to have a local data storage
to store allowable operational data from WTs. We therefore have decided to use the
data warehousing solution to handle such an issue.
We use the developed ontology to generate a global RDB schema. While the on-
tology contains TBox, the RDB will be used to store ABox. Fig. 3.4 illustrates
the relation between ABox, TBox, and the derived RDB. Taking into consideration
the following: (1) the RDB schema is generated from OWO, it is easy to user the
wrapper solution; (2) creating R2RML rules manually is a time consuming pro-
cess [106]; we therefore have decided to use the wrapper solution instead of the
RDB2RDF approach in our system.
In the transformation, we focus only on three elements: part-of relationships, is-a
relationships, and data properties. Is-a and part-of relationships in OWO are trans-
lated into 1-1 (one-to-one) and 1-n (one-to-many) relationships in RDB, respec-
tively. We also use annotations to specify which classes must be translated into
tables. We then propose an algorithm to generate RDB schema from OWO based
on the ideas described in [46]. The generated RDB schema can be extended to a
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Figure 3.4: RDB schema generation
RAMSI database (reliability, availability, maintainability, safety, and inspectability
[135]) which enables decreased downtime and stable production and ensures the
reliability of offshore wind turbines. More details of the possibility of generating a
RAMSI database can be found in Paper A and the transformation algorithm can be
found in Paper B.
3.3.3 OWO Alignment
As the number of devices and appliances grows, the number of sensors embedded
in such devices will also grow. Ontologies are an adequate way to model sensors
and their capabilities [97]. Sensor metadata are used for selecting sensor sources
and for integrating with other data sources [83]. Thus sensor metadata are important
and need to be exploited.
The W3C semantic sensor network incubator group has introduced a semantic sen-
sor network (SSN) ontology1 to describe sensors, observations, and measurements.
The ontology describes sensors and their properties such as accuracy, precision,
resolution, measurement range, and capabilities. The ontology includes models for
describing changes or states in an environment that a sensor can detect, and the
resulting observation [30]. The semantic sensor network (SSN) was introduced
based on Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) standards proposed by the Open Geospa-
tial Consortium (OGC) [122] and the Stimulus-Sensor-Observation ontology design
pattern [72]. Based on the SSN ontology, a number of developments have been re-
ported in several work such as [99, 22]. However, sensor data quality dimensions
have not got enough attention in these work.
1http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/ssn/ssnx/ssn
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Even though accuracy has been mentioned in the SSN ontology, data quality is not
only about accuracy. Many work shows that data quality should be defined beyond
accuracy [66]. We therefore have developed an ontology based on SSN to describe
sensors and their quality dimensions.
The developed ontology contains spatial attributes (i.e. information about sensors’
location), temporal attributes (i.e. information about timestamp), thematic attributes
(i.e. information about sensor type, measurement, units), and quality attributes (e.g.
accuracy, timeliness, completeness).
We align the SSN ontology to OWO as shown in Fig. D.4. OWO can be connected
to SSN to share common information such as measurement values from sensors
embedded on a wind power plant. At the same time, OWO can still guarantee the
complete description of a wind power plant data model. These two ontologies are
maintained separately. Paper D gives more details of the ontology alignment.
3.4 The Data Source Handling
This section presents the data source handling component which fulfills the require-
ments R2, R3 and R4 presented in Sect. 3.1.2. The data source handling component
provides the following functionalities:
• integrate data sources coming from offshore wind applications or existing
wind databases;
• select a data source from available data sources;
• combine several data sources in order to improve the data quality.
The communication integration provides various communication approaches, for
instance publish/subscribe allowing to access information through message exchange.
ESB is employed to adjust data messages between applications. RESTful Web ser-
vices are used to support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a net-
work. The information as a service capability will be beneficial to enable more
flexible cross-facility information access. It enables loose coupling to data stores
and data model [32]. It also enables business processes and users to work with
up-to-date data in critical applications.
A new data source is integrated into the framework by two steps: (1) the connection
between the platform where the data source is being deployed and ESB is handled
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by a connector; (2) a wrapper is developed in order to transfer data from one data
format to another. Here, the wrapper solution is selected since the mappings are
between a data source (could be a file, a relational database) and the generated RDB.
It is noted that the generated RDB is the one generated from the OWO ontology that
is described in Sect. 3.3.2.
3.4.1 Data Quality Description
A widespread issue in data integration is the management of data with insufficient
quality. It is normal that data are provided without any quality description attached
to them. Consequently, it is not clear what the quality (e.g., accuracy or complete-
ness) of the data is. There are also cases where data quality is available but the
service that makes data accessible does not provide any method to access the infor-
mation.
In offshore wind energy, a number of sensors are deployed on a wind turbine and
they frequently measure and deliver the data to the users and applications by means
of services. As sensors are prone to failures, their results might be inaccurate, in-
complete, and inconsistent [125]. Wrong decisions can be made because of poor
quality data [127, 66]. Therefore, a way to compute data quality and make it avail-
able is important.
Data quality describes the characteristics of data and hence gives users a better view
on data they want to request. Data quality has several dimensions which are con-
sidered as criteria for selecting the most suitable data source according to users’
requests. There are more than 17 data quality dimensions which have been men-
tioned in the literature, e.g., accuracy, completeness, timeliness, consistency, access
security, data volume, confidence, and understandability [140, 84, 14, 49]. In this
work, we look at the three most common quality dimensions in the literature, i.e.,
accuracy, completeness, and timeliness [111]. The other dimensions such as confi-
dence, value-added, and coverage are only suggested by a couple of studies because
these dimensions can be either derived from the other dimensions or they are appli-
cable only in a few domains.
3.4.2 Data Source Selection
Given that data quality information is available, how can a system fulfill the user’s
requests for data with given constraints on data quality? The user only cares about
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the requested data and its quality, and he does not care about from which data source
the data is selected. Thus, answering the request by giving a list of possible data
sources is not a good answer. The aforementioned question can be reformulated
as follows: how to select the best suited data source among available data sources
based upon user’s defined quality criteria? Although ESB handles communication
between applications, it does not support a way to select the most suitable data
source among several available ones.
We propose an approach to handling data sources in ESB based on data quality and
semantic technology. This introduces a new level of abstraction that can improve
the process of data quality handling with the help of semantic technologies. Based
on a user request, the selection process requires a set of quality constraints and a
selection dimension. The mandatory constraints describe conditions to be met by
the data sources, and the optional selection dimension describes which dimension
to use for finding the best data source. The detailed description of the proposed
approach can be found in Paper C.
3.4.3 Data Source Combination
Another issue is that sometimes none of the available data sources has the required
quality. In this case, it might be possible to improve the quality of data to meet the
user’s requirement by combining existing data sources. A virtual data source is the
result of the combination. Let us now consider three simple combination methods
of getting a virtual data source from two existing data sources D1 and D2.
• D1 (A) D2: taking a conventional average of the data sources D1 and D2.
• D1 ⊕ D2: use data points from data source D1 if available, otherwise use
D2.
• D1 (E) D2: pick up the earliest received data point from either D1 or D2.
Virtual data sources are derived using these combination methods. How are the
quality attributes of these virtual sources? Let us consider a case of Timeliness.
Timeliness is the average time difference between the moment a data point has been
successfully received and the moment it is produced. The timeliness of data source
D is calculated using Eq. (3.1):
Time(D) =
∑ND
i=1(t(di)− t(ri))
ND
(3.1)
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where ND denotes the total number of data points in data sourceD, t(ri) is the
moment when the data point i is produced, and t(di) denotes the moment when the
data point i is received.
Assume that the timeliness Time(D1) and Time(D2) of D1 and D2, respec-
tively are two independent exponentially distributed random variables as shown in
Eq. (3.2). That said, Time(D1) = 1
λ1
and Time(D2) = 1
λ2
. If Time(D1) <
Time(D2), data from D1 arrives earlier than data from D2.
f(t, λ) =
λe−λt, if t ≥ 00, if t < 0 (3.2)
Table 3.3 shows the Timeliness of the virtual data sources for the three combination
methods.
Table 3.3: The timeliness of the virtual data source
Method Timeliness
D1 (A) D2 ≈ 32Time(D1)
D1
⊕
D2 P (D1)∗Time(D1)+P (D1)∗P (D2)∗Time(D2)
P (D1)+P (D1)∗P (D2)
D1 (E) D2 Time(D1)∗Time(D2)Time(D1)+Time(D2)
The combination results show that by applying the (E) method, the virtual data
source can get a better timeliness in comparison with the timeliness of D1 and D2.
However, the (A) method makes the timeliness of the virtual data source worse than
the timeliness of D1 and D2. For the
⊕
method, it varies from case to case. More
details of the data source combination can be found in Paper C.
3.5 The Information Provisioning
The third component of the proposed framework presented in Fig. 3.2 is the infor-
mation provisioning. It is used to provide efficient ways to access the reliable data.
The service layer provides consumers with sufficient detail to invoke the business
functions exposed by a provider of the service. All business workflows are handled
by the business process layer. The presentation layer provides user-friendly human
machine interfaces to end-users.
In this section, we look into two important issues related to information provisioning
of data integration: how data quality is provided and presented to users and how to
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formally model derived data. This information provisioning component fulfills the
requirements R5 and R6 presented in Sect. 3.1.2.
The information provisioning component provides the following functionalities:
• access to wind data using REST architecture style;
• creating new data sources by formulating concept dependencies.
3.5.1 Data Accessibility & Information Presentation
Data from offshore wind partners are made available through web services. Making
information available through web applications increases the availability of infor-
mation due to platform independence and easy access. We use REST-based web
services which are presented in Sect. 2.3.3 to enable accessibility to wind data.
Table 3.4 shows an example of identifying wind data resources as unique URIs.
Table 3.4: An example of resource definition for WTUR
URI Method Description
/LDs GET List IDs of all windmills
/LDid/LNid GET Get information of a wind turbine component
whose ID is LNid and the component belongs to a
particular windmill whose ID is LDid
/LDid/LNid DELETE Delete information of a wind turbine component
whose ID is LNid
/LDid/WTUR/TotWh GET Get total active energy production of a windmill
whose ID is LDid
/LDid/WTUR/TurSt PUT Update status of a particular windmill whose ID is
LDid
Wind data are provided to interested partners in different forms. The data can also
be displayed in graphs in order to provide better visualization to operators who are
sitting in the operations center. Online monitoring can be combined together with
intelligent condition-based applications to provide the operators with better support
on making decisions regarding performance of wind turbine components. More
details of monitoring wind turbine components can be found in Paper E.
3.5.2 Data Derivation
Missing data can be caused by network disconnection, device faults, and software
bugs. In some cases, where monitoring of devices or components is extremely
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important, a single missing value of a data point could lead to wrong predictions or
damage of components. In many domains such as wind energy, many applications
related to prediction and monitoring are employed. The power output and weather
can be predicted. The performance of a wind turbine blade can be monitored by
applications that consume real-time data. The performance of these applications
relies very much on data collected from the wind turbines. Missing a single data
item in the set of input data to these applications can make the applications produce
wrong output or no output at all. In this case, the missing data item needs to be
derived from other available data items. Derivation of data also plays a significant
role in decision support systems [110]. For instance, in time-series data analysis,
missing data that are located in the middle of a time-series have a high influence
on the efficiency of algorithms that are used to reveal hidden temporal patterns
such as vector autoregression and exponential smoothing [151]. In some cases the
missing data can be derived from possible relations between the concepts. This
section presents an extension of the work that is described in Sect. 3.4.3. Here,
we investigate the possibility of formally describing derived data from the relations
between concepts in ontologies from a user interface perspective.
3.5.2.1 Derived Data Definition
Data are classified into two categories: base data and derived data [58]. Base data
are those data obtained from data sources. Derived data are those data obtained by
combining or computing from base data. Basically, the combination and compu-
tation of base data are based on relations between domain concepts. Derived data
are described by derived classes and derived attributes. A derived attribute is an at-
tribute that is derived from other attributes in the same class or from different classes
that have relationships with the class that contains the attribute. If all attributes of a
class are derived, the class is called derived class [11].
Derived data gives advantage for storing data since there is no need to store derived
data in a database because such data can be derived from other data that are already
stored in the database. Another advantage is that the structure of the data storage is
undisclosed to users, derived attributes are accessed via user interface.
3.5.2.2 Derived Data Modeling
Guaranteeing the correctness of derived data is an important task because applica-
tions that use the data might produce wrong results. Therefore, derived data need
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to be handled in such a way that its correctness is ensured. Formally modeling of
derived data can help us to figure out different aspects of handling the data, and
hence guaranteeing the correctness.
Basically, derived data can be described in OWL using annotation fields for classes
and properties, for example, the work reported in [68] describes an approach to at-
taching formulas directly to properties in ontologies. However, this approach does
not give users the full control and the possibility to detect bugs when the descrip-
tions get complicated. We therefore decide to use UML and Object Constraint
Language (OCL) to describe derived data. UML can model domain specific con-
cepts, in particular the wind energy [51]. OCL is a complement of UML. It is used
to express constraints in UML models [141] in order to makes the models precise,
consistent, and complete.
Let us consider an offshore wind farm scenario where many sensors are located on
a wind turbine to capture information. What if one of them loses the connection?
Information related to that one will be lost. How can we utilize other devices to
derive that information so that the monitoring of the wind turbine is still ensured?
Fig. 3.5 shows how to make use of derived data from the two wind domain concepts:
wind speed and power output. Wind speed is a part of the WMET (wind turbine
meteorological information) class and power output is a part of the WTUR (the
wind turbine general information) class. Both wind speed and power output can be
measured using sensors or derived from each other.
Figure 3.5: Derived data between two concepts
The equations used the OCL constraints shown in Fig. 3.5 are derived from ba-
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sic mathematical relation between wind speed and power output. The relation is
expressed in Eq. (3.3) [95].
Pavail =
1
2
ρpir2v3Cp (3.3)
where Pavail denotes the available power output (W ), ρ denotes air density (kg/m3),
r denotes blade length (m), v is the wind speed (m/s), and Cp denotes the power
coefficient. Please note that the power coefficient is not constant; it depends on
other factors such as rotational speed of the turbine, pitch angle, and angle of attack
[96]. The derived data have the same quality attributes as presented in Sect. 3.4.1.
An approach that is similar to the combination methods presented in Sect. 3.4.3
can be developed to obtain the quality of the derived data. More details of data
derivation can be found in Paper D.
3.6 Framework Implementation
We prove the applicability of the proposed framework by developing some pro-
totypes for important parts of the framework. We present different prototypes in
Papers A, B, C, and E. The prototypes described in Papers A and B are used to
support our proposal of the semantic model presented in Sect. 3.3. The prototypes
described in Papers C & E are used to support our solutions concerning the data
source handling presented in Sect. 3.4. Eventually, our proposal of the information
provisioning component, which is presented in Sect. 3.5, is proved by the prototype
described in Paper E.
This section first presents technologies that are used in the prototypes. An imple-
mentation of the framework is then described.
3.6.1 Technology Selection
Among ESB open source frameworks such as such as PEtALS ESB, Mule ESB, Ser-
viceMix, Open ESB [136], we select Mule ESB2, a lightweight integration frame-
work to handle data subscription from third parties.
Mule ESB is not based on Java Business Integration (JBI), but it provides seamless
support for JBI containers [109]. Hence, it allows components of other ESBs such
2http://www.mulesoft.org/
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as ServiceMix, which are based on the JBI model, to be used alongside Mule ESB.
Besides, Mule ESB is provided together with an IDE (Integrated Development En-
vironment), namely Mule studio, which makes the process of flow design much
easier. Mule ESB also provides many transports, for instance REST, SOAP, JMS
(Java Message Service).
Restlet3 is a high-level API based on the HTTP servlet technique [113]. It provides
an abstraction of REST applications, resources, and data representations. Applica-
tions developed using Restlet can run on any Servlet engine [45]. Tomcat 7.04 is
used to provide HTTP web server and servlet container, and JDK 1.6 (Java Develop-
ment Kit) for supporting Java application. We use WSDL to describe SOAP-based
web services. In addition, the WADL (Web Application Definition Language) ex-
tension provided in the Restlet framework is also implemented in the prototypes in
order to provide definitions of available services.
AJAX technology was used to handle requests and responses between server and
client. Flot5, a JavaScript plotting library is used to produces graphical plots on a
web browser. We also use Microsoft SQL Server and MySQL to manage relational
databases in different prototypes.
3.6.2 Sample Test Cases
For the prototypes, the following two test cases are considered. The first one con-
cerns integrating existing data sources and migrate data to a local data storage. The
second one is to request real-time data that are made available through web services.
Test case 1
Description: There are two wind databases from Statkraft and Agder Energi. A user
requests for a wind turbine information from the Hitra wind farm. The Statkraft
database stores data from the Hitra wind farm.
Result: the data from the Statkraft database is returned to the user.
Test case 2
Description: There are three wind speed sensors that measure wind speed at a par-
ticular area. The measured data are made available through web services and our
3http://restlet.org/
4http://tomcat.apache.org/index.html
5http://www.flotcharts.org/
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system is aware of the web service addresses. A user requests for real-time wind
speed measured at that area. The user also gives some constraints on the requested
data, e.g., the completeness of the data must be more than 75% is chosen for the re-
striction process and timeliness is selected as the criteria for data source selection.
Result: first, the restriction process is executed, data sources 2 and 3 are selected.
Then the selection based on timeliness is executed. As the result, data source 3 is
selected since it has better timeliness compared to data source 2.
We setup a prototype system as shown in Fig. 3.6 to run the test cases. The hori-
zontal dashed lines divide the figure into three parts that are marked with numbers
(1), (2), and (3). These parts correspond to Part(1), Part(2), and Part(3) presented in
Fig. 3.1.
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Figure 3.6: A data integration prototype
Wind data are made available through web services and the data are pushed to our
system over the Internet from data providers such as Statkraft and Agder Energi.
SQWRL, Protégé-OWL API, Jess rule engine, Pellet reasoner are used in order to
answer users’ queries against OWO. The WPP Data Storage is a Microsoft SQL
Server database that has the schema derived from OWO. Data from the database is
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first loaded to OWO and then is used for answering queries from users. Data Trans-
fer Object OWO (DTO OWO) contains Java classes that are generated from OWO.
Data Transfer Object SQLServer (DTO SQLServer) contains Java classes that are
generated from the derived RDB. Data Access Object (DAO) handles the access to
the database through JDBC (Java Database Connectivity) interfaces. The mappings
from DTO OWO to DTO SQLServer and vice versa are handled by Dozer6, a Java
Bean to Java Bean mapper. Wrappers are used to provide access to the Statkraft and
Agder Energi databases.
The launching process of data from WPP Data Storage into OWO is described as
follows: (1) data in WPP Data Storage are accessed by calling built-in functions
provided by DAO; (2) data are then fetched into DTO SQLServer; (3) Dozer con-
verts data in DTO SQLServer to DTO OWO; (4) data are then fetched into OWO
using Protégé OWL API. Users can then make requests for data using the SQWRL
language against OWO.
Fig. 3.7 shows two tables from a Statkraft wind energy database. The first table
displays stationID, timestamp, mean value of pitch control A position, mean value
of generator speed (wtc_GenRpm_mean), and mean value of nacelle position. The
second table shows timestamp, stationID, and active power (wtc_ActPower).
Figure 3.7: Sample of 2 tables from the Statkraft database
The mapping step is necessary since there is a difference in naming between third
party’s data sources and our system. Table 3.5 shows an example of mappings
from the Statkraft database to our generated database schema. In this example, we
consider only 1 to 1 mapping. The first column shows data properties in OWO. The
second columns shows columns’ names that come from different tables in Statkraft
database.
The setup allows us to achieve the results as described in the two test cases 1 and 2.
6http://dozer.sourceforge.net/
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Table 3.5: An example of mapping from Statkraft database to the derived database
OWO property Column in RDB Data type
WROT
hasOilPressure wtc_HubPresA_mean real
hasPitchAngleSetPoint wtc_PitcPosA_mean real
hasPitchAngleRef wtc_PitchRef_BladeA _mean real
WGEN
hasCurrentPhR wtc_AmpPhR_mean real
hasCurrentPhS wtc_AmpPhS_mean real
hasCurrentPhT wtc_AmpPhT_mean real
hasPh2PhVoltagePhR wtc_VoltPhR_mean real
hasPowerFactor wtc_CosPhi_mean real
3.6.3 Metadata Management in Smart Grids
As another proof of concept, we have tried to apply our solutions to the manage-
ment of metadata in smart grids. Smart grids enable consumers to utilize lower
tariff charges during off-peak periods and energy producers to react efficiently dur-
ing peak periods [39]. In smart grids, a huge number of smart meters, sensors,
smart appliances, and other smart devices are employed and connected to Internet.
This leads to issues in handling and processing vast amounts of data, and integrating
these devices in a network so that they can communicate with each other effectively.
In order integrate these data sources, metadata management needs to be considered
since it is the key to make data integration successful [69]. We consider three main
problems concerning the management of metadata in smart grids. They are (1)
knowledge sharing and data exchange, (2) derived data from relations between con-
cepts, and (3) data quality as metadata. We apply solutions proposed throughout the
development of our framework to the management of metadata. We show that the
semantic technologies are mature enough to be used in the developments of smart
grids. Paper D gives more details of management of metadata in smart grids.
3.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we have presented our main original contributions to knowledge
by proposing a data integration framework for offshore wind farms. The framework
consists of three components: the semantic model, the data source handling, and the
information provisioning. The semantic model is the core of the proposed architec-
ture. It covers the key concepts in the offshore wind domain and their semantic rela-
tionships. It defines the basic agreements on data exchange format and what kind of
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data to exchange. The data source handling focuses on data acquisition from differ-
ent sources, such as data storage, sensors, and existing databases. There are 3 layers,
service integration, ESB, and communication integration. Finally, the information
provisioning provides efficient ways to access to the reliable data. The requirements
for the proposed framework have been fulfilled by the framework components.
Chapter 4
Evaluation and Discussion
This chapter presents the evaluations of the proposed ontology, algorithms, and the
proposed framework. The contributions in the dissertation are also evaluated against
the research questions posed in Sect. 1.2. The chapter ends with the discussion of
related work and the contributions.
4.1 Evaluation
In this section we present formal evaluation of the proposed ontology and algo-
rithms in the dissertation. We also evaluate the proposed framework against the
requirements presented in Sect. 3.1.2. Eventually, we evaluate our contributions in
the dissertation against the research questions posed in Sect. 1.2.
4.1.1 Evaluation of the Proposed Ontology & Algorithms
The following six dimensions of ontology evaluation [108] are considered when
evaluating OWO: logical consistency, modeling issues, ontology language specifi-
cation, real world representation, semantic applications, and human understanding.
First, we use Protégé and the Pellet reasoner to check for inconsistencies in the
OWO ontology. Since the OWO ontology is based on the IEC 61400-25 standard,
its human understanding and real world representation aspects are guaranteed. We
have successfully implemented the OWO ontology in some prototypes. Thus, the
semantic applications dimension is ensured. Besides, we used OOPS! - an On-
tOlogy Pitfall Scanner! [108] that covers the aforementioned ontology evaluation
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dimensions to evaluate OWO. The following pitfalls were detected in the first at-
tempt: missing annotations, missing domain or range in properties, missing inverse
relationships, untyped property. No critical pitfall was found. We then corrected the
ontology based on the recommendations from the OOPS!.
Apart from the experimental evaluation presented in Sects. 3.6.1 and 3.6.2, we
formally evaluate all the proposed algorithms in the dissertation by considering their
time complexity. The complexity of the algorithms is shown in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Complexity of the proposed algorithms
Time Complexity Note
OWO to RDB schema O(n3) n is the number of concepts
Data Source Selection O(n3) n is the number of data
sources
Data Source Combination O(n) n is the number of data items
In this dissertation, we have managed to optimized the algorithm for combining the
data sources. We have focused on this algorithm since dealing with virtual data
sources is one of the important contributions in our work. The data source selection
and OWO to RDB schema algorithms currently work well with small dataset and
we think that there are rooms for optimizing these algorithms as well. It is noted
that the OWO to RDB schema algorithm is executed only once when the global
physical relational database schema is generated for the first time. The algorithm
does not depend on the size of instance (i.e., ABox), but it depends on the size of
TBox.
4.1.2 Evaluation of the Proposed Framework
The proposed framework is evaluated against the requirements presented in Sect.
3.1.2. Sect. 3.3 presents the semantic model component that fulfills requirement R1,
Sect. 3.4 describes the data source handling component that fulfills requirements
R2, R3 and R4, and Sect. 3.5 discusses the information provisioning component
that fulfills requirements R5 and R6. The non-functional requirements R7 and R8
are fulfilled since the framework is platform independent and the proposed OWO
is extensible. Besides, the framework can be applied to other industries such as
maritime. The proposed framework is proved to be applicable as many prototypes
of the framework components have been developed throughout the research. The
framework does not cover the information and communication security part due to
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time limits of the project. Scalability is not considered in this work since it depends
on the software components that are used to build the framework.
4.1.3 Evaluation against the Research Questions
We evaluate our work against the research questions posed in Sect. 1.2.
RQ1: How to solve semantic inconsistency which has become an important problem
of knowledge sharing and data exchange among users or applications? We have
answered the question by using semantic technologies. In particular, ontology is
used to describe wind turbine components. We have developed an offshore wind
ontology which is a global schema over data sources. The complete answer to this
research question is described in Sect. 3.3.
RQ2: Data sources are considered as autonomous, distributed and heterogeneous
systems. How to manage, integrate, and unify them systematically? Enterprise
service bus plays a middleware role to connect different sources to our system.
Wrappers are developed to handle differences in format of data sources. Sect. 3.4
presents the answer.
RQ3: How to select the most suitable data source? How to provide data for users
if the requested data source is not available? Data quality dimensions for each
data source should be associated to the data source. The most suitable data source
therefore can be selected according to users’ defined requirements. If the requested
data source is not available, a combination method can be used to combine available
data sources. The answer is also presented in Sect. 3.4.
RQ4: How to provide data with quality descriptions for users based on users’ re-
quirements? Data quality dimensions can be computed based on either historical
data or a reference data source. The data quality descriptions are then attached to
the data source and provided through services. Sect. 3.4.1 describes the answer.
RQ5: Data quality dimensions are metadata. How to manage this kind of meta-
data? Metadata can be managed efficiently by using semantic technologies. We
have extended the SSN ontology by more adding data quality attributes. In addi-
tion, we have aligned the OWO to the extended SSN. Sect. 3.3 highlights the main
points of the answer.
RQ6: Missing data can be caused by network disconnection, device faults, and
software bugs. Is there any way to fill in the missing data? If yes, how to describe
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the solution formally? It is possible to fill in the missing data by deriving data based
on the relations between the concepts. We use UML and OCL to formally describe
the derived data. The detail answer can be found in Sect. 3.5.2.
The dissertation has completely described the answers to the research questions
posed in the beginning of the research. The novelty of this work includes the devel-
opment of a holistic framework for data integration in a complex and new develop-
ing domain - the offshore wind energy domain, the development of an offshore wind
ontology that is an important foundation for data exchange and knowledge sharing,
and other novel contributions that have been described above. One of the targets of
this work is to utilize as much as possible available technologies for building the
framework. Indeed, the following technologies and standards have been used in the
dissertation: the IEC 61400-25 standards, the IEC 61850 standards, the Oil & Gas
Integrated Operations, the METHONTOLOGY and Neon methodologies for ontol-
ogy development, the web ontology language - OWL, the Pellet reasoner, the Jess
rule engine, REST architecture style, SOA, and OCL.
4.2 Related Work & Discussion
Data integration has been addressed in other industries such as oil & gas, mar-
itime where common understanding and agreement on data exchange and knowl-
edge sharing between interested partners/actors need to be considered upon any
development and implementation. This section briefly discusses our contributions
with respect to related work within the wind energy and oil & gas industry.
4.2.1 Wind Data Integration
Both atomistic and holistic views of our contributions are discussed in this section.
As the proposed framework is based on different technologies, related work to some
parts of the framework are selected to discuss.
• The authors of [103] propose an ontology model for wind turbines’ condition
monitoring. The ontology model is used to describe wind turbine compo-
nents and their associated faults and symptoms. Another work reported in
[90] proposes a holistic condition monitoring system where an ontology is
considered as a central repository of all information available in wind tur-
bines. Our proposed ontology model is based on the IEC 61400-25 which is
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a specific standard for monitoring and control of wind power plants.
• A schematic presentation of a RAMS database was introduced by the authors
of [61]. A shortcoming of this schema is that the authors did not take the
semantics of data into consideration. Hence, the potential of data cannot be
completely exploited. Our RAMSI database is derived from OWO and there-
fore it can bridge the semantic gap between the ontology and the relational
database.
• There are several ways of selecting data sources such as content-based filter-
ing [35], social information filtering [120], agent-based selection [126], and
quality-based selection [91]. Content-based filtering is a traditional and static
way of selecting a data source out of a list of available data sources. This
approach filters data sources based on users’ keywords. When users send re-
quests for data, the content-based filtering statically selects the data source
with more relevant description. This approach might not solve the selection
problem if there are data sources with the same descriptions. Another ap-
proach is the social information filtering. It refers to a sort of techniques to
provide personalized recommendations for users according to the similari-
ties of their interests. This approach is common in sites, e.g., Amazon and
LinkedIn. The third category of selection methods is the agent-based ap-
proach. Agents evaluate data sources by communicating, cooperating, and
rating each other. Each agent can make decision and work autonomously as
well. The quality-based approach takes into consideration the importance of
data quality. A data source is selected based on data quality dimensions given
in users’ defined requirements. Our work is based on this approach since data
quality is one of important aspects of data integration. We also use semantic
technology to solve inconsistency issues and enable semantic description for
sensor networks.
• Besides selecting data sources, there have been studies concerning combina-
tion of data sources in order to fulfill users’ requests on data. Most of the
studies are in the field of multi-sensor data fusion which employs different
techniques to generate a better virtual sensor, for instance, artificial intelli-
gence, pattern recognition, statistical estimation are used to fuse multi-sensor
data [59, 82]. Different from these work, we propose an approach to combin-
ing data sources based on data quality dimensions.
Having looked at our work as a whole, we find out that BazeField Wind is related
to our work. It is a commercial wind farm management system developed by Baze
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Technology1. BazeField is used to monitor Sheringham Shoal offshore wind farm
which consists of 88 Siemens 3.6MW wind turbine. The system is based on inter-
national standards such as the IEC 61400-25. Main modules of BazeField Wind
include monitoring, analysis, and operation management. The monitoring mod-
ule contains basic functionality to monitor the performance of wind turbines and
wind parks. The analysis module provides weather analysis, power analysis, tur-
bine alarm, etc. The operation management module supports performance manage-
ment, production planning, task management, reporting, etc. Since this system is a
commercial, we do not know the technologies on which the system is based. But
in general, the system looks similar to our work from the data integration aspect. It
is not clear to us whether the semantic inconsistency issue of wind data has been
taken into consideration in the development of BazeField Wind.
4.2.2 Oil & Gas Integrated Operations
Integrated Operations is a project proposed by the Norwegian Oil Industry Associa-
tion with the purpose of improving operational decision support for offshore instal-
lations from onshore operations centers by implementing ICT. An estimation from
the OLF shows that the economic potential of implementing IO is expected to be
more than 250 billion Norwegian kroner in net present value [101, 132].
The IO project has taken into consideration the advantages of semantic web tech-
nologies and ISO standards. The ISO 15926 standard [2], namely “Integration of
life-cycle data for process plants including oil and gas production facilities”, is
developed to provide a methodology for data integration across disciplines (e.g.,
health, safety, environment, drilling, and reservoir & production) within the oil &
gas industry. Based on the methodology of the ISO 15926, an oil & gas ontology
has been developed by the POSC Caesar Association (PCA) in collaboration with
the Norwegian offshore industry [133].
A big difference between the offshore wind and oil & gas industries is that there
is personnel onboard oil platforms while in wind farms human presence is not nor-
mally necessary, the system operates automatically and can be controlled by the
operations center. Another difference is the number of wind turbines; there can be
hundreds in a wind farm (an asset), whereas a single oil platform is often regarded
as an asset on its own. Despite the fact that there are some differences between
these two industries, there are still some common characteristics, for instance, there
1http://www.bazetechnology.com/
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is a need of an operations center to support offshore activities. Data integration
challenges are similar in the two industries where data come from different sources
in different formats. We took into consideration the IT architecture for IO when we
designed our framework, thus our framework has the similar design pattern with
the IO architecture. Our work differs from the IO in some aspects such as (1) our
work is designed for the wind energy domains; (2) we focus on the semantics and
integration aspects; (3) we look into the possibility of bridging the semantic gap
between OWO and RBD; and (4) we investigate approaches to deriving new data
sources.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
This chapter summarizes our contributions and gives some concluding remarks.
The future outlook is presented at the end of the chapter.
5.1 Summary of Contributions
This dissertation explores the possibility of improving availability and accessibility
of offshore wind data by solving some data integration issues. Our original contri-
butions to knowledge are summarized as follows.
• C1: We have proposed a data integration framework for offshore wind farms.
The framework provides a holistic system view over the wind domain. The
framework is presented in Sect. 3.2. Details of the framework can be found
in Paper A.
• C2: We have manually developed an offshore wind ontology (OWO) to ex-
plore the semantics of wind data and enable knowledge sharing and data ex-
change. The ontology is based on the approved international standard IEC
61400-25 and it is open for future extension. In addition, the relation be-
tween OWO and relational database has been investigated. More details can
be found in Sect. 3.3 and Paper B.
• C3: We have presented a quality-based approach to managing, selecting, and
providing the most suitable data source for users based upon their quality
requirements. The approach gives users the possibility of getting the most
suitable data source from the available ones. It also increases the chance to
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find the requested data source by combining multiple data sources so that
the users’ quality requirements are met. We have also proved that in some
cases, the quality of combined data source can be better than individual data
sources’ quality. This contribution is presented in Sect. 3.4.2, Sect. 3.4.3 and
Paper C.
• C4: We have presented a way to formally describe derived data based on the
relations between concepts. Sect. 3.5.2 and Paper D give more details of this
contribution.
• C5: We have solved some issues regarding the management of big data meta-
data in Smart Grids with a focus on offshore wind as an energy generator. In
particular, we have used ontologies to manage offshore wind metadata and
sensors’ metadata. Details of this contribution can be found in Sect. 3.6.3
and Paper D.
The layout of the included papers is shown in Fig. 5.1.
Papers
Domain analysis and Framework Design (Paper A)
Semantic Model (Paper B, Paper A)
Data Source Handling (Paper C, Paper A)
Information Provisioning (Paper D, Paper E, Paper A)
An Implementation (Paper E)
- Domain analysis
- Framework requirements
- IT Framework development
- Semantics
- Ontology development
- Ontology – Relational database
- Integration
- Data quality
- IT architecture
- Data accessibility
- Information presentation
- Derived data
Figure 5.1: Paper layout
5.2 Concluding Remarks
We have followed the design paradigm which consists of four steps (i.e., state re-
quirements, state specifications, design and implement the system, and test the sys-
tem) to carry out our research. The same paradigm has been also used to tackle each
of the research questions.
The proposed framework is equally applicable to problems of other industries which
are compatible with the system view, for example, the maritime industry, where
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common understanding and agreement between participants are handled upon op-
erations. The architecture may be applied to other industries with small changes.
More and more data integration issues are being tackled and solutions to the issues
can be improved as new technologies are introduced. We have shown that semantic
technologies can be used to solve the inconsistency issue in data integration.
Our work provides a holistic view of improving the accessibility and availability of
reliable offshore wind data.
5.3 Future Outlook
In this dissertation so far, information and communication security were not taken
into account. It is assumed that all communications are handled using secure chan-
nels. It is apparent that the control and monitoring of offshore wind farms can be
handled easily at an operations center. However, there are many security vulnerabil-
ities related to data exchange and communications between wind power plants. As
future work, we plan to carry out research on security requirements for remote op-
erations of offshore wind farms and security mechanism for making offshore wind
farm communication secure. The proposals in the IEC 62351 standard are consid-
ered as a starting point.
We want to extend the current work by solving more problems related to metadata
management. Metadata provide information about data that are stored in a database
without having accessed it. A way of managing metadata has been investigated in
this work. However, we have not discussed the quality of metadata. Metadata with
high quality can guarantee that proper sensing resources and data sources are found
and data are used properly. The quality of metadata definitely affects the use of data
and decisions that are based upon the data. We plan to extend the work on data
quality to metadata quality research.
As a part of future power grids, offshore wind plants will be integrated in grids
in order to make the grids smarter and smarter. A comprehensive data integration
framework for smart grids could be developed based on our framework.
The Oil & Gas industry has been in business for a long time and many solutions
have been proposed to tackle the data interoperability issue with the industry. The
standard ISO 15926 initiated by the POSC Ceasar Association is one of the so-
lutions. Currently, many Oil & Gas companies are expanding their business to the
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offshore wind domain. As presented in this dissertation, data interoperability is also
one of the issues within the offshore wind industry. In order to help these compa-
nies reuse their solutions, it is a good idea to extend the ISO 15926 by taking into
consideration the proposed offshore wind ontology - OWO.
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Operation and maintenance play an important role in maximizing the yield and minimizing
the downtime of wind turbines, especially offshore wind farms where access can be difficult
due to harsh weather conditions for long periods. It contributes up to 25-30% to the cost
of energy generation. Improved operation and maintenance (O&M) practices are likely
to reduce the cost of wind energy and increase safety. In order to optimize the O&M, the
importance of data exchange and knowledge sharing within the offshore wind industry must
be realized. With more data available, it is possible to make better decisions, and thereby
improve the recovery rates and reduce the operational costs. This article describes the
development of a framework for data integration to optimize remote operations of offshore
wind farms.
Keywords: Offshore wind farms; Data integration; Remote operations; Operation and main-
tenance; Wind energy.
1 Introduction
The currently accelerating sea level rise, ocean acidification and ice cap melting
have prompted the European Union (EU) and other industrialized regions to pro-
pose drastic reductions of greenhouse gas emissions. The EU’s renewable energy
policy aims for 34% of the EU’s total electricity consumption coming from renew-
able energy sources in 2020 and 100% renewables by 2050. Wind energy alone
could cover up to 50% of Europe’s electricity by then. The offshore wind power
production in the EU from 2005 to 2020 is expected to increase from 2 TWh to
140 TWh[12].
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It is apparent that moving wind farms offshore brings huge benefits for wind en-
ergy production due to highly stable wind, use of large scale wind power plants
(WPP), larger wind farms, and fewer societal concerns. It also reduces environ-
mental impact as well as noise and visual disturbance to people [11]. However, the
offshore wind industry is facing challenges with high installation and maintenance
costs and potentially longer time out of operation at failures. According to [48],
failure rates and downtime of WPP components provided by the Landwirtschaft-
skammer Schleswig-Holstein (LWK, Germany) and the Scientific Measurement and
Evaluation Programme (WMEP, Germany) show that some components have low
failure rates but very high downtime. For example, the gearbox failure rate is low
compared to other components; however downtime is relatively high because the
replacement of a failed gearbox requires the use of a crane, barge/ship, etc., and
thus the cost associated with replacing it is significant. The amount of downtime
caused by malfunctions depends on the repair work required as well as the avail-
ability of parts, and the personnel capacity of service teams. In the past, repairs
to the generator, drive train, hub, gearbox, and blades have often caused standstill
periods of several weeks [17]. The logistical complexity of maintenance and repair
procedures increases greatly if they depend on a window of uninterrupted. In case
of maintenance and repair procedures, there are two groups of activities which do
and do not require a use of a weather window. The first group of activities may
be interrupted during its execution in case of unacceptable weather conditions and
may be recommenced when fair conditions apply. The second one may not be in-
terrupted during its execution. In this case, the collaboration between the project
managers, fault analysis (condition based monitoring) team, maintenance services,
and weather forecast is necessary to maintain the turbine on time or make a re-
pair as soon as possible to decrease the energy loss caused by the fault or delayed
maintenance.
Operation and maintenance (O&M) costs of offshore wind farms contribute signifi-
cantly (up to 25-30%) to the cost of energy generation [33, 47, 14]. Although a 25%
decrease in O&M costs is expected to give less than 3% reduction in levelized costs
[41], the relationship between improved O&M and optimized availability is still
important. Improved O&M is also likely to reduce the hazard exposure of the em-
ployees, increase income, and support offshore activities more efficiently. One key
improvement is the implementation of remote operations [27]. An onshore support
system and their sub-systems are performing a multi-function for service technol-
ogy and management development, such as fault analysis, optimized maintenance
activities and visits, 24/7 alarm handling and analysis [10].
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In order to minimize the production cost, some optimization opportunities might be
applied:
• concerted control of the entire wind farm.
• use of a system-level design and analysis approach for individual turbines and
entire wind power plants to optimize wind turbine technology, power plant
installation and O&M procedures [49].
• control of wear such that risk/reliability based operation/maintenance can be
scheduled for periods where the turbines are accessible.
• control of power production such that the economic outcome is maximized.
To obtain these kinds of optimizations, various kinds of data are needed, and differ-
ent expertise has to be combined, e.g., turbine control, meteorology, energy trading,
marine operations, condition determination and prediction. Availability and acces-
sibility of information are needed for O&M planning and improving the quality of
WPP components. Even though there is some wind farms’ data available, it is still
difficult to handle it. The need of a way of integrating and handling data from dif-
ferent sources with different formats via a unified system is essential. Moreover,
an estimation from the Norwegian Oil and Gas Association (OLF) shows that the
economic potential of implementing integrated operations is expected to be more
than 250 billion Norwegian kroner in net present value [35].
This article focuses on proposal of a data integration framework for offshore wind
farms in order to support the offshore wind activities more effectively and enable
data exchange and knowledge sharing between the offshore wind partners. The
rest of the article is organized as follows: section 2 introduces challenges in data
integration of offshore wind farms. Section 3 presents a proposed framework as
a solution to overcome the challenges, and section 4 introduces some preliminary
results of implementing and development such as an offshore wind ontology model.
The results are discussed in Sect. 5. Finally, section 6 contains a summary and
conclusions.
2 Data integration within the offshore wind industry
This section discusses challenges that data integration of the offshore wind industry
is facing today. The section starts with introduction to offshore wind daily oper-
ations and information exchange categories. After that, challenges are discussed.
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This work focuses on the operational phase of a wind farm. Installation, construc-
tion, and decommissioning are not considered.
2.1 Offshore wind operations
Based on the Smart Grid Interoperability Panel promoted by the National Insti-
tute of Standards and Technology [34], the conceptual model for the offshore wind
communication is formulated as shown in Fig. A.1. In this conceptual model, each
domain is a high-level grouping of organizations, individuals, and systems of the
offshore wind industry. Communication between stakeholders in the same domain
may have similar characteristics and requirements. The communication flows are
bidirectional.
Wind farms
Markets
Transmission
Distribution
Customer
Service provider
Operations 
center
Maintenance 
services
Vendor/Expert
Secure communication flows
Electrical flows
Domain
Weather forecast
Figure A.1: A conceptual model for offshore wind communications
In each wind farm, there has to be communication between wind turbines, between
operations center and maintenance personnel, and communication to other wind
farms with the purpose of production optimization. According to wind direction
and speed, each turbine can have a different configuration, for example blade pitch
angles which are changed by an individual pitch control system, so that the wind
can generate energy most cost effectively.
A wind turbine has many components. Hence, it is difficult to monitor the perfor-
mance of each particular component and possibly detect the faults. For example,
the major drawback of a hydraulic pitch control system is the presence of exter-
nal and internal leakage, and the latter is difficult to detect [6]. According to the
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severity of a leakage fault, the performance of pitch control systems is degraded
and eventually a too high severity fault in leakage will lead the wind turbine to fail-
ure. To reduce the cost of maintenance and to prevent such systems from failure,
fault detection for leakage should be considered. However, due to non-linearity in
hydraulic systems and the large uncertainties in their parameters, fault detection is
difficult to implement on site using real-time techniques. Therefore, the important
issues are proper communications between the operations center and the wind tur-
bine, off-site data collection and analysis. In the operations center, experts with
different backgrounds are able to perform a proper analysis based on measurements
received from offshore wind farms to arrange unscheduled works and retune the
controllers if necessary. The center handles various operations such as data analy-
sis, data visualization, and information collection from weather forecast. Based on
the collected information, the center controls the velocity of wind turbines and op-
timizes the wind parks in order to maximize the yield over its lifetime. In addition,
the use of the operational center will allow reliability engineers to better plan and
organize maintenance actions related to offshore wind turbines. If there is a case
where human participation is needed, the center sends a request to experts to get
advice and suggestions from them. After that, operators or decision-makers at the
center will take a final decision to on-board maintenance services in order to have
correct and timely operations. The information from the operations center is also
necessary for the energy market (grid/consumers), and vice-versa.
Let us take a look at the data exchange and knowledge sharing from the economic
perspective where many stakeholders want to have information from their partners.
Table A.1 shows the different categories of stakeholders and their concerns in the
offshore wind industry. Note that a stakeholder can be involved in several domains.
By analyzing the functions and roles of stakeholders in the offshore wind industry,
it is easier to define data exchange format and what kind of data to exchange.
In general, data must be collected in real-time at sufficiently high sampling rates and
stored in a database to enable both online and offline evaluations. Online evalua-
tion and detection of leakage, for example, would require computational processing
speeds of model-based algorithms at 1 ms sampling rate or higher. From a practi-
cal point of view, the information technology infrastructure is probably one of the
most significant limiting factors to the introduction of advanced level algorithms.
Whereas communication between wind farms and the operations center probably
will be transferred using optical fibers, communication between wind turbines or
wind farms can be exchanged by broadband wireless communication.
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2.2 Categories of information exchange
Information is the content of the communication that takes place within the frame-
work of monitoring and control of offshore wind turbines [24]. The following in-
formation is essential in order to achieve effective monitoring and control.
• Equipment information: It contains information about manufacturers, design
characteristics (default values of the equipment, allowable values for config-
uration), operating modes, etc.
• Discrete state information: Discrete information concerning the current con-
dition or behavior of a component or a system. It might consist of status
(condition of a component or system), alarm and event information.
• Analog state information: Continuous information concerning the current
condition or behavior of a component or a system. This type of informa-
tion consists of value of process quantity, measured value, which has been
processed and measured, for example, value of a three phase electric power
quantity.
• Control information: Control information is required for the control of wind
power plants, such as access profiles, set points, parameters and commands.
This information will first be communicated to wind power plants by certain
operators. Wind power plants store control information and provide it for
further communication to sub-processes.
• Historical information: It might be possible to track the operational trends in
logs and reports. Historical information is divided into three categories:
– Log is a chronological list of events for a specific period of time.
– Transient log is a short-term chronological list of events and data with
high resolution.
– Report is a periodical notification comprising the information that rep-
resent the state and data requested in the report control block.
• Descriptive information (meta-information): It gives the type and the accu-
racy of the information, as well as the time and the data description. For
instance, total time duration of a specific state, properties of the observed
data (max, min, average, etc.).
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2.3 Challenges in offshore wind data integration
With more data available, it is possible to make better decisions, and thereby im-
prove the recovery rates and reduce the operational costs. Design of new compo-
nents can get benefits from available data of used components. Capturing failure
data can help to analyze reliability of wind turbine using statistical methods [19].
However, the offshore wind data integration is facing some challenges.
Typically, any wind power plant component, which needs to exchange information
with other components and operations center, is equipped with a so-called intelli-
gent electronic device (IED), which can send data to external receivers and receive
data from external senders [24]. A key point is the capability of the grid to col-
lect and convey information from IEDs on the network to the information systems
of the different actors (mainly generating system operator, market system operator,
operations center) [4]. With the replacement of electromagnetic devices by IED, the
automation of distribution systems has made a significant step forward. IEDs are
capable of protection, local monitoring and control, etc., and therefore, communi-
cation between IEDs and central controller plays an important role for maintaining,
controlling and monitoring a distributed system. However, most components of
WPP are produced by different vendors or companies. Each component has its
own software and perhaps its own database. As a result, a software environment
of a WPP consists of multiple applications having incompatible interfaces and data
formats and not being able to communicate with each other.
Agreement on data exchange is time-consuming. Unfortunately, it happens only at
the end of the development when the partners encounter integration problems with
other partners, for instance, when some terminologies are interpreted differently
by different partners. Besides, many actors are reluctant to share data about their
equipment or to let third parties collect such data. Therefore, better ways to make
data available and accessible would be desirable.
Another problem faced by the data integration is that the traditional point-to-point
(P2P) integration makes the collaboration even harder. Fig. A.2 demonstrates the
P2P integration of different applications. The big disadvantage of the P2P integra-
tion topology is that each application has to establish a separate connection channel
with other applications. Once an application changes its data exchange structure,
all related applications will be affected. With today’s technologies, P2P integration
between applications is no longer recommended due to the difficulty in reconstruct-
ing the system and the costs of implementing changes. Data collection and usage
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Figure A.2: Point to point integration
is the most challenging problem faced by the offshore wind industry today. Some
questions are listed below:
• How to agree on concepts, their properties, and relations in the offshore wind
domain?
• How can wind farm operators manage the fact that data comes from different
sources with different formats?
• Data sources are considered as autonomous, distributed and heterogeneous
systems. How to manage, integrate, and unify them systematically?
• How to solve semantic inconsistency which has become a problem for the
explicit information or knowledge sharing among users or applications?
3 A proposed data integration framework
Based on the proposed reference architecture for remote operations of offshore wind
farms [31] a data integration framework is proposed as shown in Fig. A.3. Part(1)
illustrates all applications from offshore wind partners, such as wind turbine control
and modeling system, weather forecast monitoring system, engineering systems,
asset management, wind farm modeling and control. Part(3) shows two upstream
domains, namely production management and operation and maintenance where
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Figure A.3: An overview of the proposed data integration framework
new solutions are being developed. Part(1) and Part(3) are connected by Part(2)
which presents three patterns of the proposed framework (information provisioning,
semantic model, and data source handling).
The semantic model covers the key concepts in the offshore wind domain and their
semantic relationships. It is considered a core for data integration. An instance of
the model, for example a virtual database (DB), can be developed. Input data for the
database is provided by the data source handling which collects data from offshore
wind partners. The output data from the database is provided to the other partners
through the information provisioning for different purposes such as visualization,
documentation and analysis. The acquisition of relevant data underpins the lifecycle
of offshore wind farms, through the project phases of feasibility analysis, develop-
ment, engineering, construction, operation and maintenance, decommissioning and
post decommissioning.
3.1 The semantic model
A semantic model shares the common understanding of domain concepts. Addi-
tionally, it documents the exchange protocol between offshore wind partners on
data exchange, in particular, what data exchange format and what kinds of data to
exchange. Fig. A.4 shows the proposed semantic model.
A typical problem of data exchange is a misunderstanding between sender and re-
ceiver. Approved standards are recommended to use in order to make the data
exchange unambiguous. There are some relevant standards developed by the Inter-
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national Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), for example the Common Information
Model (CIM) [25], IEC 61850 [21], IEC 61400-25 [24]. Unfortunately, those stan-
dards have been developed by different working groups and therefore lack some
harmonization [45]. Additionally, the semantic techniques imposed by the CIM are
not properly used [46]. Resolving semantic heterogeneity not only gives users a
unified access to distributed data but also facilitates monitoring processes, hence
the performance of a WPP might be improved.
Organizational units and information technology systems rarely last more than a few
years. Only some parts of the data from these systems are used for decades and be-
come main assets. It is obvious that terminologies used in the business domains are
the most stable elements. The idea of creating an Offshore Wind Ontology (OWO)
from the terminologies in order to share, reuse knowledge, and reason about behav-
iors across domains and tasks, is important. In general, an ontology is needed to
make an abstract model of some phenomenon by identifying the relevant concepts
of that phenomenon [40]. It facilitates integration of processes within and across
business domains, creation of autonomous solutions, and storage of data over time.
It is also a key instrument in developing the semantic web which is an extension
of the current web in which information is given well-defined meaning, better en-
abling computers and people to work in cooperation [3]. In order to develop the
OWO, domain knowledge and concepts of the offshore wind industry are neces-
sary. Thus, IEC 61400-25, IEC 61850, and CIM could be good reference standards
for the OWO development. In addition, the International Organization for Stan-
dardization (ISO) 15926 standard [23] provides an ontology for oil & gas. Building
an ontology based on ISO 15926 not only brings benefits for the offshore wind on-
tology development but also makes it easier for the oil & gas industry to enter the
wind energy business.
Most of the properties of the OWO can be adequately represented in the Resource
Description Framework (RDF)/RDFS (RDF schema) [8]. However, a number of
desirable features are missing in RDF, such as local scope of properties, localized
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range and domain constraints, boolean combinations of classes, and cardinality re-
strictions. The Web Ontology Language (OWL) is an extension of RDF schema, in
the sense that OWL uses the RDF meaning of classes and properties [8, 20, 1]. In
this work, OWL is used to represent the proposed ontology.
3.2 The data source handling
As mentioned in Sect. 2, input data for an instance of the semantic model may come
from different applications of offshore wind partners. The question is how to get the
data from various sources into a single operational model? How to establish collab-
oration and interoperability between services, applications and parties? The data
source handling architecture, shown in Fig. A.5, is used to answer these questions.
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Figure A.5: Data source handling architecture
In order to assist a collaboration between different applications, the communication
integration provides for various communication approaches, for instance publish/-
subscribe allowing to access information through message exchange. Another ex-
ample could be real-time data exchange between PC-based clients using Microsoft
operating systems; in this case the Object Linking Embedded (OLE) for process
control (OPC) protocol is essential. The OPC server is a software program that
converts the hardware communication protocol used by a programmable logic con-
troller into the OPC protocol, and the OPC client software is a set of programs that
connects to the hardware, for example, a human machine interface. The OPC client
uses the OPC server to get data from or send commands to the hardware. Web
services are used to support interoperable machine-to-machine interaction over a
network. Using Representational State Transfer (RESTful) web services and infor-
mation as a service is a starting point. REST is an architecture style which was
introduced by Roy Fielding in 2000. REST provides services over the Internet
through the Web browser by using the four CRUD (create, read, update, delete) op-
erations associated with four methods of the Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP):
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GET, POST, PUT, DELETE [13]. The idea of REST consists in embracing a state-
less (e.g., interaction can survive a restart of the server) client server architecture
in which the web services are viewed as resources and can be identified by their
Uniform Resource Identifiers (URI). Besides, REST supports cacheable (a server
needs to respond to a request only for the first time and the response is cached in
a proxy server and used for similar requests to the same resource without address-
ing the server) that reduces the load for servers and hence, improves scalability and
performance of client server interactions.
Adjustments in data messages between applications can be handled via Enterprise
Service Bus (ESB). An ESB is a software architecture for middleware. The idea of
the ESB concept is that every application needs to be connected to a bus and then
all applications can share information by producing or consuming information on
the bus. It supports integration of services and applications for complex systems.
Moreover, ESB can provide required mediation to expose REST-based or SOAP-
based (Simple Object Access Protocol) services for web clients, process services
for business processes orchestration and automation, and information services in
order to manage diverse data and content in a unified manner.
3.3 The information provisioning
The information provisioning part provides efficient ways to access the reliable data,
mechanisms to reuse existing applications when introducing new ones, and ensures
that new applications are also reusable. For example, a condition monitoring ap-
plication must be able to integrate with existing vibration monitoring services. Fig.
A.6 shows three layers (business processes, services, and presentation) of this part.
Information provisioning
Service layer Business processes layer
Presentation layer
Figure A.6: Information provisioning
In order to enable reusability of a service, it is recommended to build a correspond-
ing service component for the service. The service layer contains software com-
ponents, each of which provides the implementation or realization for a service,
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or operation on a service. Service components reflect the definition of the service
they represent, both in its functionality and its quality of service. The service layer
provides consumers with sufficient detail to invoke the business functions exposed
by a provider of the service. The new consuming applications and solutions will
focus on their own functional capabilities, and not on the detail of the external com-
ponent architecture. All business workflows are handled by the business process
layer. The presentation layer provides user-friendly human machine interfaces to
end-users. The information as a service capability will be beneficial to enable more
flexible cross-facility information access. It enables loose coupling to data stores
and data model [9]. It also enables business processes and users to work with up to
date data in critical applications.
4 Development and implementation
This section presents some preliminary results of the framework development. An
offshore wind ontology is considered as the core of the semantic model.
4.1 The information model
An information model represents the knowledge concerning specific domain com-
munication. In particular, the purpose of creating an offshore wind information
model is to facilitate the process of agreement on data exchange as well as col-
laborations among offshore wind partners. The information model will provide a
common basis for understanding the general behavior of offshore wind communi-
cations. It is also the foundation of the offshore wind ontology. The information
model is a part of the work which has been presented in [32].
4.1.1 The IEC 61400-25 standard
The IEC 61850 standard series is essentially a standard for power substation au-
tomation. The IEC 61400-25 standard is an adaptation of the IEC 61850 standard
series, with special concern for controlling and monitoring WPPs. Therefore, the
IEC 61400-25 standard series is not merely a replica of IEC 61850, but reuses the
terms and definitions that will apply to all substations. Furthermore, the IEC 61400-
25 standard series extends the IEC 61850 with unique information models which
only apply to WPPs. Such unique features include rotor speed, turbine or other
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Table A.2: IEC 61400-25: Wind turbines - Communications for monitoring and
control of WPPs
Part Title Description
1 Overall description
of principles and
models
Introductory orientation, overview of crucial re-
quirements and basic principles, and a modeling
guide.
2 Information model Specify the compatible logical nodes names,
and data names for communication between
WPP components.
3 Information ex-
change model
Define services of the model of the informa-
tion exchange of intelligent electronic devices
in WPPs.
4 Mapping to commu-
nication profiles
Mappings for Web services, MMS, OPC XML
DA, IEC 60870-5-104 and DNP3.
5 Conformance test-
ing
Define methods and abstract test cases for con-
formance testing of devices used in WPPs.
6 LN classes and data
classes for condition
monitoring
Defines additional information models for use
in condition monitoring system.
vendor specific components. Table A.2 provides an overview of the IEC 61400-25
series.
The IEC 61400-25 standard represents a consensus on core information technology
for the future transition of the electric distribution grid towards a smart grid [38].
The IEC 61400-25 defines information models and information exchange models
for monitoring and control of WPPs. The modeling approach of IEC 61400-25-
2 and IEC 61400-25-3 uses abstract definitions of classes and services such that
the specifications are independent of specific communication protocol stacks, im-
plementations, and operating systems [39]. Successful implementation of the IEC
61400-25 standard has been reported in [36, 29].
According to the IEC 61400-25 standard, the highest level is called the logical de-
vice which stands for a WPP, which is decomposed into logical nodes (LN). Fig.
A.7 shows WPP information broken down into LNs. The structure of all LNs is
specified in [24] and [21]. WROT stands for wind turbine rotor information, and
WTUR stands for wind turbine general information. More details are available in
[24].
All the LNs used in the WPP modeling inherit their structure from the abstract
LN class defined in the IEC 61850-7-2. A LN consists of a collection of related
data, called data classes (DC). Each data class inherits a collection of properties, as
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Figure A.7: Wind turbine logical nodes
defined by a so-called common data class (CDC) to which it is assigned. A CDC
consists of a collection of data records.
4.1.2 An extension of the IEC 61400-25
One of the differences between onshore and offshore wind turbines is the design
of the foundation. In case of an onshore wind turbine, the foundation is fixed and
the vendor does not need to spend much effort on it after installation. For an off-
shore wind turbine, the four most common fixed foundations are monopile, gravity
base, tripod, and jacket [42]. But for a deep water offshore wind turbine, it is hard
to make the foundation fixed, therefore it is preferably made floating [43]. The
technology of floating wind turbines has only recently been developed. In order
to support the weight of the turbine and to constrain pitch, roll and heave motions
within acceptable limits, a floating structure must provide enough buoyancy. De-
pending on the topology, wave, sea ice, and seabed conditions, floating platform
configurations may vary. The most common platform types use ballast, mooring
lines, and buoyancy for stability [5]. The stability of the foundation is of vital im-
portance for floating wind turbines, hence information related to the foundation is
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critical for analysis, monitoring and control of the wind turbine as well as for further
development and improvement. In floating platforms it is conceivable that control
is used to limit the response of the entire turbine or platform system to stochastic
wave loading [24]. For example, pitch motion can easily be limited by an intelligent
collective pitch control strategy and through monitoring in the operations center de-
cision makers can interfere in case of the failure of a built-in intelligent controller.
Depending on the type of floating platform, the foundation information will vary.
For instance, for a floating wind turbine that achieves stability through the use of
mooring line tension, information related to mooring lines needs to be collected.
A new logical node for wind turbines is proposed, namely one for wind turbine
foundations (WFOU). The name of the new node is given as WFOU according to the
name space concept defined in [21]. As an extension of Fig. A.7, Fig. A.8 depicts
the new wind turbine logical node WFOU. The node contains basic attributes for
floating offshore wind turbines. The list of attributes is shown in Table A.3. “M”
indicates mandatory and “O” indicates optional.
WFOU
WTOW
WMET
Figure A.8: The proposed wind turbine logical node, WFOU
Table A.3: WFOU class
WFOU class
Attribute name Attribute type Explanation M
Pt MV pitch O
Rl MV roll O
Yw MV yaw O
Hv MV heave O
Sg MV surge O
Sy MV sway O
In addition, the WPP meteorological (WMET) class is also extended by adding
relevant attributes to offshore conditions based on the IEC 61400-3 [26]. Some
attributes are shown in Table A.4.
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Table A.4: WMET class extension
WMET class extension
Attribute name Attribute type Explanation M
Inherit all data from WMET class provided in the IEC 61400-25-2
WavAmp MV wave amplitude O
WavHz MV wave frequency O
WavLgt MV wave length O
WavDir MV wave direction O
SeaCurrVel MV sea current velocity O
SeaCurrDir MV sea current direction O
WatLev MV water level O
WatDens MV water density O
WatTmp MV water temperature O
AirDns MV air density O
SolarRadInt MV solar radiation intensity O
MV - measured value is a data class which contains measured attributes such as
measured result, a quality attribute that contains information on the quality of the
information from the server and timestamps. For more details, see [22].
Even though RDF and OWL schemas provide a clearer semantics for handling
changes than do XML (eXtensible Markup Language) schemas, XML schemas still
a good candidate for building information models for data exchange than other for-
mats. Keeping the information model in XML schemas gives the following benefits:
• Flexibility: It is easy to transform an XML schema to different formats, such
as OWL, RDF or SQL or DTD.
• Understandability: It takes less time to understand an XML schema than
OWL or other formats.
• Usability: From XML schemas, Java or .Net classes can be generated using
existing tools, such as JAXB or XSD.
Fig. A.9 shows partly the developed information model which is based on the IEC
61400-25, IEC 61850-7 and the proposed extensions for the IEC 61400-25 1. In this
figure, the dotted line means that a logical node or an attribute is optional.
At the moment, the information model is presented only in XML format. It contains
18 classes and more than 200 attributes.
1Send an email to the corresponding author for the complete schema.
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Figure A.9: XML schema of the information model (partly expanded)
4.2 The offshore wind ontology
In order to create the OWO, three elements are needed: strategy, methodology, and
tools. A strategy for developing the OWO is shown in Fig. A.10. The strategy has
been previously described in authors’ work [30].
• Step 1: Select a WPP component, for example WPP rotor.
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Figure A.10: Ontology development
• Step 2: Use the developed information model (based on the IEC 61400-25
and other standards) to extract concepts, attributes, and their relations to the
selected WPP component.
• Step 3: Apply the methodology “METHONTOLOGY” [16] which contains
11 tasks to describe all relations in the ontology component.
• Step 4: Use Protégé 4.1 2 to build the ontology and check its consistency.
• Step 5: Go back to step 1 and select another WPP component. Ontology
component 1 is developed first and ontology component 2 is based on the first
ontology. Ontology component n is built based on ontology component n−1.
An example of ontology component for WT rotor is shown in Fig. A.11. The
WROT component consists of information regarding rotor, blades, pitch angle for
blades, rotor speed, etc. In Fig. A.11a, the information structure of WROT based
StatusOfRotor +
StatusOfBlade1
StatusOfBlade2
RotorSpeed
TemperatureInTheRotorHub
PressureOfHydraulicPitchSystem1
PitchAngleSetPointForBlade1
WROT
+
+
+
+
+
+
b)a)
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is-a
is-a
is-a
is-a
Figure A.11: WROT representation in an XML schema and an ontology
2http://protege.stanford.edu/
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on the IEC 61400-25 standard is shown. Although the status of the rotor and the
status of blade 1 can have different values, they still have the same semantics. Un-
fortunately, it is impossible to express this semantics in the information structure.
In contrast, an ontology allows to describe the semantics using data properties (has-
Speed, hasStatus, hasPitchAngle) and object properties (hasBlade, hasComponent,
hasTemperature) of an ontology. Fig. A.11b shows a graph visualization of the
WROT using Protégé 4.1. Note that the relation between “WROT” and “Compo-
nent” is not shown in Fig. A.11b. The temperature in the rotor hub is represented
in the “Temperature” class which has three states (hot, normal, cold) defined by
system operators. This class is also used to represent the temperature of the oil in
the hydraulic pitch system of a blade.
4.3 Use of the ontology model
There are several ways to use the proposed ontology model. Three of them are
shown in Fig. A.12 and described below.
• The information model derived from the semantic model is used to agree on
data exchange formats, and share concepts between offshore wind partners.
• Input data for an instance of the semantic model (e.g., a virtual DB) is taken
from both existing databases and new data (operational data, maintenance
data, failure data). All entering data must either go through the instance
which could be an “umbrella” over existing databases or a real database with
a schema matching the model.
• Direct data and derived data (e.g., average energy production within an in-
terval, temperature in different units) are exported from the model’s instance.
Data then can be used for decision support systems or forecasting systems,
where artificial neural networks, fuzzy logic are used to predict and give sup-
port to decision-makers.
4.3.1 A RAMSI database
Currently, there is a database for offshore reliability data within the oil & gas in-
dustry, namely OREDA [10]. However, there is no such a database for offshore
wind data. A RAMSI database (reliability, availability, maintainability, safety, and
inspectability [44]) is proposed based on the developed information model. It is a
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Figure A.12: Use of the semantic model
virtual database which is derived from the semantic model, as shown in Fig. A.12.
The RAMSI contains all the necessary design elements to enable decreased down-
time and stable production [18], and hence ensuring the reliability of offshore wind
turbines. Currently, there is no such a RAMSI database for the offshore wind en-
ergy.
An ontology ideally is a well-defined, semantically enabled data structure for effi-
cient representation of web data, whereas a relational database offers efficient and
persistent storage and retrieval, and hence a good solution for ontology storage [28].
Constructing the RAMSI based on the semantic model bridges the semantic gap be-
tween ontology and relational database, and preserves the strengths of both semantic
technology and RAMSI database. There are many articles dealing with the transfor-
mation of an ontology to a relational database, e.g., [2, 15]. Fig. A.13 presents
a connection between the RAMSI database and the OWO. One advantage of this
approach is that there is no need to pass new data through the OWO because the
RAMSI database is already built based on the OWO, i.e. the logical structure of the
RAMSI database and the OWO is the same.
4.3.2 Code generation for Web service development
Another use of the model is to use the schema of an information model derived
from the semantic model to generate code. For example, using JAXB (Java XML
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Figure A.13: RAMSI
binding) tools such as JAXB-XJC to generate Java classes, which are considered
as Data Transfer Object (DTO), in order to express which information has to be
secured. There are some benefits of code generation using the developed schema.
First, this can save time in coding. Second, it can obtain the harmony between the
web services and the semantic model, as well as to the RAMSI data storage.
4.3.3 A prototype system
A prototype system which proves the concepts presented in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2 has
been developed. The system architecture is shown in Fig. A.14. Two data sources
are used to provide data for the system. A database schema for WPP is derived
from OWO. Data coming from data sources will be used for real-time analysis and
it will be stored in the database as historical data. As mentioned in Sect. 4.3.1,
data from the database will be loaded to OWO only when needed. The information
exchange between OWO and the database is handled by different layers such as data
transfer object and data access object. Mule ESB, an open source ESB framework
is employed to coordinate the communications and message exchange between the
sources and the system.
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5 Discussion
In this work, the system view technique is used to address the problem of operation
and maintenance, including accessibility of data, connection and common under-
standing between offshore wind partners. Data integration could be a way to solve
the problem and it has been pointed out in the work. In this connection, a sys-
tem model based on existing technologies and agreement upon the integration (an
approved standard could be a good example) is proposed.
To the authors’ knowledge, in the offshore wind industry, no comparable system
model has been reported. There are several work related to some part of the system
architecture. For example:
• The authors of [37] proposed an ontology model for wind turbines’ condition
monitoring. The difference between this ontology and the OWO ontology
is that OWO is built based on approved international standards such as IEC
61400-25, ISO 15926. Besides, OWO is specified for offshore wind turbines.
• A schematic presentation of a RAMS database was introduced by the authors
of [18]. A shortcoming of this schema is that the authors did not take the
semantics of data into consideration. Hence, the potential of data cannot be
completely exploited.
In the oil & gas industry, there is a reference architecture for integrated operation
proposed by the Norwegian Oil Industry Association [35]. It was a foundation and
inspiration to propose a data integration framework for offshore wind farms. The
proposed framework is equally applicable to problems of other industries which
are compatible with the system view, for example, the maritime industry, where
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common understanding and agreement between participants are handled upon op-
erations. The architecture may be applied to other industries with small changes.
Real data from operational wind power plants is available for verifying the infor-
mation model and testing the system which was presented in the previous section.
In this work so far, information and communication security were not taken into
account. It is assumed that all communications are handled using secure channels.
6 Conclusions
Making offshore wind farm information available and accessible is important, since
remote operations can be optimized and operation and maintenance hence improved.
Consequently, the cost of O&M for offshore wind farms can be reduced. In this
work, the offshore wind industry was analyzed and the challenges faced by the data
integration of the industry was discussed. A proposal for solving the data integra-
tion problem in the form of a novel data integration framework was presented. The
framework consists of the semantic model, the data source handling, and the in-
formation provisioning. Some preliminary results of the framework development
were mentioned. The offshore wind ontology, OWO was taken as an example. The
framework is based on state-of-the-art technologies, such as established ISO stan-
dards, RESTful web services, Enterprise Service Bus, and the Semantic Web.
Even though the idea of using semantic technologies to facilitate data exchange
and improve operation and maintenance is not new in the oil and gas industry, it is
quite new in the offshore wind industry, since this domain is still in the early stage
of research. Furthermore, the suggested semantic model has applicability in other
industries than offshore wind farms. For example, in the maritime industry, where
a semantic model also plays an important role in supporting data exchange between
ships efficiently.
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Offshore wind energy is gaining more and more attention from industry and research com-
munity due to its high potential in producing green energy and lowering price on electricity
consumption. However, offshore wind is facing many challenges, and hence it is still ex-
pensive to install in large scale. It therefore needs to be considered from different aspects
of technologies in order to overcome these challenges. One of the problems of the offshore
wind is that information comes from different sources with diversity in types and format.
Besides, there are existing wind databases that should be utilized in order to enrich the
knowledge base of the wind domain. This paper describes an approach to managing off-
shore wind metadata effectively using semantic technologies. An offshore wind ontology
has been developed. The semantic gap between the developed ontology and the relational
database is investigated. A prototype system has been developed to demonstrate the use of
the ontology.
Keywords: offshore wind metadata; metadata management; data integration; offshore wind
ontology
1 Introduction
Offshore wind energy is gaining more and more attention from industries and com-
munity. Several offshore wind farms have been developed such as Sheringham
Shoal, Horns Rev II. The IPCC (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change) spe-
cial report on renewable energy sources and climate change mitigation states that:
“Estimates of global technical potential range from a low of 70 EJ/yr (19,400 TWh/yr)
(onshore only) to a high of 450 EJ/yr (125,000 TWh/yr) (onshore and near-shore)
among those studies that consider relatively more development constraints. Esti-
mates of the technical potential for offshore wind energy alone range from 15 EJ/yr
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to 130 EJ/yr (4,000-37,000 TWh/yr) when only considering relatively shallower and
near-shore applications; greater technical potential is available if also considering
deeper water applications that might rely on floating wind turbine designs” [52].
In Europe, the EU’s renewable energy policy is expecting 34% renewable electricity
in 2020 and 100% renewables by 2050. By then wind energy alone could provide
50% of Europe’s electricity [13]. It is apparent that moving wind farms from on-
shore to offshore is likely to bring significant benefits for wind energy production
due to the high-quality wind resources and the large scale of wind turbines. How-
ever, the offshore wind industry is facing some challenges, such as high costs of
wind turbine installation, transmission access, operational integration, and opera-
tion & maintenance. The offshore wind energy is therefore still an immature tech-
nology [12]. One way of overcoming these challenges is to implement advanced
information technology. Data mining, fault detection techniques, condition moni-
toring, decision support systems are being developed in order to optimize the power
output and increase life-cycle of equipments. Wind speed, wind direction, generator
speed, yaw angle, and blade pitch angle are used for optimizing power output [23].
Some applications use wind speed and power output as input for detecting faults in
wind turbine systems [54, 39].
Data are one of main assets because some of it is used for decades [49]. With more
reliable data available and accessible, it is possible to make better decisions and pre-
dictions, and thereby increase the life of equipment and reduce operational costs.
Indeed, the results of wind energy applications such as power optimization, fault
detection rely on the availability and quality of data [23, 16, 55]. However, more
data does not always mean better results if the data are organized in an ambigu-
ous manner. It is therefore important to make data more useful by exploiting the
semantics of the data.
It is noted that in the offshore wind energy, many partners will have their own
applications and use their own data formats. Besides, there are many valuable data
sources from existing onshore wind farms. The question is how to utilize these data
sources and manage them in a way that enables knowledge sharing and common
understanding on the domain concepts.
Ontologies are used to facilitate integration within and across business domains,
creation of autonomous solutions, and ability to store data over time. An ontol-
ogy is needed to make an abstract model of a phenomenon by identifying the rel-
evant concepts of that phenomenon [46]. Ontologies are the main element of the
ontology-based data integration approach. In this approach, ontologies are consid-
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ered as mediators between users’ queries and data sources. The ontology-based
approach offers three variations, i.e., single ontology, multiple ontology, and hy-
brid ontology approaches [45]. In industries, the ontology-based data integration
approach has been used intensively. Indeed, ontologies have been developed in
different domains such as the ISO 15926 - “Industrial automation systems and in-
tegration - Integration of life-cycle data for process plants including oil and gas
production facilities” is considered an ontology for the oil and gas domain [5, 48].
An ontology for multimedia is introduced in [29]. In the health care sector, many
ontology models have also been proposed, for example [21, 11]. In the wind energy
domain, Papadopoulos and Cipcigan (2009) introduce an ontology model for wind
turbines’ condition monitoring. The drawback of the proposed model is that it is
not based on any wind power plant (WPP) standards and therefore it is hard to inte-
grate the work into other applications or services. Zhu et al. (2008) present in their
work an ontology model based on the IEC 61400-25. However, there is no report
on the implementation of their ontology model. The IEC 61400-25 is a standard
proposed by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC). The standard is
entitled “Wind turbine - Communications for monitoring and control of wind power
plants”.
In our work, we introduce an approach to managing offshore wind metadata using
semantic technologies. We use the IEC 61400-25 standard and existing wind energy
databases as sources of wind domain concepts. We prove that semantic technologies
can resolve semantic inconsistency issues in the offshore wind domain effectively.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents an introduction
to wind energy system and the use of data in the offshore wind energy. The sec-
tion ends with remarks on challenges of offshore wind metadata management and a
solution to overcome these challenges. Section 3 introduces a prototype of our pro-
posed ontology model and how to bridge the gap between ontologies and relational
databases. Section 4 describes a prototype system where we show a use of our on-
tology model and how to integrate an existing database into our system. Discussion
and future work are presented in section 5. Finally, section 6 contains a summary
of the paper.
2 Offshore wind energy
The concept of harvesting power from the wind has been introduced a long time ago.
The first automatically operated wind turbine was introduced in 1887 by Charles F.
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Brush [38], and the first offshore wind power plant was built in 1991 in Denmark
[52]. After decades of development, wind power plants are getting bigger and big-
ger in size (length of blades, tower, rotor) as well as amount of energy production
(multi-megawatt). Wind energy becomes one of the most promising renewable en-
ergy sources.
2.1 Wind energy system
A wind power conversion system consists of several components as shown in Fig.
B.1. The main components of a wind power plant are rotor, generator, converter,
and transformer.
Figure B.1: Wind power conversion system [10]
Wind power is captured by blades and is transformed to mechanical power by a
gearbox. The mechanical power is then converted into electrical power by a gen-
erator. The electricity is transferred to substations in high voltage in order to lower
the loss of energy. It is then integrated in an electricity grid and distributed to con-
sumers.
Offshore wind turbines are normally unmanned, hence any operation of them is
automatic or remote. Wind turbine automatic operations are support by several
control loops such as pitch control, generator torque control, and yaw control. For
instance, a closed loop control is used to adjust the motor variables to be as closed
as possible to the turbine curves [26].
Closed feedback loops are used in single wind turbine control. However, when it
comes to a wind farm or wind park control, it is better to use open loop controller
rather than a closed loop controller to avoid the conflict between the frequency con-
trol in the individual wind turbines and the wind farm power control [47]. A Wind
farm needs more overview data in order to achieve a global control and optimize
the production of the whole wind farm. The importance of global control becomes
even more for offshore wind farms where accessibility to wind turbines is an issue.
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2.2 The use of data within the offshore wind industry
Data are used in different activities within the offshore wind industry such as op-
eration and maintenance, transmission, grid integration, market energy. In order
to show the use of data in different activities we have conducted a brief review as
shown in Table B.1.
Operation and maintenance activities in a wind farm include monitoring, predicting
wind farm power, inspection, diagnosing and detecting faults. Carrying mainte-
nance and inspection on-time can reduce the risk of using equipments and down-
time rates, and hence increasing energy production. The energy market regulates
the energy price based upon the energy generated in a certain period. Energy mar-
ket allows investors to bid on energy price in advance. All these activities need
accessible and reliable information from various data sources in the offshore wind
energy. Besides, the development of smart grids has already posed challenges to the
onshore wind energy, and now it becomes even more challenging when the offshore
wind energy is about to join the grids.
2.3 Challenges in managing offshore wind metadata & solution
Components of WPP are produced by different vendors. Each component has its
own software and perhaps its own database. As a result, a software environment
of WPP consists of multiple applications with incompatible interfaces and data for-
mats and the inability to communicate with each other. In addition, there exist some
databases provided by companies that have been collecting wind data for years.
These databases are valuable sources for improving the quality of wind turbine com-
ponents. The data sources are autonomous, distributed and heterogeneous systems
so data reside in many incompatible formats and cannot be systematically managed,
integrated and unified. Consequently, semantic inconsistency has become an even
greater problem for the explicit information or knowledge sharing among users or
applications. Therefore, the integration and utilization of information resources has
become one of the challenging problems faced in offshore wind communication
today [32]. These inconsistencies can be solved by effectively managing metadata.
Fig. B.2 shows two tables from a Statkraft wind energy database. The first ta-
ble displays stationID, timestamp, mean value of pitch control A position, mean
value of generator speed (wtc_GenRpm_mean), and mean value of nacelle position
(wtc_NacelPos_mean). The second table shows timestamp, stationID, and active
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power (wtc_ActPower).
Figure B.2: Sample of 2 tables from Statkraft database
Queries against the database can be made by using Structured Query Language
(SQL). For example, if we want to retrieve generator speed and active power of a
wind turbine which has an identification number is “2300249” for a period from the
1st of January 2012 to the 2nd of January 2012, we can make a query as follows:
SELECT tblA.[T imeStamp], tblA.StationId,tblA.wtc_GenRpm_mean AS GeneratorSpeed,
tblB.wtc_ActPower_mean AS ActivePower FROM tblA INNER JOIN tblB ON
tblA.[T imeStamp] = tblB.[T imeStamp] AND tblA.StationId = tblB.StationId WHERE
tblA.StationId = 2300249 AND tblA.[T imeStamp] >’2012-01-01T00:00:00’ AND
tblA.[T imeStamp] ≤’2012-01-02T00:00:00’
Another example of an existing database is shown in Fig. B.3. Different from
the previous database, the database uses an additional table for storing names of
columns. For example, the 1st column stores timestamp, 2nd column stores status
code, 3rd column stores wind speed, 7th column stores nacelle direction.
Figure B.3: Sample of another existing database
Both presented databases are simple and good enough to handle queries against the
databases. But when it comes to integrate these databases into different systems or
vice versa, there will be problems with mapping different database structures due
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to mismatch in naming domain concepts. For example, wind speed in one database
can be named as “wtc_WindSpeed”, but in another database it can be named as
“WindSpeed” or “WSpd”. It is obvious that these concepts have the same seman-
tics - information about wind speed. But syntactically they are different. It is easy
for a human being to recognize the similarity, but it is not an easy task for a ma-
chine. Resolving semantic heterogeneity not only helps machines understand the
domain concepts, but also gives users a unified way to access distributed data. The
semantics of data can be exploited and hence improving WPP operations. Thus the
idea of creating an offshore wind ontology from the terminologies in order to share,
reuse knowledge, and reason behaviours across domain and tasks, is important. An
ontology should be developed in order to cover key concepts in the offshore wind
domain and their semantic relationships.
Even though the idea of having an ontology to tackle data integration issues is well-
known and there are tools to support the development of an ontology, creating an
ontology is still not an easy task. Indeed, it involves not only ontology engineers,
domain experts but also the concepts from standards and existing databases within
the wind industry. The proposed OWO will be an effort to overcome the chal-
lenge by providing offshore wind partners a common way to talk when it comes
to agreement on data exchange and application integration in a common platform.
OWO is developed based on the IEC 61400-25 and concepts from existing wind
databases (e.g., Statkraft). Thus, it also covers concepts within the onshore wind
energy. Fig. B.4 illustrates an overview of OWO development and its relation to
relational database. TBox stands for terminology box which describes the concepts
and relations between them, whereas ABox stands for assertion box which describes
instances.
OWO
TBox
ABox
 
 
Derived
RDB
Derives RDB schema
  
 
 
Concepts 
from existing 
wind 
databases
IEC 61400-25
Inserts individuals to the ABox
Figure B.4: Relation between OWO and the derived RDB
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2.4 The IEC 61400-25 standard
A typical problem for data exchange is mismatch of terms and formats between
sender and receiver. Approved standards are necessary in order to make the data
exchange process clear. The IEC 61400-25 standard proposes an approach which
separates WPP into different components. The standard contains six parts that cover
informational exchange model, mapping to communication profiles, and confor-
mance testing. The purpose of the standard is stated as follows: “The IEC 61400-
25 series has been developed in order to provide a uniform communications basis
for the monitoring and control of wind power plants” [18]. The standard has been
reported in several work, e.g. [40, 19, 34]. Even though an information model has
been proposed in the standard, it is specially designed for easing data exchange only
and the semantics of data has not been considered. In this work, the IEC 61400-25
standard serves as a backbone for the proposed ontology model and it is also the
source of domain concepts [30, 32]. The standard has been used together with do-
main concepts from existing databases as well as domain experts in order to build
the proposed ontology.
3 A proposed ontology model for wind power plant
Semantic technologies have been developed to extract semantics of data and orga-
nize data in a semantic way. Semantic technologies can be used for representing
data and knowledge, integration, and interpretation [42]. In order to make knowl-
edge and information understandable by machines, ontologies are used. Ontologies
represent relevant concepts and relationships in a domain. In ontologies, concepts,
properties, relations, functions, constraints, and axioms of a particular domain are
explicitly defined [15]. There are some advantages of ontologies: (1) sharing com-
mon understanding of the structure of information among people or software agents;
(2) enabling reuse of domain knowledge; (3) making domain assumptions explicit;
(4) analyzing domain knowledge; (5) separating domain knowledge from the oper-
ational knowledge. This section discusses semantic technologies and our proposed
ontology model.
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3.1 Ontology representation
There are several ontology languages such as OIL, DAML-ONT, DAML+OIL, and
OWL [24]. Web Ontology Language (OWL), a language proposed by World Wide
Web Consortium (W3C) Web Ontology Working Group, is being used intensively
by research communities as well as industries. Basically, ontologies can be rep-
resented by using RDFS (RDF Schema). However, a number of other features are
missing in RDFS such as disjointness of classes (e.g., in RDFS, we cannot state that
HydraulicSystem and HeatingSystem are disjoint classes), boolean combinations of
classes (sometimes we need to build new classes by combining other classes using
union, intersection, and complement, e.g., WPP is the disjoint union of the classes
WROT and WGEN), cardinality restrictions (we cannot say that WPP has at least
one WCNV - wind turbine converter component, or WPP has exactly one WROT -
wind turbine rotor component). OWL is an extension of RDFS, in the sense that
OWL uses the RDF meaning of classes and properties [17, 6, 1].
There are three variants of OWL. OWL Lite was designed to support simple class
hierarchy and simple constraints. OWL DL (DL stands for “Description Logic”)
was developed to support existing DL and to provide possibility to work with rea-
soning systems. The third one is OWL Full which is the most expressive language
in OWL family. OWL Lite is not rich enough to cover the offshore wind domain.
OWL Full is too expressive and it is not decidable [44]. A complex ontology can
cause big problem since a reasoner might take long time to do reasoning over the
knowledge. We therefore select OWL DL as an ontology language to develop our
proposed ontology since it is decidable [17] and there are tools to work with it.
3.2 Ontology reasoning and querying
A reasoner is a piece of software that is able to infer logical consequences from a set
of asserted facts or axioms. It is used to ensure the quality of ontologies. It can be
used to test whether concepts are non-contradictory and to derive implied relations.
There are some existing DL reasoners such as FaCT, FaCT++, RACER, DLP and
Pellet. A reasoner has following features: satisfiability, consistency, classification,
and realization checking [44].
For RDB, SQL is the query language of choice. But for ontologies, SPARQL and
SQWRL (Semantic Query-Enhanced Web Rule Language) [33] are used to build
queries. SPARQL is an RDF query language and SQWRL is a SWRL-based lan-
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guage for querying OWL ontologies. SPARQL extensions such as SPARQL-DL
[43], SPARQL-OWL [20] can be used as an OWL query language in many appli-
cations. However, “SPARQL has no native understanding of OWL. It operates only
on its RDF serialization and has no knowledge of the language constructs that those
serializations represent. As a result, it cannot directly query entailments made us-
ing those constructs” [33]. SQWRL employs Pellet as a reasoner and Jess engine
as rule engine to parse SWRL rules. For example, if we want to retrieve all wind
farms and number of WPP in them, we can have an SQWRL query as shown below.
WF (?p) ∧ hasWFName(?p, ?name) ∧ hasTotalNumberWPP (?p, ?number)
→ sqwrl : select(?p, ?name, ?number)
3.3 OWO - an offshore wind ontology
We use Protégé 4.1 to build OWO since it is a platform-independent and open source
ontology editor. Besides, it supports various plug-ins to visualize and document
ontologies. In order to make sure that our OWO ontology is consistent, we use the
Pellet reasoner to check every time when a new class, property, or axiom inserted.
We also follow the strategy and methodology development described in [32]. OWO
is built by defining an ontology for each wind turbine component (ontology for WT
generator, WT rotor, WT tower, etc.). The ontology development will start with
basic terms that are described in the IEC 61400-25, and then continue specifying
and generalizing them as required.
3.3.1 OWO development
A general view of OWO is shown in Fig. B.5. The dashed lines denote object
properties that relate a class to another class (e.g., hasWPPComponent relates WPP
to WPPComponent) and the solid lines imply subclass-of relationships. The dot
lines denote equivalent class relationships. Each rectangle stands for a class in
OWO ontology. The plus “+” on the top-left of a rectangle indicates that the class
contains subclasses. Thing is the top-most class in OWO.
Each logical node defined in the IEC 61400-25 is represented by a class in OWO.
The main classes of OWO are depicted in Fig. B.6, where “1:1” means “must be
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Figure B.5: An overview of OWO (better view in color)
exactly one”, “1:1..*” means “at least one” and “1:0..*” means “may be zero or
more”.
WF WPP
LLN
LPHD
MainComponent
SubComponent
WPPComponent Component-hasWPP
1 1..*
-hasWPPComponent 1
1..*
-hasWPPComponent1
1
-hasComponent
1 1
-hasComponent1
0..*
-hasComponent1
0..*
1 1..*
Has-part relationship
subclass-of relationship
Figure B.6: OWO main classes and their relations
Object properties
In order to specify relations between objects (classes) in OWL, we have defined the
object properties as shown in Table B.2. The main object properties are hasWPP,
hasWPPComponent, and hasComponent.
We used the following cardinality constraints to express the relations between ob-
jects: some(∃), min(≥), max(≤), exact(=). Some is used to create existential re-
striction which describes a class of individuals that have at least one relationship
along a specified property to an individual that is a member of a specified class.
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Table B.2: Object properties used to define relations in OWO
Object property Domain Range Function
hasWPP WF WPP relates a wind farm to wind power plants
hasWPPComponent WPP WPPComponent relates a wind power plant to WPP compo-
nents
hasComponent Component relates a WPP component to another WPP
components
For example, WPP v ∃ hasWPPComponent.WGEN expresses the fact that a wind
power plant must have at least one WGEN component. Min, max, and exact are
used to express the fact that an individual is connected by an object property to at
least, at most, and exactly a given number of instances of a specified class expres-
sion [28]. For instance, WPPv(=1hasWPPComponent.WYAW) implies that a wind
power plant has exactly one wind turbine yawing information component.
Data properties
In the offshore wind energy, information is divided into different categories: equip-
ment information, discrete state information, analog state information, and control
information [30]. Similarly, we classify data properties defined in OWO into several
groups as shown in Table B.3.
Table B.3: An example of data properties defined in OWO
Group Data Property Domain Range
Equipment Info
hasBladeLength Blade Integer
hasRotorDiameter WPP Integer
Descriptive Info
hasTotalEnergyProduction WTUR Float
hasYawingOperationHours WYAWYaw Float
Discrete State Info
hasStatus WPP Integer
Analog State Info
hasOilPressure HydraulicSystem Float
hasCurrent GENStator Float
Wind power plants are divided into two disjoint sets, horizontal axis wind turbines
and vertical axis wind turbines. Horizontal axis wind turbines are then further di-
vided into downwind and upwind wind turbines [52] [35]. Due to limitation of
space, we present the ontology development of three WPP components.
WROT - Wind turbine rotor information
A wind turbine rotor converts kinetic energy from the wind into mechanical energy.
In OWO, wind turbine rotor information is defined under the name WROT. Fig. B.7
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shows parts of WROT in a class diagram.
WROT WROTRotor
Blade
Hub
HAWTBlade
SubComponentMainComponent
VAWTBlade
-hasComponent
1 1
-hasComponent 1
1..*
-hasComponent1
1
1 1..*
Has-part relationship
subclass-of relationship
LLN PitchControlled
1 1
Figure B.7: WROT class diagram
WROT component consists of a turbine hub and blades. Blades are classified in two
categories: horizontal axis wind turbine blades (single bladed, double bladed, three
bladed, multiple bladed), and vertical axis wind turbine blades (straight blade and
curved blade). WROTRotor is part of WROT and object property hasComponent is
used to describe their relationship. Fig. B.8 depicts how to specify the relationship
between WROTRotor class and its components in Protégé.
Figure B.8: Part-of relationship of WROTRotor class
WROTRotor class is a subclass of a class which is-a MainComponent class and has
Blade and Hub as components. Each blade can have a pitch control system to adjust
the pitch angle when the wind speed is higher than rated one. A pitch control system
is a subclass of control systems in OWO. Besides the pitch control system, there are
passive stall power control and active stall power control systems for wind turbines
[37].
WTRM - Wind turbine transmission information
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A wind turbine transmission consists of the main bearing, high-speed shaft, gear-
box, and low-speed shaft. The ratio of the gearbox determines the rotation division
and the rotation speed that the generator sees. For example, if the ratio of the gear-
box is N to 1, then the generator sees the rotor speed divided by N. This rotation is
finally sent to the generator for converting mechanical to electrical power. Recently,
a gearless concept has been introduced, meaning that a wind power plant can op-
erate with direct drive [36]. In order to express the constraint about a WRTM can
have at minimum zero gearbox in OWO, we use cardinality constraint min (has-
Component min 0 WTRMGearbox). Fig. B.9 shows how to define the relationship
of WTRM and its components in Protégé. A class diagram of WTRM is depicted in
Fig. B.10.
Figure B.9: Relationship between WTRM and its components
WTRM WTRMMainBearing
WTRMGearbox
WTRMShaft
Gearbearing
SubComponentMainComponent
LubricationSystem
1 1
1
-hasComponent
1
1 1..*
Has-part relationship
subclass-of relationship
LLN
FiltrationSystem
TransmissionCooling
System
Shaft
ShaftBrake
1
*
1 *
1*
1
*
1
*
1
*
1
-hasComponent
0..1
hasComponent
Figure B.10: WTRM class diagram
WGEN - Wind turbine generator information
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At the moment, OWO covers three main types of wind turbine generator: doubly fed
induction generator, synchronous generator, and induction generator. The generator
classification is given in [10]. The WGEN is modeled as shown in Fig. B.11.
WGEN WGENGenerator
GENBearing
DoublyFedInductionGenerator
GeneratorCooling
System
SubComponent
MainComponent
GENStator
1 1
1 1..*
Has-part relationship
subclass-of relationship
LLN GENRotor
InductionGeneratorSynchronousGenerator
hasComponent
1
1
1
1 1
1
1
Figure B.11: WGEN class diagram
WGEN consists of one component called WGENGenerator. WGENGenerator con-
sists of the generator cooling system, generator rotor, generator stator, and genera-
tor bearing. WGENGenerator is related to these components by an object property
hasComponent as shown in Fig. B.12.
Figure B.12: WGENGenerator and its components
OWO individuals
Actual WPP data is an instance of OWO. Fig. B.13 shows two instances of wind
farm class (WF_Greater_Gabbard and WF_Thorntonbank). There are two types of
WPP in the WF_Thorntonbank wind farm. They are REpower 5M and REpower
6M. The wind farm contains 36 wind turbines in total.
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Figure B.13: An example of OWO individuals
3.3.2 OWO consistency checking
Knowledge modeling consists of creating concepts and organizing them into tax-
onomy. Consistency checking ensures that classes and instances in the knowledge
base (KB - equivalent an ontology) have attributes which conform to the knowl-
edge model [53]. For instance, we can check for consistency of disjoint classes.
Two classes are disjoint if and only if they do not share any instance, meaning that
an instance of a class cannot be instance of the other class. In OWO, if we want
to check for the disjunction of two classes HAWT and VAWT we need to add an
individual (HAWT_Individual1) for HAWT, after that add type VAWT for the indi-
vidual. The result of adding the individual is shown in Fig. B.14. If HAWT and
VAWT are disjoint classes, we will get an error message saying that the ontology is
inconsistent.
Figure B.14: Adding an individual for two disjoint classes HAWT and VAWT
3.4 Bridging the gap between ontologies and relational database
Relational databases and ontologies are similar because both of them are used to
maintain models of some universe of discourse. However, there is a difference be-
tween them. While ontologies are very useful for knowledge representation, RDB
are capable of efficiently managing large amounts of structured data. An advantage
of ontologies is that they provide more support for inference in terms of finding
answers about the model which had not been explicitly defined [3]. On the other
hand, RDB have more mature technologies for storing and managing data. There
is another difference between RDB and ontology based on basic assumptions [41].
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Indeed, the RDB is based on a closed world assumption (CWA), whereas an ontol-
ogy such as OWL is based on an open world assumption (OWA). For example, if
the following axiom WPP v(=1hasWPPComponent.WYAW) is not specified in the
OWO ontology then the answer on the question whether or not WPP is subclass of
(= 1hasWPPComponent.WY AW ) would be no in CWA and unknown in OWA.
The reason is that in OWA it is assumed that later more knowledge can be added to
the knowledge base and the answer might be changed.
Owing to the specific characteristics of wind energy, such as dealing with data from
different sources, with high frequency data to support continuous condition-based
monitoring, and the need for storing large amounts of data, both ontology and RDB
are needed in our work. Furthermore, there are many existing wind databases that
need to be integrated in new developed systems in order to enhance the knowledge.
Examples of existing databases are the one from Statkraft and Agder Energi that we
have mentioned in Sect. 2.3. In order to make the developed OWO flexible, the gap
between OWO and RDB as well as existing wind databases must be bridged.
3.4.1 Approaches to bridging the gap
There are three approaches to bridging the gap between RDB and ontologies. The
first approach is to transform from existing RDB to ontologies. Work on this ap-
proach has been reported in [2, 4]. The second approach is to map between existing
ontologies and existing RDB. In these approaches, transformations and mappings
can be obtained either automatically or manually. The third approach is to trans-
form from existing ontologies to RDB. Examples of implementing this approach
are presented in [56, 51, 14]. However, there are shortcomings in these approaches.
OWL is so expressive and some of its concepts cannot be represented in the rela-
tional model. For instance, it is not easy to manage the number of tables which are
generated corresponding to classes or object properties in an ontology. Besides, a
slight change of the ontology, for example, adding a new concept can lead to chang-
ing the structure of the RDB schema. In our case, the first and second approaches
are excluded because we do not have a common RDB schema for different existing
databases and the offshore wind domain. We then select the third approach. Our
requirements for RDB transformation are:
1. The derived RDB must be simple enough, but it must cover all WPP compo-
nent concepts (i.e. WROT, WGEN, and WTRM).
2. There is no need for an ontology metadata model since we do not have any
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intention to translate the derived RDB back to OWO. An ontology metadata
model is a model that contains information about the ontology such as disjoint
classes, axioms, constraints.
We have tried to use existing work from [56, 51, 14] to derive a RDB schema from
OWO. However, none of these work fulfils the aforementioned requirements. On-
tology metadata tables are generated in the work [56] and [51]. For instance, we
used the work in [51] to generate RDB schema. As the result, we got 32 ontology
metadata tables along with tables that describe WPP. We do not have any inten-
tion to use those generated metadata tables. Gali et al. (2004) describe mapping
techniques in their work, but there is no software available for using. We therefore
develop a tool to transform from OWO to RDB. The transformation is described in
the next sub section and followed the ideas described in [14].
3.4.2 Relational database transformation
In the transformation, we focus only on three elements: part-of relationships, is-a re-
lationships, and data properties. Is-a and part-of relationships in OWO are translated
into 1-1 (one-to-one) and 1-n (one-to-many) relationships in RDB, respectively. We
also use annotations to specify which classes must be translated into tables. Our
main algorithms for generating the RDB schema are the following algorithm 1, 2,
and 3, where H stands for HashMap, L is a List, S is a Set, and NS is a NodeSet - a
defined data type in OWL API. We use the OWL API to parse the ontology. Some
built-in methods in the OWL API such as getDataPropertiesInSignature, getSub-
Classes, getDomains, getRanges are involved in our algorithm.
Algorithm for generating database schema
The algorithm 1 is used to add columns to a table. The algorithm takes an ontology,
a reasoner, and name of the table (which is also a class in the ontology) as input. The
algorithm first gets all the properties of the given class and save them to the given
list. Then it finds all the related classes of the given class. Here, related classes of a
given class are classes that have subclass-of or part-of relationships with the given
class. For each related class, get all properties of the class and insert them into the
list. Finally, the algorithm call a function to alter the given table by adding all the
properties as columns.
The algorithm 2 is used to get all data properties of a given class. It takes an on-
tology, a class, and a list as input. All the properties will be inserted into the list
which is the output of the algorithm. The algorithm first gets all data properties in
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Algorithm 1 add Columns To A Table
Input: Ontology, an OWL reasoner, and a tablename
1: Hprop ← ∅
2: getAllPropertiesOfaClass(ontology,tblName,Hprop)
3: Lre ← ∅
4: getAllRelatedClasses(Lre)
5: for i = 0 to Lre.length do
6: getAllPropertiesOfaClass(ontology,Lre[i],Hprop)
7: end for
8: alterTable(tblName,Hprop)
the ontology. For each data property, the algorithm retrieves all the domains and
ranges of the data property. The algorithm inserts all the pairs of domain and range
that satisfy the condition where the domain equals to the given class and there exists
a range corresponding to the domain.
Algorithm 2 get All Properties Of a Class
Input: Ontology, a given class clz, list of properties Hprop
Output: List of all properties of the given class
1: Sprop ← ontology.getDataPropertiesInSignature()
2: for each prop ∈ Sprop do
3: Sclz ← prop.getDomains(ontology)
4: for each clzExp ∈ Sclz do
5: if clzExp = clz then
6: Srange ← prop.getRanges(ontology)
7: for each range ∈ Srange do
8: Add (prop, range) to Hprop
9: end for
10: end if
11: end for
12: end for
The algorithm 3 is used to get all related classes of a given class. It takes an ontol-
ogy, a reasoner, a given class, and a list of classes as input. Output of the algorithm
will be the list of classes.
The algorithm is executed through 3 steps:
1. Get all subclasses of the given class and store them in a list L.
2. Get all classes that have superclass relationships with the given class and
insert them in the list L.
3. For each class in the list L, add the class to a list and apply the algorithm to
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Algorithm 3 Get All Related Class Of a Class
Input: Ontology, a reasoner, a given class clz, a list of class Lre
Output: List of classes that are related to the given class Lre
1: Sax ← ontology
.getSubClassAxiomsForSubClass(clz)
2: Lclz ← ∅
3: Sclz ← reasoner.getSubClasses(clz, true)
4: for each clzz ∈ Sax do
5: if clzz 6= OWLNothing() then
6: Add clzz to Lclz
7: end if
8: end for
9: for each ax ∈ Sax do
10: clzExp← ax.getSuperClass()
11: if clzExpinstanceofOWLClassExpression then
12: Sclz ← clzExp.getClassesInSignature()
13: for each class in Sclz do
14: if class 6= OWLNothing() then
15: Add class to Lclz
16: end if
17: end for
18: end if
19: end for
20: for i = 0 to Lclz.size do
21: if Lclz[i] /∈ Lre then
22: Add Lclz[i] to Lre
23: end if
24: getAllRelatedClassOfaClass(ontology,reasoner, Lclz[i], Lre)
25: end for
the class.
3.4.3 Example of a generated database
As a result of implementing the algorithm on OWO, we get a derived RDB schema
which is shown in Fig. B.15. There are two types of tables in the derived RDB.
Tables that contains static information which is likely unchanged during the life time
of equipments and only inserted when new equipments are purchases, for example
blade length, rated wind speed. Tables that contains dynamic information such as
analog state value information, descriptive information. These types of information
are changing regularly, e.g. every 5 seconds.
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hasBladeInfo
hasBladeInfoId
hasBladeLength
hasBladeWeight
hasNumberOfBlades
hasElectricalInfo
hasElectricalInfoId
hasFrequency
hasGeneratorType
hasEquipmentInfo
hasEquipmentInfoId
hasBladeInfo
hasElectricalInfo
hasGearboxInfo
hasGeneralInfo
hasLocation
hasNacelleInfo
hasOperatingInfo
hasPowerRegulationInfo
hasRotorInfo
hasTowerInfo
hasGearboxInfo
hasGearboxInfoId
hasGearboxType
hasGeneralInfo
hasGeneralInfoId
hasReleasedYear
hasLocation
hasLocationId
hasLocationLat
hasLocationLon
hasNacelleInfo
hasNacelleInfoId
hasNacelleHeight
hasNacelleLength
hasNacelleWeight
hasNacelleWidth
hasOperatingInfo
hasOperatingInfoId
hasCutInWindSpeed
hasCutOutWindSpeed
hasOperatingTmpMax
hasOperatingTmpMin
hasRatedPower
hasRatedWindSpeed
hasPowerRegulationInfo
hasPowerRegulationInfoId
hasRotorInfo
hasRotorInfoId
hasNominalRevolution
hasOperationalInterval
hasRotorDiameter
hasSweptArea
hasTowerInfo
hasTowerInfoId
hasTowerHeight
hasTowerType
hasTowerWeight
LLN
llnId
wppId
LPHD
lphdId
WF
wfId
WGEN
wgenId
hasACExcitation
hasDCExcitation
hasCurrentPhR
hasAPower
hasRPower
hasCurrentPhT
hasCurrentPhS
WPP
wppId
wfId
WROT
wrotId
hasAngularRotorPos
hasOilPressure
hasPitchAngleSetPoint
WTUR
wturId
hasTotalREnergy
hasAvailabilityTime
hasTotalAEnergy
hasRPowerGeneration
hasPowerFactor
hasAPowerGeneration
WYAW
wyawId
hasClockwiseOperationHours
hasCounterClockwiseOperationHours
Figure B.15: An example diagram of the derived relational database
4 Implementation
This section shows how to use the developed OWO ontology in handling data inte-
gration. We develop a prototype which is used to integrate existing databases from
Statkraft and Agder Energi that have been mentioned in Sect. 2.3.
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4.1 System description
The prototype system is shown in Fig. B.16. We assume that wind data are made
available through web services and it is pushed to our system over the Internet
from data providers such as Statkraft and Agder Energi. MuleESB, an open source
lightweight integration framework is used to handle data subscription from third
parties. Details of implementing MuleESB are describe in [31]. SQWRL, Protégé-
OWL API, Jess rule engine, pellet reasoner are used in order to answer users’
queries against OWO. The WPP Data Storage is derived from OWO and has the
structure shown in Fig. B.15. Data from the database is first loaded to OWO and
then is used for answering queries from users. Data Transfer Object OWO (DTO
OWO) contains Java classes that are generated from OWO. Data Transfer Object
SQLServer (DTO SQLServer) contains Java classes that are generated from the de-
rived RDB. Data Access Object (DAO) handles the access to the database through
JDBC (Java Database Connectivity) interfaces. The mappings from DTO OWO to
DTO SQLServer and vice versa are handled by Dozer. Wrappers are used to provide
access to the Statkraft and Agder Energi databases.
The launching process of data from WPP Data Storage into OWO is described as
follows:
1. Data in WPP Data Storage are accessed by calling built-in functions provided
by DAO.
2. Data are then fetched into DTO SQLServer.
3. Dozer mapper converts data in DTO SQLServer to DTO OWO
4. Data are then fetched into OWO using Protégé OWL API.
The difference of our approach from other approaches is that we use the developed
ontology to generate a RDB schema. While the ontology contains TBox, the RDB
will be used to store ABox.
The mapping step is necessary since there is a difference in naming between third
party’s data sources and our system. The next subsection shows how to map data
source from a third party to our derived RDB.
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Figure B.16: A data integration prototype for offshore wind energy
4.2 Third parties’ data mapping
We show a mapping from Statkraft database which has been shown in Fig. B.2 to
the derived database presented in Fig. B.15. Table B.4 shows the mapping. In this
work, we consider only 1 to 1 mapping. The first column shows data properties in
OWO. The second columns shows columns’ names that come from different tables
in Statkraft database.
Table B.4: An example of mapping from Statkraft database to the derived database
OWO property Column in RDB Data type
WROT
hasOilPressure wtc_HubPresA_mean real
hasPitchAngleSetPoint wtc_PitcPosA_mean real
hasPitchAngleRef wtc_PitchRef_BladeA _mean real
WGEN
hasCurrentPhR wtc_AmpPhR_mean real
hasCurrentPhS wtc_AmpPhS_mean real
hasCurrentPhT wtc_AmpPhT_mean real
hasPh2PhVoltagePhR wtc_VoltPhR_mean real
hasPowerFactor wtc_CosPhi_mean real
WYAW
hasOperationSpeed wtc_GenRpm_mean real
4.3 Querying OWO
As mentioned before, OWL ontology can be queried using SQWRL. Here, we
present some example of SQWRL queries against OWO.
Example 1: A query about the list all wind farms with their name and total number
of wind power plants can be present in SQWRL as follows:
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WF (?p) ∧ hasTotalNumberWPP (?p, ?number) ∧ hasWFName(?p, ?name)
→ sqwrl : select(?p, ?name, ?number) ∧ sqwrl : orderBy(?number)
Example 2: Get the oil pressure and pitch angle set point of the wind power plant
which has ID is “2300249”.
WF (?p) ∧ hasID(?p,′′ 2300249′′) ∧ hasWPPComponent(?p, ?comp)
∧ hasOilPressure(?comp, ?pres) ∧ hasP itchAngleSetPoint(?comp, ?pitchAngle)
→ sqwrl : select(?p, ?pres, ?pitchAngle)
Example 3: Get all the wind power plants that have the latest inspection date is
“Feb-01-2012”
WF (?p) ∧ hasName(?p, ?name) ∧ hasWPP (?p, ?wpp) ∧ hasID(?p, ?id) ∧
hasLastInspectionDate(?wpp,′′ 132805440′′)→ sqwrl : select(?p, ?name, ?id)
Example 4: SQL query described in Sect. 2.3 can be rewritten in SQWRL as fol-
lows:
WF (?p) ∧ hasStationId(?p,′′ 2300249′′) ∧ hasAPower(?p, ?APower) ∧
hasGeneratorSpeed(?p, ?GenSpeed) ∧ hasT imeStamp(?p,′′ 2012− 01− 02T00 : 00 : 00′′)
→ sqwrl : select(?p, ?APower, ?GenSpeed)
5 Discussion and future work
The main challenge we faced during the development of OWO is to collect the
domain concepts from existing wind databases that are in used by different com-
panies. The reason is that those companies are very reluctant to share their data or
give very limited access to the data. We realize that the IEC 61400-25 standard is
a good source for domain concepts. The idea that separates the data structure of
WPP model proposed in the standard makes data model of WPP clear and easy to
follow. However, we encountered some problems while implementing the standard
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such as the standard does not cover all the concepts of the wind domain in general
and the offshore wind domain in particular. For instance, foundation monitoring
of an offshore WPP is important since offshore WPP is installed in places far away
from shore and perhaps in deep water in the future. Besides, data persistent is out of
scope of the standard. We therefore have tried to overcome these drawbacks by in-
troducing an ontology model based on the standard and described a way to bridging
the gaps between ontologies and relational databases. For each existing database
connected to our system, we need to develop a specific wrapper.
The proposed ontology can be extended for describing faults and their symptoms. A
RAMSI (reliability, availability, safety, and inspectability) database can be derived
from the ontology using our proposed algorithms. The purpose of having a RAMSI
database is to provide access to reliability data, including operation, maintenance,
failure, installation data.
At the moment, data from RDB is fully loaded into OWO no matter whether part of
the data or all the data will be used for answering queries. It is therefore meaningful
to optimize the system by the following approaches:
1. Only load data which is needed for reasoning over the ontology. This ap-
proach involves a work on SQWRL query optimization and part of SQWRL
to SQL transformation.
2. The second approach is to use the ontology only for building SQWRL queries.
These queries are then translated into SQL queries and applied against RDB.
The transformation from SQWRL to SQL can be made using an intermediate
layer such as domain calculus.
6 Conclusions
In this work, we introduced OWO, an offshore wind ontology model based on
the IEC 61400-25 standard. OWO provides a semantic way to manage offshore
wind metadata. OWO can be used to support data integration in term of facilitating
knowledge sharing and data exchange between offshore wind partners, and hence
improved offshore wind operations. We also showed how to bridge the semantic
gaps between the developed ontology and RDB by deriving a RDB schema from
OWO. The RDB compensates the shortcoming of ontology in storing data. We also
developed a prototype system to demonstrate how to make query against OWO and
how to integrate a third party’s data source into our system.
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Besides the results we have achieved, our work shows that the semantic technolo-
gies are mature enough to use in managing offshore wind metadata. It provides
possibility of organizing and extracting semantics of data, and querying over the
knowledge base. The developed ontology can be extended and connected to seman-
tic sensor network ontologies. Thus integration of offshore wind into smart grid
becomes easier.
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Data quality plays an important role in success of organizations. Poor data quality might
significantly affect organizations’ businesses since wrong decisions can be made based on
data with poor quality. It is therefore necessary to make data quality information available
to data users and allow them to select data sources based on their given requirements. En-
terprise Service Bus (ESB) can be used to tackle data integration issues. However, data
sources are maintained out of the ESB’s control. This leads to a problem faced by users
when it comes to selecting the most suitable data source among available ones. In this ar-
ticle, we present an approach to handling data sources in ESB based on data-quality and
semantic technology. This introduces a new level of abstraction that can improve the pro-
cess of data quality handling with the help of semantic technologies. We evaluate our work
using three different scenarios within the wind energy domain.
Keywords: Quality-based; semantic-enhanced; data source handling.
1 Introduction
Service-oriented architecture (SOA) has changed the way of designing software.
SOA provides the possibility of integrating and distributing services in a loosely-
coupled manner [46, 4]. There are several SOA topologies such as peer-to-peer
network, hub & spoke, pipeline, and enterprise service bus [8]. Among them, En-
terprise Service Bus (ESB) is gaining more and more attention from industries. The
idea of the ESB concept is that all the applications that are connected to a bus can
share, produce, and consume information on the bus [7].
ESB is an emerging technology derived from the combination of SOA and event-
driven architecture (EDA) [25]. EDA means that any event that happens inside or
outside a business disseminates immediately to all interested parties that subscribe
1This article is a revised and expanded version of a paper entitled, A Framework for Data Quality
Handling in Enterprise Service Bus, presented at INTECH 2013 conference, 29 - 31 August, London,
UK. ISBN: 978-1-4799-0047-3
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to the event [26]. An example of this could be using a publish/subscribe mechanism
in EDA to enable real-time monitoring of offshore wind farms. Whenever new data
arrives, it is immediately published to a channel and notifications about it will be
sent to subscribers instead of letting subscribers query for information every once
in a while.
ESB provides a number of benefits such as loosely coupled architecture (i.e. what-
ever changed in an application will not affect other applications in the whole sys-
tem), increased flexibility (i.e. easier to change as requirements change, standard-
ized platform for integration), sharing common services (security, error manage-
ment, reporting, etc.), and supporting a large number of communication patterns
over different transport protocols [34]. ESB has been used in different areas such as
power systems [30], eHealth [41], and oil & gas [32].
Although ESB handles communication between applications, it does not support a
way to select the most suitable data source among several available ones. Assume
that a user requests for wind speed in the North Sea for the last few months. The
user wants to have data with accuracy and completeness in a certain interval. There
are probably several available sources of wind speed data in the North Sea. How
can we provide the most suitable data source to the user based on the data quality
criteria? How can a system respond to the user’s request if the requested data source
is not available or the user’s requirements are not met? Is there any way to combine
the available data sources to produce an improved data source? Fig. C.1 depicts an
overview of the problem that we are targeting in this work.
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Quality constraint: > 80%
GetWindSpeed1 Service
Data source 1
Wind speed
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Quality Description
GetWindSpeed2 Service
Data source 2
Wind speed
Sensor 2
Data item
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Data source 3
Wind speed
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Data item
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GetWindSpeed4 Service
Data source 4
Wind speed
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Data item
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Figure C.1: An abstract view of the problem
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This article answers the stated questions by proposing a quality-based approach to
handling resources in ESB with semantic technologies. The rest of the article is
organized as follows. Section 2 presents the main concepts of data sources and
challenges in data source handling. Section 3 discusses data quality and its dimen-
sions. Section 4 describes our proposed approach to tackle challenges in handling
data sources. The implementation of the proposed approach is presented in Sect.
5 along with the details of the system components and how they perform the de-
sired functionalities. Related work and discussion are presented in Sect. 6. Finally,
section 7 concludes the paper.
2 Data source
This section explains the definition of data source in the context of our work. Chal-
lenges in handling data sources are discussed afterwards.
2.1 Data source definition
Data sources are sensor sources, web services that provide data generated by sen-
sors or other appliances, and existing databases. A data source consists of three
components: data stream, data source description, and quality description. Fig. C.2
illustrates the components of a data source.
• Data stream is a stream of signals coming from a source over time, while
a data set is a set of data points coming from a static source, e.g., existing
relational databases. Each signal in the stream is a data point, for instance, 6
(m/s) for wind speed at a specific date and time. An example of data stream
is a set of 4000 wind speed records from the 1st of May to the 1st of June.
Data streams are provided by data providers or by having direct connection
to sensors. Data providers can make the data accessible via services.
• Data source description contains information about measurement type, mea-
surement unit, data exchange format. For instance, the description of a data
source could be: (1) measurement type: wind speed, (2) unit: m/s, and (3)
data exchange format: XML.
• Quality description is a description of the quality of the data source. For
example, the quality description of a data source states that the completeness
is 80% and the timeliness is 1ms.
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Figure C.2: Components of a data source
2.2 Type of data sources
In this work, data sources are classified into real and virtual data sources. Real
data sources are sensors or services that have access to sensors’ measurements.
Data quality of these data sources can be obtained either from devices’ manufac-
turers or by computation using reference data sources. A reference (also known as
benchmark in some literature [14]) is a data source that can be either a previous
measurement of the same data source or a mathematical model [24, 9] of that data.
Reference data source are considered as real data sources.
In contrast, virtual data sources have no direct connection to sensors. These data
sources are computed by combining more than one real data source. It is possible
to combine data sources which measure different physical phenomena provided that
there is a mathematical relationship between these physical phenomena. If the data
sources provide data in different units (Fahrenheit and Celsius), a unit converter will
be employed before combining.
Since virtual data sources are generated by combining real data sources, they also
consist of three parts: data stream, data source description, and quality description.
The virtual data stream is described by a formula, e.g., average of data streams from
the real data sources. The quality description of the virtual data source is computed
by combining the quality descriptions of the real data sources.
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2.3 Challenges in data source handling
There are many challenges in handling data sources in ESB related to data quality,
service selection, and data source integration. Here, we address those challenges
that we try to overcome in this work.
2.3.1 Availability of data quality description
Typically, data are provided without any quality description attached to them. It is
not clear what the accuracy or completeness of the data is. There are also cases
where data quality is available but the service that makes data accessible does not
provide any method to access the information. A way to compute data quality and
make it available is therefore important.
A widespread issue in data integration is the management of data with insufficient
quality. For example in offshore wind energy, a couple of sensors are deployed
on a windmill and they frequently measure and deliver the data to the users and
applications by means of services. As sensors are prone to failures, their results
might be inaccurate, incomplete, and inconsistent [37]. Therefore, the data quality
issues should be handled in such a way that users and applications can specify the
desired quality level of the data. Only when the data source has the requested quality
descriptions it would be used for further processing.
2.3.2 Data source selection based upon users’ requests
Assume a user can access data sources with data quality information available. How
can a system fulfill the user’s requests for data with given constraints on data qual-
ity? The user only cares about the requested data and its quality and does not care
from which data source the data is selected. Thus, answering the request by giving a
list of possible data sources is not a good answer. The aforementioned question can
be formulated as follows: how to select the best suited data source among available
data sources based upon user’s defined quality criteria?
2.3.3 Data source combination
Another issue is that sometimes none of the available data sources has the required
quality. In this case, it might be possible to improve the quality of data to meet the
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user’s requirement by combining existing data sources. A virtual data source is the
result of the combination.
2.3.4 Semantic inconsistency of data sources in sensor networks
Sensors are becoming one of the main data sources since they are used intensively
in many areas such as oil & gas, eHealth, smart grid, and smart cities. However,
sensor data sources are described differently by their manufacturers. This leads to
a semantic inconsistency issue when it comes to integrating different sensors into
a system. It therefore makes the process of data source selection and combination
more difficult.
2.4 Approaches to selecting data sources
There are several ways of selecting data sources such as content-based filtering
[11], social information filtering [39], agent-based selection [40], and quality-based
selection [29].
Content-based filtering is a traditional and static way of selecting a data source out
of a list of available data sources. This approach filters data sources based on users’
keywords. When users send requests for data, the content-based filtering statically
selects the data source with more relevant description. This approach might not
solve the selection problem if there are data sources with the same descriptions.
Another approach is the social information filtering. It refers to a sort of techniques
to provide personalized recommendations for users according to the similarities of
their interests. This approach is common in sites, e.g., Amazon and LinkedIn.
The third category of selection methods is the agent-based approach. Agents evalu-
ate data sources by communicating, cooperating, and rating each other. Each agent
can make decision and work autonomously as well.
The quality-based approach takes into consideration the importance of data quality.
A data source is selected based on data quality dimensions given in users’ defined
requirements. Our work is based on this approach. We also use semantic technology
to solve inconsistency issues and enable semantic description for sensor networks.
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3 Data quality
Data quality plays an important role in the success of organizations [44]. Poor data
quality might significantly affect organizations’ businesses since wrong decisions
can be made based on data with poor quality [38, 17, 14].
In this section we define the basic terms and concepts in the article. Although there
is no consensus on the definition of data quality [20], the data quality concept is
defined as the extent to which attributes of data are suitable for their use. It is
usually evaluated from a consumer point of view [17].
3.1 Data quality dimensions
Data quality is a multidimensional notion. There are more than 17 data quality di-
mensions which have been mentioned in the literature, e.g., accuracy, consistency,
confidence, interpretability, completeness, relevancy, timeliness. Some of the stud-
ies such as [43, 23, 12] support several quality dimensions. These work often ad-
dress data quality frameworks that encompass a rich set of data quality dimensions.
On the other hand, studies like [13, 2, 15] only cover a small number of dimensions
because they are applying the data quality concept to a specific application domain.
3.2 Selected data quality dimensions
In this work, we select the most commonly used quality dimensions in the literature,
i.e. accuracy, completeness, and timeliness to demonstrate the proposed approach.
These data quality dimensions are defined differently in the literature. Here we
define the terminologies based on the existing definitions and our understanding.
Table C.1 shows the notation that we use in the following definitions.
Accuracy is defined as how close the observed data are to reality. According to ISO
5725 standard [18], accuracy consists of precision and trueness.
• Precision is the closeness of agreement within individual results.
• Trueness is defined as the mean value of the difference of data source to the
reality.
We assume that the sensors are calibrated, meaning that the trueness is very close
to zero. Therefore, we only consider precision as the accuracy in our system. A
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Table C.1: Table of notation
Symbol Explanation
D Data source
R Reference data source (reality)
ND total number of data points in D
NR total number of data points in R
NDcons total number of consistent data points in D
di a single data point in D
ri real value corresponding to di
xi di - ri
t(ri) the moment when the data point i is due
t(di) the moment when the data point i is available
statistical measure of the precision for a series of repetitive measurements is the
standard deviation.
Let xi denote the difference between the measured data (di) and the reality (ri) and
µ denote the trueness. Thus, the accuracy of data source D can be obtained using
Eq. (C.1).
Acc(D) =
√√√√ 1
ND
ND∑
i=1
(xi − µ)2 (C.1)
Given µ = 0 and xi = di − ri, Eq. (C.1) can be rewritten as follows.
Acc(D) =
√√√√ 1
ND
ND∑
i=1
(di − ri)2 (C.2)
Completeness is defined as the ratio of the number of successful received data points
to the number of expected data points. The completeness of the data source D can
be calculated using Eq. (C.3):
Compl(D) =
ND
NR
(C.3)
For example, if a user requests for wind speed from a data source and he expects to
get 60 data points in 1 hour. If the user has received only 40 data points in 1 hour,
the completeness of the wind data source is 67%.
Timeliness is the average time difference between the moment a data point has been
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successfully received and the moment it is expected to be received. The timeliness
of data source D is calculated using Eq. (C.4):
Time(D) =
∑ND
i=1(t(di)− t(ri))
ND
(C.4)
4 Semantic-enhanced quality-based data source han-
dling
This section describes the proposed approach to handling data sources. By handling
we mean that the approach offers ways to manage data sources, to insert a new data
source, and to provide the best suited data source to users. An overview of our
approach is illustrated in Fig. C.3.
Sink 
sensor
Integrated Servers
Enterprise Service Bus
Request Handler
Service Manager
Service-Quality
Database
Dynamic Invoker
Quality
Calculator
Combination
Engline
Quality Manager
· Restriction process
· Selection process
SSN 
Ontology
Content Presentation
Data 
Providers
User
Figure C.3: Overview of the proposed approach
The Request Handler is an ESB-dependent module. If the ESB platform is changed,
this module needs to be changed. It is used to parse and analyze requests from
users. The Dynamic Invoker is responsible for invoking web services that describe
data sources.
The Service Manager is in charge of finding proper data sources. It consists of three
sub modules: quality manager, combination engine and quality calculator.
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• The Quality Manager is used to select the most appropriate data sources in
terms of data quality dimensions and constraints from the Service-quality
database. The Quality Manager uses two processes to find the best data
source for the user: restriction process and selection process. The purpose
of the restriction process is to detect and filter out outliers from the results
according to the given quality dimensions and constraints. The restriction
process prepares a list of available good data sources and hands in this list
to the selection process. The basic idea of selection is to find the best data
source among good data sources according to selection quality dimension. If
there are more than one data sources that meets users’ quality requirements,
the Quality Manager selects one of the good data sources randomly.
• The Combination Engine is used to combine existing data sources in order
to generate virtual data sources. The module is called when there is no data
source that meets the users’ defined quality requirements. The combination
process includes combination of data points, data source descriptions, and
quality descriptions. Section 5.2.2 describes an example of using the Combi-
nation Engine.
• The Quality Calculator is used in case the data quality description of a data
source is not available. The computation is done using equations mentioned
in Sect. 3.2. After computing the quality dimension the quality calculator can
store the information in the Service-quality Database. An example of using
the Quality Calculator is shown in Sect. 5.2.3.
The Quality Manager generates a list of suitable data sources. The list contains
information such as the data source address, parameters, and values. In case the
Combination Engine is involved, the list will also contain information about a com-
bination method. Service Manager passes the list to Dynamic Invoker. Dynamic
Invoker then access data sources by invoking web services dynamically.
The Service-quality Database stores metadata of all available services and the Se-
mantic Sensor Network Ontology specifies metadata of sensors such as location,
type of sensor, unit, and sensors’ quality. Details of the database and the ontology
are presented in the next section.
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4.1 Integration & management of data sources
Data can come directly from sensors or from services made available by service
providers. Hence, data sources can be sensors or services. Metadata of (web)
services are stored in a xs while metadata of sensors are described and stored in
a semantic sensor network ontology. Metadata of real-time data can be accessed
through SSN and metadata of historical data can be accessed through relational
database.
4.1.1 The Service-quality Database
The Service-quality Database is a relational database that stores metadata of all
available services. It does not store measurement data. The database is divided into
two parts. The first part contains information about services and their descriptions.
The second part stores information about data quality of the services. Based on
input from users, the Quality Manager uses the database to select the most suitable
data source. The result of a query is typically a data source or a list of available data
sources. The result is then delivered to the Dynamic Invoker service for subsequent
binding invocation.
4.1.2 A semantic sensor network ontology
Sensors are being used intensively in different systems. This creates vast amount
of data. However, a big portion of data cannot be transformed to knowledge due
to the lack of integration and communication between sensor networks. In order
to tackle this issue, the W3C Semantic Sensor Network Incubator group took the
initiative in enabling SSN by proposing an SSN ontology [6]. The semantic sensor
network (SSN) was introduced based on Sensor Web Enablement (SWE) standards
proposed by the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) [36] and the Stimulus-Sensor-
Observation ontology design pattern [19]. Based on the SSN ontology, a number of
developments have been reported in several work such as [31, 5]. In this section,
we use SSN ontology to overcome the challenge posed in Sect. 2.3.4.
Even though accuracy has been mentioned in the SSN ontology, data quality is not
only about accuracy. Many work have reported that data quality should be defined
beyond accuracy [17]. We therefore have extended the SSN ontology by adding
some quality dimensions that are described in Sect. 3.2.
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The developed ontology contains spatial attributes (i.e. information about sensors’
location), temporal attributes (i.e. information about timestamp), thematic attributes
(i.e. information about sensor type, measurement, units), and quality attributes (e.g.
accuracy, timeliness, completeness). Fig. C.4 depicts a partial view of the developed
ontology. The ontology describes two type of sensors: temperature sensor and wind
speed sensor. Each sensor’s value is classified in different level, e.g., high or low.
The quality of measurements is defined by the MeasurementProperty class.
Sensor
ssn:SensingDevice
Device
TemperatureSensor WindSpeedSensor
System
Deployment Platform
InfraredSensor
Ultrasonic
WindSensor
Property
instance instance
owo:owo_hubTemp owo:owo_WindSpeed
QuantityKind MeasurementCapability MeasurementProperty
CompletenessTemperature WindSpeed Consistency
owo:owo_lowTemp
owo:owo_normalTemp
owo:owo_highTemp
owo:owo_lowWindSpeed
owo:owo_highWindSpeedhasMeasurementCapability
hasMeasurementProperty
Accuracy
observes only
Figure C.4: A partial view of the quality-enhanced SSN ontology
4.2 Data source selection
The data source selection answers the question of how to select the most suitable
data source from available data sources. This section presents our solution to over-
come the challenge posed in Sect 2.3.2. Based on a user request, the selection pro-
cess requires a set of quality constraints and a selection dimension. The mandatory
constraints describe conditions to be met by the data sources, and the optional selec-
tion dimension describes which dimension to use for finding the best data source.
A scenario described in Sect. 5.2.3 explains our point.
What if the requested data source is not available? The next section discusses the
combination methods that are used to tackle the problem.
4.3 Data source combination
In order to improve the data quality to meet users’ requirements, it is possible to
combine different data sources. This section presents a solution to the challenge
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mentioned in Sect. 2.3.3. For simplicity, we consider only those data sources that
measure the same physical phenomena. Let us consider a case where we need to
combine two data sources D1 and D2. There are several methods to combine data
sources, but looking deeply into combination methods is out of scope of this work.
Let us examine three simple combination methods as follows.
• D1 (A) D2: taking a conventional average of the data sources D1 and D2.
• D1 ⊕ D2: use data points from data source D1 if available, otherwise use
D2.
• D1 (E) D2: pick up the earliest received data point from either D1 or D2.
Assume that data points in data sources D1 and D2 are independent normally dis-
tributed random variables. Let Acc(D1) and Acc(D2) be the accuracy (precision)
of D1 and D2 respectively. Let P(D1) denote the probability of the event “D1 hav-
ing data available” and P(D2) denote the probability of the event “D2 having data
available”. These two events are independent. Let P (X) = 1 − P (X) denote
complementary of the event “data source X having data available”.
We also assume that the timeliness Time(D1) and Time(D2) of D1 and D2 are
two independent exponentially distributed random variables as shown in Eq. C.5.
That said, Time(D1) = 1
λ1
and Time(D2) = 1
λ2
.
f(t, λ) =
λe−λt, if t ≥ 00, if t < 0 (C.5)
where λ is a rate parameter.
4.3.1 D1 (A) D2
Completeness: The completeness of the virtual data source is calculated by Eq.
(C.6). This is also the result for the cases D1
⊕
D2 and D1 (E) D2. In three cases,
the value of the completeness of the virtual data source is improved.
Compl(D1 (A) D2) = P (D1) . P (D2) (C.6)
Accuracy: Since Acc(D1) and Acc(D2) are normally distributed, sum of them is
also normally distributed. As we mentioned in Sect. 3.2, the sensors are calibrated
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and thus the trueness is equal to zero. The accuracy is then equal to the precision
which can be obtained by Eq. (C.7):
Acc(D1 (A) D2) =
√
Acc(D1)2 + Acc(D2)2
4
(C.7)
Timeliness: The timeliness of the virtual data source is the maximum value of the
set which consists of Time(D1) and Time(D2), i.e. max(Time(D1), T ime(D2))
which is not exponential. However, if Time(D1) and Time(D2) are identical and
have rate parameter λ, we can easily obtain the probability density function (PDF)
of the maximum as follows:
ftmax(t;λ) = 2λe
−λt(1− e−λt), t ≥ 0 (C.8)
The expected value is obtained via Eq. (C.9).
Time[D1 (A) D2] = E[tmax] =
∞∫
0
tftmax(t;λ)dt =
3
2λ
≈ 3
2
Time(D1) (C.9)
4.3.2 D1
⊕
D2
Accuracy: The accuracy of virtual data source is calculated using weighted average
as shown in Eq. (C.10):
Acc(D1
⊕
D2) =
P (D1) ∗ Acc(D1) + P (D1) ∗ P (D2) ∗ Acc(D2)
P (D1) + P (D1) ∗ P (D2) (C.10)
Timeliness: The timeliness of the virtual data source is calculated using Eq. (C.11):
Time(D1
⊕
D2) =
P (D1) ∗ Time(D1) + P (D1) ∗ P (D2) ∗ Time(D2)
P (D1) + P (D1) ∗ P (D2)
(C.11)
4.3.3 D1 (E) D2 method
Accuracy: Let α be the probability of the event a data point D1i arrives before a
data point D2i. In other words, it is the probability that t(D1) is smaller than or
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equal to t(D2). α is obtained via Eq. (C.12)
α = 1− λ2
λ1 + λ2
(C.12)
The accuracy of virtual data source is then calculated using Eq. (C.13):
Acc(D1 (E) D2) = αAcc(D1) + αAcc(D2) (C.13)
Timeliness: In this case, the timeliness of the virtual data source is the minimum
value of the set which consists of t(D1) and t(D2), i.e. min(t(D1), t(D2)). Given
t ≥ 0, the distribution function of the timeliness min(t(D1), t(D2)) is also expo-
nential [27]. It can be obtained by considering complementary cumulative distribu-
tion function as shown in Eq. (C.14).
ftmin(t;λ) = (λ1 + λ2)e
−(λ1+λ2)t (C.14)
The timeliness is then obtained via Eq. (C.15)
Time[D1 (E) D2] =
∞∫
0
t(λ1 + λ2)e
−(λ1+λ2)tdt =
1
λ1 + λ2
(C.15)
The Eq. (C.15) can be rewritten through Time(D1) and Time(D2) as follows.
Time[D1 (E) D2] =
1
λ1 + λ2
=
Time(D1) ∗ Time(D2)
Time(D1) + Time(D2)
(C.16)
4.3.4 Summary of combination methods
By combining data quality dimensions, we aim to generate a virtual data source
with better data quality. The three combination methods have different effects on
data quality dimensions. A method can increase or decrease the quality depends on
the receiving data. Table C.2 shows the results of applying combination methods
on two independent data sources D1 and D2.
X: It can be better than both of D1 and D2.
−: It is not decidable. It varies from case to case.
×: It is worse than both of D1 and D2.
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Table C.2: Quality combination result
Combination method Completeness Accuracy Timeliness
D1 (A) D2 X X ×
D1
⊕
D2 X − −
D1 (E) D2 X − X
According to this table, all three methods can increase the completeness. By using
average method, the combined data source would have better accuracy. This method
also improves the accuracy. However, it makes the timeliness become worse. For
the
⊕
method, both the accuracy and timeliness of the combined data source varies
from case to case.The (E) method helps to increase the completeness and timeliness,
but not accuracy. If the timeliness is the critical choice, (E) method is recommended
to use.
5 Implementation
As a proof of concept, we have developed a prototype system based on the overview
described in Fig. C.3. This section discusses the internal implementation details of
the prototype.
5.1 Prototype description
We use the client-server architecture to develop our prototype system. The client is
the web-based client application that allows users to make requests. The client is
also in charge of data visualization in terms of graphs. The integrated server (IS) is
responsible for request handling and communicating with data providers.
Data providers make services available as web services and describe the services
using Web Service Description Language (WSDL). Both Restlet and JAX-WS (Java
API for XML Web Services) clients are employed to send data using SOAP protocol
and REST architecture style.
5.1.1 The client side
The client side consists of a user interface where users can choose the measurement
type, the quality dimensions, the constraints, and one quality dimension as selection
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dimension. We use Ajax (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) technology to handle
the messages from the server and display information on a graph. Flot, a JavaScript
plotting library is used to produce graphical plots on a web browser [22].
5.1.2 The integrated servers
The IS consists of following main components:
• MuleESB2: is an open source enterprise service bus framework and we use it
as the communication backbone of the system. It is easy to use Mule ESB,
compared with other open source ESB frameworks such as PEtALS ESB, Ser-
viceMix, and Open ESB [42]. Mule ESB is not based on JBI (Java Business
Integration), but it provides seamless support for JBI containers [35]. Hence,
it allows components of other ESBs, e.g., ServiceMix, which are based on the
JBI model, to be used alongside MuleESB. Mule ESB is provided together
with an Integrated Development Environment, Mule studio which makes the
process of flow design much easier. Mule ESB also provides many connec-
tors and transports, for instance REST, SOAP, JMS (Java Message Service)
[45].
• Service Manager: is a .NET web service that is deployed on Internet Infor-
mation Services (IIS)3 web server.
• Dynamic Invoker: is also a Java-based web service that dynamically binds
and invokes services for gathering the selected data sources.
• Service-quality Database: is developed using Microsoft SQL Server4.
• Request handler: is a Java web service deployed on the MuleESB. This ser-
vice receives the information from web-based client application and forwards
it to the Service Manager.
• Quality calculator: The quality calculator is .NET web service which has a
separate function for each quality dimension. It takes a data source and a
reference data source, then computes the quality value.
• Combination Engine: is a .NET web service. It takes a list of data sources and
combines them according to the corresponding combination formula, e.g., the
2 http://www.mulesoft.org
3 http://www.iis.net
4http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/sqlserver/default.aspx
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one presented in Sect. C and stores a new virtual data source in the Service-
quality database.
5.2 Use case scenarios
We use three offshore wind scenarios to demonstrate the use of the prototype sys-
tem. A number of wind sensors (e.g., wind speed sensor) are attached to a wind
turbine to monitor and control the wind turbine [1]. Due to the weather conditions,
the sensors are subject to the moisture and corrosion [37]. Consequently, the qual-
ity of the data produced by them can be negatively influenced [10]. It is therefore
needed to have multiple sensors to measure the same physical phenomena.
5.2.1 Scenario 1
Description: There are three real wind speed data sources in the system. Each data
source has two quality dimensions available, e.g., completeness and timeliness. Fig.
C.5 shows scenario 1 where the data is mainly provided by wind sensors through a
number of wind services.
Figure C.5: Scenario 1. Data sources: three real data sources. Quality dimensions:
completeness and timeliness. Request: completeness ≥ 75% and selection quality
dimension is timeliness.
User’s request: The user sends a request for wind speed. Completeness of more than
75% is chosen for the restriction process and timeliness is selected as the criteria
for data source selection.
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Results: First the restriction process is executed, data sources 2 and 3 are selected.
The selection process based on timeliness is then executed. As the result, data
source 3 is selected since it has better timeliness compared to data source 2.
5.2.2 Scenario 2
Description: There are two real wind speed data sources. Each data source has one
available quality dimension, e.g., completeness. Fig. C.6 shows the scenario where
the data is mainly provided by wind sensors through a number of wind services.
Figure C.6: Scenario 2. Data sources: two real data sources. Quality dimension:
completeness. Request: completeness ≥ 85%.
User’s request: The user issues a request for wind speed with completeness of more
than 85%.
Results: The completeness of data sources 1 and 2 are 75%, 80% respectively. It
means that none of the given data sources meets the user’s requirement. The system
therefore to combine these two data sources. As the result, a virtual data source
which has the completeness of 95% is produced. The virtual data source that is
selected by Quality Manager and its graph is shown to the user. The reason is
that data sources 1 and 2 have missed some parts of the data but when they are
composed, the missing parts are filled.
5.2.3 Computation of data quality scenario
Description: There are three real wind speed data sources in the system. The quality
descriptions of data sources 1 and 2 are not available. The reference data source has
one available data quality dimension, e.g., completeness. Figure C.7 illustrates the
scenario.
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Figure C.7: No data quality descriptions available for data source 1 and 2. The
reference data source has completeness available. Request: completeness ≥ 85%.
User’s request: The user issues a request for wind speed with the completeness of
more than 85%.
Results: By using the reference, the Quality Calculator computes the completeness
of 80% and 90% for data source 1 and 2, respectively. Data source 2 is selected and
returned to the user.
6 Related work and discussion
In order to support intelligent handling of data sources in ESB, some efforts have
been reported. For example, authors in [45] proposed a multi-layered framework
to support content-based intelligent routing path construction and message routing.
Their approach facilitates the data source selection based on the message content.
Besides handling data sources in ESB, there is an attempt to combine data sources
based on data quality as reported in [29]. There has also been some research within
the area of multi-sensor data fusion that employed different techniques to gener-
ate a better virtual sensor, for instance, artificial intelligence, pattern recognition,
statistical estimation are used to fuse multi-sensor data [16, 33].
Different from these work, we have taken into consideration data quality dimensions
as criteria for filtering and selecting the best suitable data source. We have also
implemented semantic technologies to describe services and sensor networks.
In this work, we have only discussed combination methods for data sources that
measure the same physical phenomena, e.g., wind speed. In reality, sometimes
we need to combine two or more measurement quantities in order to fulfill users’
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requests. The combination can be based on mathematical relations between the
quantities, e.g., from rotor speed, power output of a wind turbine can be easily
derived provided power coefficient of the generator is given and the pitch angle is
constant.
7 Conclusions
Data quality is one of data consumers’ concerns. It is an important feature of any
business organization. Data consumers normally need to be aware of data providers
and the quality of data that they get. Indeed, it is complicated for data consumers,
data integrators, and even data providers when the number and diversity of data
sources increase. ESB is proposed to make the data integration easier. This will
reduce the details that data consumers have to know in order to get access to quality
data. However, there is a lack of unambiguous ways to manage data sources in
current available open source ESB platforms. In this work, we have presented a
quality-based approach to managing, selecting, and providing the most suitable data
source for users based upon their quality requirements. The approach gives users
possibility of getting the most suitable data source from the available ones. It also
increases the chance to find the requested data source by combining multiple data
sources so that the users’ quality requirements are met. We have also enhanced
the data quality-based approach by implementing semantic technology to describe
sensor networks in an unambiguous manner.
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Smart home, smart grids, smart museum, smart cities, etc. are making the vision for liv-
ing in smart environments come true. These smart environments are built based upon the
Internet of Things paradigm where many devices and applications are involved. In these
environments, data are collected from various sources in diverse formats. The data are then
processed by different intelligent systems with the purpose of providing efficient system
planning, power delivery, and customer operations. Even though there are known tech-
nologies for most of these smart environments, putting them together to make intelligent
and context-aware systems is not an easy task. The reason is that there are semantic in-
consistencies between applications and systems. These inconsistencies can be solved by
using metadata. This chapter presents management of big data metadata in smart grids.
Three important issues in managing and solutions to overcome them are discussed. As a
part of future grids, some concrete examples from the offshore wind energy are used to
demonstrate the solutions.
1 Introduction
Advanced technologies are making the vision for living in smart environments be-
come realistic. Recently, several concepts within the smart environments have been
introduced, such as smart home, smart transport, smart grids, smart museum, and
smart cities. These smart environments are built based upon the Internet of Things
(IoT) paradigm where lots of devices, sensors, appliances are connected through
the Internet. These devices produce vast amounts of data, thus making the manage-
ment of data a highly challenging task. Another common feature and an important
problem of these smart environments is that each of them involves data modeling,
information analysis, integration and optimization of large amounts of data coming
from various smart appliances in diverse formats. The data are then processed by
different intelligent systems with the purpose of providing efficient system plan-
ning, power delivery, and customer operations. Even though there are known tech-
nologies for developing most of these smart environments, putting them together
to make intelligent and context-aware systems is not an easy task. The reason is
that there are semantic inconsistencies between applications and systems. These
inconsistencies can be solved by using metadata.
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Typically, data are a collection of raw and unorganized symbols that represent real-
world states. The information is the processed, organized, and structured data ac-
cording to a given context [1, 144]. The context of related data and processes will
decide the role as information of the captured data. Principally, information is the
structured data with semantics. For example, if data are used for documentation or
analysis, the data become information. Without metadata, the data cannot easily
become information and incomplete or inaccurate metadata or too much metadata
can cause misinterpretation of data [55]. Metadata should be therefore managed in
a way that data can be easily interpreted and transformed to information.
Metadata management is a key to make data integration successful [25]. It has to be
taken into consideration in the development of systems since it helps in making the
systems scalable. For formal metadata management, semantic technologies have
been developed. Ontology, which is a part of semantic technologies, plays a signifi-
cant role in managing metadata of a domain. Ontologies can be used to support data
integration in terms of facilitating knowledge sharing and data exchange between
participants in a domain. In ontologies, concepts, properties, relations, functions,
constraints, and axioms of a particular domain are explicitly defined [18]. We use
semantic technologies to exploit the semantics of data, and hence ease metadata
handling in smart environments.
In this chapter, we discuss how to manage big data metadata in smart grids with
a particular focus on (1) knowledge sharing and data exchange, (2) derived data
from relations between concepts, and (3) data quality as metadata. We will present
a developed ontology model for offshore wind energy metadata management as
an example of domain concept descriptions. IEEE P2030 points out that ontology
might be a good option to create formal representation of real-world systems or
objects composing these systems within smart grids [24]. As the number of devices
is increasing tremendously, and many of them will be used in smart environments,
it is important to make sure that any future system is scalable enough to keep pace
with the technologies. Metadata models, as a backbone of any system, also need to
be considered thoughtfully. The models need to be developed so that the following
requirements are fulfilled.
• The models need to be compatible with existing data resources and future
applications.
• Minimum effort is used to modify the models when integrating new devices.
• New devices’ metadata are described in a way that discovery and access to
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them are easy.
• It must provide a guide to structuring, sharing, storing, and representing the
big data in smart grids.
• The semantics of data needs to be exploited and clearly defined.
• Since it is not feasible to attach metadata with individual data, the metadata
models must be related to data sources.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 gives some background
information about the areas that we discuss in this work. Section 3 presents some
challenges of big data metadata management that we attempt to tackle. Section 4
describes solutions and approaches to overcoming the challenges. Section 5 dis-
cusses our solutions and gives some remarks on future work. Finally, section 6
concludes the chapter.
2 Background
This section describes the background of metadata, semantic technologies, IoT and
smart grids. The relations between these areas are also highlighted.
2.1 Metadata
The term “metadata” was first introduced in 1968 by Philip R. Bagley to refer to de-
scriptive data that provided information about other data in a database environment
[51]. In different contexts, the term metadata is interpreted in different ways, for ex-
ample, metadata are data about data; or metadata are machine-readable information
about electronic resources or other things; or metadata are structured information
that describes, explains, locates an information resource [54]. Basically, metadata
are descriptors that describe a way of identifying information. Data without meta-
data result in blind decision making [55]. In other words, without metadata, data
have no identifiable meaning. For instance, when a user searches for information,
he will receive a list of search results from a search engine. The search engine looks
up for requested information from huge amounts of data based on search terms,
tagging content, and other metadata associated with data. Metadata provide the
necessary documentation for users by answering who, what, when, where, why,
and how questions upon the users’ requests.
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Metadata put data into a context so that the data can be understood by users and
become information. Besides the general role as descriptors, metadata can be used
for:
• information classification - information is classified into different categories
based on content, purpose, location, area, etc;
• information discovery - a large amount of time is used to look for things,
and many of them cannot be found due to the lack of descriptions. Metadata
therefore enhance information discovery and knowledge sharing;
• information interpretation - a poor description of data may lead to wrong
decision making or business loss due to wrong interpretation of the data;
• data integration - when we integrate data from various sources in different for-
mats and platforms, metadata are the only option that can make a foundation
for data integration [55];
• device discovery - based on metadata of devices such as location, type, and
other features devices can be discovered either semi-automatically or auto-
matically by a system.
2.2 Big data metadata management
Big data is characterized with volume, variety and velocity [61]. Volume is con-
sidered as a huge amount of data which can hold terabytes to petabytes of data
which come from different devices, applications, and systems. Velocity is the speed
at which the data comes in, and variety means many data types and data formats.
Structured, semi-structured and unstructured data are involved in big data [14]. Data
often come from machines, sensors, social networks such as Facebook, Tweets,
smart phones and other cell phones, GPS devices and other sources making it com-
plex to manage [45]. According to a report from McKinsey Global Institute, every
year, over 30 billion original documents with data are created. 85% of the data will
never be retrieved, 50% of the data is duplicates, and 60% of stored documents are
obsolete. $1 and $10 are the costs to create a document and to manage it, respec-
tively [31]. As the amount of data increases, the cost of management also increases.
It is important to describe and manage metadata so that only important and neces-
sary data are stored and provided to users when requested. Since data are used for
making decisions by different applications and systems, the quality of data is one
of concerns.
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Not all of the data captured from sensors or devices are useful, only a part of the
data is. Data are transformed to information only if the data are used for particu-
lar purposes, e.g., modeling, documentation. Part of the information will become
knowledge in terms of abstraction and perception. Users are not interested in infor-
mation (numbers), they are interested in knowledge, i.e., what can be derived from
the information. For example, if a user wants to know about the temperature in a
wind turbine hub, he will probably not expect to get a number or set of numbers as a
response, but he will probably want to get either “Normal”, “Cold”, or “Hot”. Even-
tually, only part of the knowledge will be transformed to wisdom if the knowledge
is used to serve some actionable intelligence [46]. Every step of the transformation
involves management of data, information, and knowledge. Management of big
data metadata concerns a way to manage big data metadata such that metadata are
good enough to enable knowledge extraction from big data.
2.3 Smart grids and Internet of Things
Smart grids are the future generation of power grids where the energy is managed in
a way that both consumers and energy producers will get more benefits from the grid
in terms of reduction of expenditure on energy and reduction of carbon emissions.
Indeed, it enables consumers to utilize lower tariff charges during off-peak periods
and energy producers to react efficiently during peak periods. Smart grids are also
used to effectively response to the fluctuations of renewable sources such as wind
and solar when they are integrated in a power grid.
A smart grid is an electricity network that efficiently delivers sustainable, economic,
and secure electricity supplies by intelligently integrating the actions of all users
connected to it, including generators, consumers and those that do both [15]. On
the consumer side, smart grids involve many smart meters and smart appliances,
for example, smart washing machines, and dishwashers. The number of smart ap-
pliances is increasing dramatically. These devices are connected directly to the
Internet. A large amount of sensors are used in these devices to make sure that ev-
ery single change can be detected, managed and controlled. On the energy provider
side, intelligent applications are used to maintain balance between demand and sup-
ply. Smart grids will bring the decision making gradually from a centralized level
to local and finally to automatic.
In order to make a grid become smart, different technologies and applications are
involved, e.g., advanced metering infrastructure (AMI), distribution management
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Figure D.1: An example of conceptual model for smart grid communication
system (DMS), geographic information system (GIS), outage management systems
(OMSs), intelligent electronics devices (IEDs), wide-area measurement systems
(WAMS), and energy management systems (EMSs) [11]. These systems are driven
effectively by IoT [56].
In IoT, things are connected in such a way that machines and applications can under-
stand our surrounding environments better and therefore make intelligent decisions
and respond to the dynamics of the environments effectively [5]. These things com-
municate to each other over the Internet. Advantages of IoT will contribute a lot
to the effort of making smart grids in terms of real-time monitoring and control.
Smart grid applications require quick response time no matter how big the data are.
One example of such a system is an energy trading system which allows energy
consumers or third parties to bid for energy prices in advance [12].
Due to characteristics of smart grids, a number of challenges are encompassed with
the development of smart grids such as support heterogeneous participants, flexible
data schema (e.g., add new or remove old appliances), complex event processing,
privacy and security [57]. Thus, data from IoT alone are not enough. The data
must be used together with the domain knowledge, machine interpretable metadata,
services, etc. to become useful.
Figure D.1 illustrates a conceptual model for smart grid communication with a fo-
cus on offshore wind as an energy generator. The model is based on the Smart Grid
Interoperability Panel promoted by the National Institute of Standards and Tech-
nology (NIST) [38].
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Each domain is a high-level grouping of organizations, individuals, and systems
of the offshore wind industry. Communication between stakeholders in the same
domain may have similar characteristics and requirements. The communication
flows are bidirectional. In this model, smart meters, smart appliances are installed
at households, sensors are embedded on wind turbines, and intelligent programs are
used at operations center.
Metadata are significant in the smart grid context. It is needed for organizing and
interpreting data coming from energy market, service providers, customers, power
grid, and power generators. Managing metadata in such a varied environment is a
challenging task.
2.4 Semantic technologies
Semantic technologies have been developed to make metadata understandable by a
machine. Ontology is a part of semantic technologies that plays a significant role
in managing metadata of a domain. There are several ontology languages such as
SHOE, OIL, DAML-ONT, DAML+OIL, and OWL [30, 64]. Web Ontology Lan-
guage (OWL), a language proposed by World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) Web
Ontology Working Group, is being used intensively by research communities as
well as industries. Ontologies can be represented by using Resource Description
Framework (RDF)/RDFS (RDF Schema). However, a number of other features are
missing in RDFS such as cardinality restrictions, logical combinations (intersec-
tions, unions or complements), and disjointness of classes. Let us examine some
concrete cases within the offshore wind energy. The first case is that in RDF, we
cannot state that HydraulicSystem and HeatingSystem are disjoint classes. The sec-
ond case concerns the lack of cardinality restrictions, e.g., the fact that a wind power
plant (WPP) can have more than one wind turbine converter component (WCNV)
cannot be expressed in RDF, but it can be done in OWL using the following axiom
WPP v (≥ 1 hasWPPComponent.WCNV). OWL is an extension of RDFS, in the
sense that OWL uses the RDF meaning of classes and properties [20, 15, 7]. The de-
sign of OWL was influenced by its predecessors DAML+OIL, the frames paradigm
and RDF [20].
In OWL, Owl:Thing is a built-in most general class and is the class of all individ-
uals. It is a superclass of all OWL classes. Classes are defined using owl:Class. A
class defines a group of individuals that belong together. Individuals are also known
as instances. Individuals can be referred to as being instances of classes. Note that
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the word concept is sometimes used in place of class. Classes are a concrete rep-
resentation of concepts. Owl:Nothing is a built-in most specific class and is the
class that has no instances. It is a subclass of all OWL classes. There are two types
of properties in OWL ontology, they are object property and data type property.
Properties in OWL are also known as roles in description logics and relations in
Unified Modeling Language (UML). An object property relates individuals to other
individuals (e.g., hasWPPComponent relates WPP to WPP components). An object
property is defined as an instance of the built-in OWL class owl:ObjectProperty.
A data type property relates individuals to data type values (e.g., hasOilPressure,
hasWindSpeed). A datatype property is defined as an instance of the built-in OWL
class owl:DatatypeProperty. A property in OWL can be transitive, functional, sym-
metric, or inverse.
OWL DL (DL stands for “Description Logic”) is a variant of OWL. It was devel-
oped to support existing DL and to provide a possibility of working with reasoning
systems. In this work, OWL DL is used to develop ontologies. The OWL DL se-
mantics is very similar to the SHOIN (D) Description Logic. It provides maximum
expressiveness and it is decidable [20]. OWL DL abstract syntax and semantics can
be found in [41].
2.5 Ontology reasoning and querying
A reasoner is a piece of software that is able to infer logical consequences from a
set of asserted facts or axioms. It is used to ensure the quality of ontologies. It can
be used to test whether concepts are non-contradictory and to derive implied rela-
tions. Reasoning with inconsistent ontologies may lead to erroneous conclusions
[3]. There are some existing DL reasoners such as FaCT, FaCT++, RACER, DLP
and Pellet. A reasoner has the following features: satisfiability, consistency, classi-
fication, and realization checking [49]. Given an assertional box A (ABox contains
assertions about individuals), we can reason w.r.t a terminological box T (TBox
contains axioms about classes) about the following:
• Consistency checking: ensures that an ontology does not contain any con-
tradictory facts. An ABox A is consistent with respect to T if there is an
interpretation I which is a model of both A and T .
• Concept satisfiability: checks if it is possible for a class to have any instances.
Given a concept C and an instance a, check whether a belongs to C. A |=
C(a) if every interpretation that satisfies A also satisfies C(a).
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• Classification: computes the subclass relations between all named classes to
create the complete class hierarchy. Given a concept C, retrieve all the in-
stances a which satisfy C.
• Realization: computes the direct types for each of the individuals. Given a
set of concepts and an individual a, find the most specific concept(s) C (w.r.t.
subsumption ordering) such that A |= C(a).
For relational database (RDB), Structured Query Language (SQL) is the query lan-
guage of choice. But for ontologies, SPARQL and SQWRL (Semantic Query-
Enhanced Web Rule Language) [39] are used to build queries. SPARQL is an RDF
query language and SQWRL is a SWRL-based language for querying OWL on-
tologies. SPARQL extensions such as SPARQL-DL [48] and SPARQL-OWL [27]
can be used as OWL query languages in many applications. But SPARQL can-
not directly query entailments made using OWL constructs since it has no native
understanding of OWL [39].
3 Challenges in managing big data metadata in smart
grids
There are a number of challenges associated with management of big data metadata
such as metadata quality, metadata provenance, semantics, and metadata alignment.
In this section, we attempt to tackle three challenges in managing smart grids’ big
data metadata.
3.1 Knowledge sharing and information exchange
In a diverse environment such as smart grids, meters, appliances, and applications
are developed by different companies and vendors. Many of them use their own
proprietary data formats, protocols, and platforms, thus data exchange is impeded.
Using approved standards would contribute to solving such problems since they
can make the data exchange unambiguous. The standards can be seen as a means
of interoperability, a dictionary of data that can be used to manage, simplify, and
optimize data models [9]. However, there are some problematic issues related to ex-
isting international standards for data exchange. For instance, it takes some years to
approve a standard internationally, but it seems that new technologies are proposed
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every year. As a result, novel concepts and terms are introduced, but they are not
immediately described in these international standards.
The lack of widely accepted standards prevents the interoperability between smart
devices, applications, smart meters, and renewable sources [47]. The Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), and NIST have recommended a list of
standards that should be considered while developing smart grids [24, 38]. These
standards have been developed by different working groups, leading to a lack of
harmonizations. Although these standards describe different parts of smart grids,
they share a common feature, i.e., the smart grid concepts. The question here is
how to structure the domain concepts such that semantics is exploited effectively,
knowledge sharing and data exchange are eased, and new concepts are updated in
knowledge bases timely.
3.2 Relations between concepts
Ontologies can be used to support data integration in terms of facilitating knowledge
sharing and data exchange between participants in a domain. Ontologies describe
the relations between concepts and their properties. These relations are metadata
since relations can lead to computability of derived data. This opens several possi-
ble paths for calculation and gives users the possibility of selecting the most suitable
one. However, there is a lack of a formal description of such relations in ontologies.
One important question in managing metadata in ontologies is how to handle rela-
tions so that the selection of data (independent of type of data: base or derived data)
can be done at runtime depending on the actual situation.
3.3 Data quality
It is normal to use more than one sensor to measure, e.g., pressure or temperature
at a particular point. The quality of each sensor is different from the others and de-
pends on the conditions. In offshore wind energy, a couple of sensors are deployed
on a windmill and they frequently measure and deliver the data to the users and ap-
plications by means of services. As sensors are prone to failures their results might
be inaccurate, incomplete, and inconsistent [50]. Therefore, the data quality should
be handled in such a way that users and applications can specify the desired quality
level of the data. Only when the data source has the requested quality descriptions
it would be used for further processing. One of the issues related to data quality
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is the handling of data quality at user level in enterprise applications where there
is a potentially large number of data sources with quality information. Another is-
sue is that sometimes none of the available data sources has the required quality
information. In this case, how a system should respond to such a request should be
considered and a way to provide requested data to users should be investigated.
4 Solutions
This section presents three solutions and approaches to overcoming the challenges
described in Sect. 3. Smart grids involve vast amounts of data from consumers, gen-
erators, billing, and management. Here, we use a case in which offshore wind en-
ergy plays a role as a renewable energy source generator to demonstrate our points.
4.1 Semantic-enhanced concept modeling
This section discusses the solution to the challenge described in Sect. 3.1. We look
into how the semantic technologies can help us to solve the challenges with taking
into consideration the requirements for the developed metadata models presented in
Sect. 1.
4.1.1 The information model
An information model plays an important role in building a smart grid. It not only
provides a common basis for understanding the general behavior of smart grid com-
munication, but also facilitates the collaboration process between smart grid stake-
holders due to shared concepts with a common semantics. An example of sharing
common concepts between partners of offshore wind energy is illustrated in Fig.
D.2.
Availability and reliability of data are significant for any systems and partners. Off-
shore wind partners can efficiently perform their work using the available data. For
example, wind speed information is the input to a wind speed prediction program.
The output from the program can be used with the generator speed to predict the
availability of wind power in the next few hours. In order to optimize wind farm ef-
ficiency, wind farm operations information regarding wind direction, active power,
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Figure D.2: Data pie chart for the offshore wind industry [36]
status of blades, etc. is needed. The weather forecast and energy market infor-
mation is used to manage wind power production as well as maintenance for wind
turbines (e.g., a wind turbine can be stopped when consumer demand is low). An
information model is developed based on the IEC 61400-25 standard [23] to keep
pace with the continual introduction of new technologies. More details about the
information model can be found in [37].
4.1.2 An offshore wind ontology
An information model represents the knowledge concerning specific domain com-
munication. In particular, the purpose of creating an offshore wind information
model is to facilitate the process of agreement on data exchange models as well as
collaborations among offshore wind partners. We use the developed information
model to build an offshore wind ontology (OWO) as depicted in Fig. D.3. The idea
of creating OWO from the terminologies is to share, reuse knowledge, and reason
about behaviors across a domain and task. It is also a key instrument in develop-
ing the semantic web in which information is given well-defined meaning, better
enabling computers and people to work in cooperation [8]. An ontology helps to
make an abstract model of a phenomenon by identifying the relevant concepts of
that phenomenon [53].
Suppose several different sources/data storages contain wind turbine information.
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Figure D.3: OWO visualization
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If these sources share and publish the same underlying ontology of the terms they
all use, then computer agents can extract and aggregate information from these
different sources. The agents can use this aggregated information to answer user
queries or to provide input data to other applications. For example, a SQWRL
query over OWO that is used to get oil pressure and pitch angle set point of the
wind power plant which has ID is “2300249”, is expressed as follows:
WF (?p) ˆ hasID(?p,′′ 2300249′′) ˆ hasWPPComponent(?p, ?comp) ˆ
hasOilPressure(?comp, ?pres) ˆ hasP itchAngleSetPoint(?comp, ?pitchAngle)
->sqwrl : select(?p, ?pres, ?pitchAngle)
4.1.3 Semantic sensor network ontology
As the number of devices and appliances grows, the number of sensors embedded in
such devices will also grow. Ontologies are an adequate way to model sensors and
their capabilities [35]. Sensor metadata are used for selecting sensor sources and
for integrating with other data sources [28]. Thus sensor metadata are important
and needs to be exploited. However, sensor metadata alone cannot make a grid
become smart. These metadata must be associated with metadata from devices and
appliances that are participated in the grid.
The W3C semantic sensor network incubator group has introduced a semantic sen-
sor network (SSN) ontology1 to describe sensors, observations, and measurements.
The ontology describes sensors and their properties such as accuracy, precision,
resolution, measurement range, and capabilities. The ontology includes models for
describing changes or states in an environment that a sensor can detect and the re-
sulting observation [13]. An example of the alignment of the SSN ontology to the
developed OWO is depicted in Fig. D.4.
The developed OWO can be connected to SSN to share common information such
as measurement values from sensors embedded on a wind power plant. At the same
time, OWO can still guarantee the complete description of a wind power plant data
model. These two ontologies should be maintained separately since the number of
concepts in these ontologies might grow as new technologies are introduced.
1http://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/ssn/ssnx/ssn
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Figure D.4: An example of the alignment of the SSN ontology to OWO
4.2 Relations between concepts
Missing data can be caused by network disconnection, device faults, and software
bugs. In some cases, where monitoring of devices or components is extremely im-
portant, a single missing value of a data point could lead to wrong predictions or
damage of components. In the wind energy domain, many prediction and monitor-
ing applications are employed, for example, power output prediction, wind turbine
blade monitoring. The performance of these applications relies very much on data
collected from the wind turbines. Missing of a single data item in the set of input
data to these applications can make the applications produce wrong output or no
output at all. In this case, the missing data item needs to be derived from other
available data items. Derivation of data also plays a significant role in decision
support systems [43]. For instance, in time-series data analysis, missing data that
are located in the middle of a time-series have a high influence on the efficiency of
algorithms that are used to reveal hidden temporal patterns such as vector autore-
gression and exponential smoothing [62]. This section describes a way to model
possible paths to deriving missing data from relations between the concepts.
4.2.1 Derived data modeling
Data are classified into two categories: base data and derived data [19]. Base data
are those data obtained from data sources. Derived data are those data obtained by
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combining or computing from base data. The combination and computation of base
data are based on relations between domain concepts.
Derived data are described by derived classes and derived attributes. A derived
attribute is an attribute that is derived from other attributes in the same class or from
different classes that have relationships with the class that contains the attribute. If
all attributes of a class are derived, the class is called derived class [4].
Derived data give an advantage of storing data since there is no need to store derived
data in a database. Another advantage is that the structure of the data storage is
undisclosed to users, derived attributes are accessed via user interface.
Guaranteeing the correctness of derived data is an important task because applica-
tions that use the data might produce wrong results if they receive insufficient input.
Therefore, derived data need to be handled in such a way that its correctness is en-
sured. Formally modeling of derived data can help us to figure out different aspects
of handling the data, and hence guaranteeing the correctness.
We use UML [17] to model the concepts in the wind domain. UML is based on
object-oriented design concepts and is independent of any specific programming
language. We also use Object Constraint Language (OCL) to express constraints
in UML models [59]. OCL is a complement of UML. It makes models precise,
consistent, and complete. In this work, we add OCL constraints to our models to
tackle the derived issue mentioned in Sect. 3.2. We analyze two wind energy related
cases where derived data play an significant role. We use the ontology introduced
in Sect. 4.1.2 to demonstrate the cases.
4.2.2 Derived data within one concept
Temperature measurement can be presented in different units such as Fahrenheit (F)
or Celsius (C). The relation between F and C is as follows.
F =
9
5
∗ C + 32 (D.1)
or
C =
5
9
∗ (F − 32) (D.2)
The derivation can be obtained during execution time, for example, the authors
of [10] use SWRL to define the transformation between temperature measurement
units. However, such an approach will limit the possibility of expressing complex
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equations. A better approach is to attach formulas directly to properties in ontolo-
gies such as [22]. Let us consider a simple ontology describing the wind turbine
generator (WGEN) concept and temperature as one of its properties. Figure D.5
illustrates a formal model of temperature conversion using UML and OCL.
Figure D.5: Temperature conversion
WGEN denotes the wind turbine generator class as described in [23]. Temperature
is an abstract class that contains two attributes: the celsiusV alue and fahrenheitV alue.
The two classes TempInC and TempInF contain rules to convert temperature unit
from C to F and from F to C, respectively.
4.2.3 Derived data between two concepts
Let us consider an offshore wind farm scenario where many sensors are located on
a wind turbine to capture information. What if one of them loses the connection?
Information related to that one will be lost. How can we utilize other devices to
derive that information so that the monitoring of the wind turbine is still ensured?
Figure D.6 shows how to make use of derived data from two parameters within
the wind domain. The basic mathematical relation between wind speed and power
output is expressed in Eq. (D.3) [33].
Pavail =
1
2
ρpir2v3Cp (D.3)
where Pavail denotes the available power output (W ), ρ denotes air density (kg/m3),
r denotes blade length (m), v is the wind speed (m/s), and Cp denotes the power
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coefficient. Please note that the power coefficient is not constant; it depends on
other factors such as rotational speed of the turbine, pitch angle, and angle of attack
[34].
Figure D.6: Derivative relationships between two concepts
4.2.4 Derived data with more than two concepts
What happens if one more parameter is added to the system? As an extension of
the two concept model, we can have a model for three parameters as shown in Fig.
D.7.
Figure D.7: Derivative relationships between three concepts
Equation (D.3) can be rewritten as follows:
Pavail =
1
2
ρpir2Cp(
r
TSR
)3ω3 (D.4)
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where TSR is tip speed ratio, ω (rpm) is the rotational speed of the blade. The TSR
value can be obtained from the blade manufacturer, otherwise let TSR equal 7 since
it is the most widely reported value in three bladed wind turbines [42]. We can then
easily obtain PO_DerivedRotor as shown in Fig. D.7.
A simple path, which is extracted from the model described in Fig. D.7, is shown in
Fig. D.8a where WindSpeed_Derived can be derived from PO_DerivedRotor
which can be derived from RotorSpeed_Sensor.
Figure D.8: WindSpeed is derived from PowerOutput and RotorSpeed
If we chooseRotorSpeed_Derived instead ofRotorSpeed_Sensor, this leads to a
cyclic dependency as shown in Fig. D.8b. Cyclic dependencies have to be avoided,
as they cannot be computed.
Fig. D.9 depicts a model which is the extension of the model illustrated in Fig D.7.
In order to solve the derivation cycle issue, the transitive closure of the dependency
dependsOn should not be reflexive.
Figure D.9: Solving the cyclic derivation issue in derivative relationships between
three parameters
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The transitive closure of dependsOn is expressed in OCL as follows:
contextProperty
inv cycleRestriction : not self.dependsOn.closure()− > include(self)
4.3 Data quality
Data quality can influence the decisions made by organizations. Indeed, wrong de-
cisions can be made because of poor quality data [52, 66]. Data quality describes
the characteristics of data and hence gives users a better view on data they want
to request for. We consider data quality as metadata. Data quality has several di-
mensions which are criteria for selecting the most suitable data source according to
users’ requests. This section presents a solution to the challenge posed in Sect. 3.3.
4.3.1 Data quality dimensions
There are more than 17 data quality dimensions which have been mentioned in lit-
erature, e.g., accuracy, completeness, timeliness, consistency, access security, data
volume, confidence, and understandability [58, 84, 14, 49]. The most commonly
used quality dimensions are accuracy, completeness, and timeliness [44]. The other
dimensions such as confidence, value-added, and coverage are only suggested by
a couple of studies because these dimensions can be either derived from the other
dimensions or applicable only in a few domains. There is no unique definition for
each data quality dimension, so we describe the dimensions based on existing def-
initions and our understanding. Table D.1 shows the notation that we use in our
definitions.
Accuracy is defined as how close the observed data are to reality. According to the
ISO 5725 standard [26], accuracy consists of precision and trueness.
We assume that the sensors are calibrated, meaning that the trueness is very close
to zero. Therefore, we only consider precision as the accuracy in our system. A
statistical measure of the precision for a series of repetitive measurements is the
standard deviation. Let µ denote the trueness (µ = 0). Thus, the accuracy of data
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Table D.1: Table of notation
Symbol Explanation
D Data source
R Reference data source (reality)
ND total number of data points in D
NR total number of data points in R
di a single data point in D
ri real value corresponding to di
xi di - ri
t(ri) the moment when the data point i is due
t(di) the moment when the data point i is available
source D can be obtained using Eq. (D.5).
Acc(D) =
√√√√ 1
ND
ND∑
i=1
(xi − µ)2 =
√√√√ 1
ND
ND∑
i=1
(di − ri)2 (D.5)
Completeness is defined as the ratio of the number of successful received data points
to the number of expected data points. The completeness of the data source D can
be calculated using Eq. (D.6).
Compl(D) =
ND
NR
(D.6)
Timeliness is the average time difference between the moment a data point has been
successfully received and the moment it is produced. The timeliness of data source
D is calculated using Eq. (D.7).
Time(D) =
∑ND
i=0(t(di)− t(ri))
ND
(D.7)
4.3.2 Combination and computation of data quality
By combining existing data sources, it is possible to improve the quality of data to
meet the user defined requirement. The combination of data sources is defined as
the process of constructing a data source from existing data sources. We present
three simple methods to combine data quality: D1 (E) D2, D1
⊕
D2, and D1 (A)
D2.
• D1 (A) D2: taking a conventional average of the data sources D1 and D2.
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• D1 ⊕ D2: use data points from data source D1 if available, otherwise use
D2.
• D1 (E) D2: pick up the earliest received data point from either D1 or D2.
Table D.2 gives an overview of all combination methods with data quality dimen-
sions. These methods are used to generate the virtual data source from the real
data sources. P(D1) denotes the probability of the event D1 having data available
and P(D2) denotes the probability of the event D2 having data available. Acc(D1)
and Acc(D2) are the accuracy (precision) of D1 and D2, respectively. α is the
probability of the event a data point D1i arrives before a data point D2i.
The following assumptions are made in order to obtain Table D.2. (1) Data sources
D1 and D2 are independent and normally distributed; (2) timeliness Time(D1)
and Time(D2) of D1 and D2 are two independent distributed exponential random
variables.
The combination methods have different effects on the data quality dimensions. A
quality dimension can increase or decrease depending on a combination method.
Table D.3 shows relation the between the combination operations and the data qual-
ity dimensions, where (X) indicates that it can be better than both of D1 and D2,
(−) means it varies from case to case, and (×) means it is worse than both of D1
and D2.
According to this table, all three methods can increase the completeness. By using
the average method, the combined data source would have better accuracy. How-
ever, it makes the timeliness become worse. For the
⊕
method, both the accu-
racy and timeliness of the combined data source varies from case to case. The (E)
method helps to increase the completeness and timeliness, but not the accuracy. If
the timeliness is the critical choice, the (E) method is recommended to use.
4.3.3 A data quality-based framework for data source selection
We have developed a framework for data source selection based on data quality
dimensions. An overview of the framework is shown in Fig. D.10. The framework
offers ways to manage data sources, to insert a new data source, and to provide the
best suited data source to users. Due to limitation of space, we cannot describe the
prototype in detail. More information about the prototype implementation can be
found in [44].
The prototype contains three main parts: web-based client application, integrated
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Table D.3: Quality combination relations
Combination method Completeness Accuracy Timeliness
D1 (A) D2 X X ×
D1
⊕
D2 X − −
D1 (E) D2 X − X
Figure D.10: An overview of a quality-based data source handling framework
servers (IS), and data provider services. The web-based client application receives
requests from users and forwards them to the IS. The client is in charge of data
visualization in terms of graphs. The IS is responsible for data quality handling and
communicating with data providers. The data providers store the data and provide
addresses to access those data. The IS consists of an open source enterprise service
bus, MuleESB and the Service Manager which contains the Combination Engine,
the Quality Manager, the Quality Calculator, and the Service-quality Database.
5 Discussion and future directions
One reason of having ontologies is to share an understanding of domain concepts
between partners who are working in different domains. We have proven the useful-
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ness of having ontologies in smart grids where energy generator, energy providers,
consumers need to share the common view on domain concepts.
Many technologies (smart meter, semantic technologies, etc.) are mature enough to
be used in building smart grids. But bringing these technologies together to enable
smart grids is still a challenging task.
Information and communication security always has a significant role in any in-
formation systems and it is not an exception for smart grid systems. The power
industry needs to manage not only the power system infrastructure, but also the in-
formation infrastructure. The reason is that the power industry increasingly relies
on information to operate power systems and many manual operations are being
replaced by automation. It is obvious that better decisions can be made by humans
or intelligent systems based on available information. However, information needs
to be made accessible in a secure way. One way of doing it is to lower the risk by
granting access to metadata to only trusted partners.
Metadata provide information about data that are stored in a database without hav-
ing accessed it [32]. Quality of metadata guarantees that proper sensing resources
and data sources are found and data are used properly. The quality of metadata def-
initely affects the use of data and decisions that are based upon the data. There
are several metadata quality criteria that must be taken into consideration such
as correctness, completeness, accuracy, consistency, value-added, interpretability.
Among these criteria accuracy, completeness, and consistency are the most com-
mon criteria for measuring metadata quality in literature [40]. The challenge is
among those metadata quality dimensions which ones are the most important and
how to check their quality. Another challenge that has not been addressed in this
work is tracking provenance of metadata when it comes to metadata combination
and enhancement. Besides management of metadata, agreement on the definition
of concepts is also an important task since without understanding the definitions,
metadata may be misinterpreted or misused. We plan to tackle these challenges in
future work.
6 Conclusions
Technologies bring us closer to our vision for living in smart environments. Even
though there are available technologies for us, it is still not an easy task to bring all
the technologies together. A smart grid is an example of a smart environment. In
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smart grids, a huge number of smart meters, sensors, smart appliances, and other
smart devices are employed and connected to Internet. This leads to issues in han-
dling and processing vast amounts of data, and integrating these devices in a net-
work so that they can communicate with each other through intelligent systems and
applications. In this chapter, we have discussed issues related to management of big
data metadata in smart grids. Three problems were addressed: concept modeling
for knowledge sharing and data exchange, formal description of derived data from
concept relations, and data quality handling. We have also proposed solutions and
approaches to solving these problems. Some concrete examples within the offshore
wind energy were used to demonstrate our points.
This work shows that the semantic technologies are mature enough to be used in
the development of smart grids in particular and smart environments in general.
The work also proves that data quality can be improved in some cases by com-
bining different data sources that provide measurements about the same physical
phenomenon. Relations between concepts not only describe real-world objects/phe-
nomena, but also open several possible paths for calculation and give users the pos-
sibility of selecting the most suitable one.
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Offshore wind turbine blades suffer from various faults such as blade angle asymmetry,
icing, and bends. Replacement of rotor blades normally involves heavy transportation (e.g.,
vessel and crane), and dependency on weather conditions. As a result, wind turbines come
to a long standstill and costs on energy production increase. One approach to reducing the
downtime and costs is to apply a proper maintenance strategy, e.g., corrective, time-based,
failure-based, condition-based, or reliability-centered maintenance. This article introduces
an approach, which combines the knowledge-based approach with the force analysis tech-
nique, to supporting maintenance of offshore wind turbine blades. The approach solves the
semantic ambiguity of offshore wind information and provides the possibility of monitor-
ing the performance of wind turbine blades in real-time, leading to advanced alarms when
needed. The approach can be adapted and applied to other wind turbine components.
1 Introduction
Using renewable energy to meet the future electricity consumption and to reduce
environmental impact is a significant target of many countries around the world.
Wind power is one of the most promising renewable energy technologies. In partic-
ular, the development of offshore wind power is increasing rapidly since there is a
high potential in harvesting the wind at sea. Offshore wind energy continues to gain
momentum. Indeed, for offshore wind power plants built from 2007 to 2009, the ca-
pacity rates from 2 to 5MW [37]. Offshore wind turbines can access higher-quality
wind resources and are larger than onshore ones in terms of size and capacity. The
cost of offshore wind energy is still high due to involvement of heavy transporta-
tion (e.g., crane and vessels) for installing and repairing wind turbines, replacement
of equipment, and operation and maintenance (O&M). The O&M cost alone con-
stitutes up to 30% in offshore installations [11]. The main purpose of O&M is to
lower the cost on repair and replacement of equipment by preventing malfunctions
of equipment, providing early detection of equipment failures, and minimizing sys-
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tem downtime. In order to reduce the O&M cost, appropriate maintenance strategies
need to be applied.
In general, maintenance strategies are classified into two main groups: proactive
maintenance and corrective maintenance [22]. The difference between these two
strategies is that proactive maintenance is carried out before failures occur, while
corrective maintenance is carried out after failures occur [22, 30]. Proactive main-
tenance can be divided into preventive maintenance (or scheduled maintenance) and
predictive maintenance which is referred to as condition-based maintenance (CBM).
Preventive maintenance is carried out according to an established time schedule.
Condition-based maintenance is carried out when maintenance tasks are initiated
in response to a specific system condition. The CBM has a dominant position in
maintenance strategies.
There are some challenging issues which are involved in preventive maintenance
such as under-maintenance and over-maintenance [36]. Over-maintenance hap-
pens when, for example, a replacement of an equipment is not necessary, but the
replacement is carried out anyway according to a maintenance schedule. Under-
maintenance occurs, for example, when a wind turbine component is about to be
damaged, but operators are not aware of it due to the lack of a component moni-
toring system and it is not the time to carry on the maintenance yet. These issues
increase the costs of maintenance while associated failures do not decrease.
On the other hand, CBM utilizes condition-based monitoring systems (CMS) for
equipment. Basic CMS techniques are vibration analysis, acoustic emission, strain
measurement, and oil analysis [17, 13]. CMS is a part of the reliability mainte-
nance for a wind turbine. It continuously monitors the performance of wind turbine
components and helps determine the optimal time for specific maintenance, hence
improving maintenance management and increasing reliability [30]. Besides, CMS
can predict when components of a wind turbine are likely to fail months in advance.
Maintenance teams therefore can make an optimal schedule for maintenance [3].
This article1 introduces an approach, namely knowledge-based force analysis, to
supporting maintenance for offshore wind farm blades. The approach will solve
the semantic ambiguity of offshore wind information and provide the possibility of
monitoring the performance of wind turbine blades in real time and generate ad-
vanced alarms when needed. The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section
1This article is a revised and expanded version of a paper entitled, “Proactive Maintenance of
Offshore Wind Turbine Blades Using Knowledge-based Force Analysis” presented at INTECH 2013
conference, 29 - 31 August, London, UK. ISBN: 978-1-4799-0047-3
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2 describes the structure of a wind turbine rotor and its associated failures focusing
on wind turbine blades. An information model of a wind turbine rotor and how to
represent wind turbine rotor knowledge are presented in section 3. Section 5 de-
scribes our proposed approach. Section 6 presents a working system that is used to
prove the concepts. Section 7 discusses related work. Finally, section 8 concludes
the article with some remarks on future work.
2 Offshore wind turbine rotors
Wind turbine blades capture kinetic energy of the wind and convert it into mechani-
cal energy. The wind turbine rotor is turned by a lift that is generated when the wind
passes over the blades. The rotor is connected to the main shaft that drives a gen-
erator to produce electric power. The wind turbine rotor consists of a turbine hub
and blades. Modern wind turbines fall into two primary designs: horizontal axis
wind turbine blades (single bladed, double bladed, three bladed, multiple bladed),
and vertical axis wind turbine blades (straight blade and curved blade). Blades can
have separate pitch control systems or centralized pitch control system or neither of
them. The purpose of having a pitch control system is to optimize the power output
that can be produced.
Common fault modes of a wind turbine include gearbox oil over-temperature, blade
angle asymmetry, pitch thyristor fault, and yaw runaway [24]. Repairs to the gener-
ator, drive train, hub, gearbox, and blades often caused standstill periods of several
weeks [16]. This is caused by immature repair technology as well as transportation
issues involved in the repair. Even though there are many technologies available
today, the replacement of wind turbine rotors is still a challenge, especially for off-
shore wind turbine components since the replacement involves heavy transportation
(vessel, crane) and dependency on weather conditions.
Typical faults of wind turbine rotors are blade surface roughness, damages of a
blade’s surface painting, icing, cracks, breakups, and bends [6]. The reasons that
cause these faults are various, for example, dirt, dead bird/insects, blowholes, drain
holes, turbulent wind, out-of-control rotation, lightning, and production defects.
These faults negatively affect the wind power output due to reduction of aerody-
namic performance of the blade [8]. Mass imbalance is a major source of vibration
since it is proportional with wind speed in square (v2) [7]. If the masses balance,
the absolute value of the centrifugal forces Fci are the same for each blade and the
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three force vectors will add to zero [9], i.e. m1 ∗ r1 = m2 ∗ r2 = m3 ∗ r3 or
Fc1 = Fc2 = Fc3 thus
~Fc1 + ~Fc2 + ~Fc3 = 0 (E.1)
where m is the mass of the blade, and r is the distance from the blade’s center to
the rotor axis. The rotor balance is broken if one of the parameters mi, ri (i=1, 2, 3)
changes.
Despite the fact that there are many improvements in blade construction, it remains
true that every blade in operation is vulnerable to wear and fatigue [28]. Faults
of gearboxes and blades are of particular interest to the wind industry due to their
cost to repair [23], especially in the offshore wind with big wind turbines and large
blades located far away from the shore. The faults often cause a long downtime and
result in high cost including expenses on transportation and decrease in power pro-
duction. Thus the rotor blade is one of the most critical wind turbine subassemblies
which should be monitored [26]. It is necessary to have strategies that provide the
possibility of monitoring, planning and scheduling for inspection and maintenance,
as well as alarming and predicting failures in order to reduce unexpected damages.
3 Wind turbine rotor information representation
An offshore wind software environment normally involves different applications
(applications for monitoring, for analysis, and for predicting) and different sources
with a variety of formats. When it comes to collecting, organizing, and sharing in-
formation between these applications, some problems will occur such as data avail-
ability, and format incompatibility. It is therefore difficult to enable data exchange
and knowledge sharing. Moreover, the semantics of the data is not exploited com-
pletely.
3.1 Wind turbine rotor information
In order to ease data exchange within the wind energy, the International Electrotech-
nical Commission (IEC) has proposed the IEC 61400-25 standard [21]. The stan-
dard is entitled “Wind turbine - Communications for monitoring and control of wind
power plants”. The standard defines a basic data exchange structure for wind power
plant components. Wind turbine rotor information (WROT), as shown in table E.1,
is one of classes defined in the standard. STV stands for status value and MV stands
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for measured value. The formats of these values are defined in the IEC 61850-7-3
standard.
Table E.1: An example of wind turbine rotor information [21]
WROT class
Attribute name Attribute type Explanation
Inherit all mandatory data from common
class provided in the IEC 61400-25-2
RotSt STV Status of rotor
BlStBl1 STV Status of blade 1
BlStBl2 STV Status of blade 2
BlStBl3 STV Status of blade 3
PtCtlSt STV Status of pitch control
RotSpd MV Rotor speed
RotPos MV Angular rotor position
HubTmp MV Temperature in the rotor hub
3.2 Knowledge representation
A human being can easily understand the semantics of concepts of a domain, but
this is not the case for a machine. Resolving semantic heterogeneity not only helps
machines understand the domain concepts, but also gives users a unified way to
view the distributed data. There are three well known forms of domain knowledge
representation that allow domain knowledge to be expressed in a semantic way.
These are semantic network, rules, and logics [14]. The last one provides a precise
semantic interpretation utilizing both forms of the former two.
A semantic network (e.g., RDF) is a graph which involves nodes and links between
nodes. Each node represents a domain concept while a link denotes a relation be-
tween two domain concepts. Fig. E.1 represents a semantic network for wind tur-
bine rotor (WROT). WROT, Rotor, RotorSpeed, etc. represent the concepts of the
wind domain while isA, isPartOf, hasSpeed represent the relations between the con-
cepts. Semantic networks use structure representations to express statements about
a domain of interest. Even though relations between concepts are well defined in
the semantic network, there is a problem when using semantic network to represent
knowledge. For example, it is not clear how many blades are part of Rotor.
In a rule-based approach, IF-THEN constructs are used to express various kinds of
statements. An example is shown as follows.
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WROT Rotor Blade
HAWTBlade VAWTBlade
isA
isPartOf
isA
isPartOf
RotorSpeed
Temperature
hasSpeed
hasTemperature
Hub
isPartOf
Figure E.1: A semantic network representation of WROT.
(a) IF Blade_BL101 is a HAWTBlade THEN Blade_BL101 is a Blade
(b) IF Blade_BL101 is a HAWTBlade
AND wrot is a WROT
AND rotor is a WROTRotor
AND Blade_BL101 is a part of rotor
AND rotor is a part of wrot
THEN Blade_BL101 is a part of wrot
Rule-based knowledge representation systems are especially suitable for reason-
ing about concrete instance data [14], for example, in the second rule example,
Blade_BL101, rotor, wrot are concrete instance data. However, it is hard for hu-
mans to read when the rules are getting more complicated.
The logic-based approach gives more precise semantics since it utilizes both the
structure representation and rules. Description logics (DLs) are an example of
the logic-based knowledge representation approach. DLs are used to provide high
level ontologies [20]. DLs are associated with two components, terminological box
(TBox) and assertional box (ABox). TBox contains sentences describing concept
hierarchies. In other words, it contains axioms about classes. ABox contains as-
sertions about individuals. The knowledge base (KB) consists of TBox and ABox.
Here are some examples of how to expressing concepts and individuals in ABox
and TBox.
(1) HAWTBlade is Blade (HAWTBlade v Blade) belongs in the TBox, pro-
vided that HAWTBlade and Blade are concepts of an ontology.
(2) Blade_BL101 is a blade (Blade_BL101 ∈ Blade) belongs in ABox, provided
that Blade is a concept of an ontology.
(3) Rotor has exactly three blades (Rotor u = 3.hasBlade), provided Rotor is a
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concept and hasBlade is a role that belongs in TBox.
3.3 Ontology representation
Ontology is defined as a specification of a conceptualization. Concepts, properties,
relations, functions, constraints, and axioms of a particular domain are explicitly
defined in ontologies [15]. There are several knowledge representation languages
such as OIL, DAML-ONT, DAML+OIL, RDF, and OWL [25]. Among them Re-
source Description Framework (RDF) and Web Ontology Language (OWL) are
being used intensively by research communities as well as industry. OWL is an
extension of RDFS, in the sense that OWL uses the RDF meaning of classes and
properties [19, 4, 1]. In OWL, Owl:Thing is a built-in most general class and is
the class of all individuals. It is a superclass of all OWL classes. A class de-
fines a group of individuals that belong together. Individuals can be referred to
as being instances of classes. Classes are a concrete representation of concepts.
Owl:Nothing is a built-in most specific class and is the class that has no instances.
It is a subclass of all OWL classes. Properties in OWL are also known as roles in
description logics and relations in Unified Modeling Language (UML). OWL has
two types of properties: object property and datatype property. An object prop-
erty relates individuals to other individuals (e.g., hasComponent relates WROT
to WROTRotor). A datatype property relates individuals to data type values, e.g.,
hasStatus, hasP itchAngleSetPoint. OWL has three sublanguages: OWL Lite,
OWL DL, and OWL Full. Among these sublanguages, OWL DL is more expres-
sive than OWL Lite, but less expressive than OWL Full. OWL DL is a syntactic
variant of the description logic SHOIN (D) [35]. SHOIN (D) includes concept
operators (and ∧, negation ¬, existential ∃, union ∨, universal ∀), transitive roles,
role hierarchy, inverse properties, nominals, unqualified cardinality restriction, and
datatype support. In this work, OWL DL is selected to represent the wind turbine
rotor ontology.
4 Real-time monitoring
In order to reduce critical failures of wind turbine components, real-time monitoring
systems for components need to be employed at operation centers. Monitoring
systems involve fast and automatic data exchange between wind power plants and
the operations center and accessibility to necessary information in real time, as well
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as integration of distributed wind data. Making information available through web
services increases the accessibility to information due to platform independence
and easy access. A web service is defined by the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) as a software system identified by a URI (Unified Resource Identifier) and it
employs XML (eXtensible Markup Language) to describe its public interfaces and
bindings.
There are two types of web services, XML-based web services and Representational
State Transfer (RESTful) web services. The big web services are based on XML,
SOAP, WSDL (Web Service Definition Language), and other technologies speci-
fied in the Web Services Interoperability (WS-I) basic (Carlin and Abusabal, 2009).
The REST architecture was introduced by Roy Fielding in 2000. RESTful provides
services over the Internet through the Web browser by using the four CRUD op-
erations (create, read, update, delete) corresponding to four HTTP methods: GET,
POST, PUT, DELETE. The most important REST [10] principle is to expose the re-
sources in a RESTful service as unique URIs. Stateless in RESTful services means
that no state should be stored on the server between requests from the client. Each
request should therefore contain all the information necessary to serve the client.
For each request, there is a status code sent along with the response for indicating
the result of the response. A REST-based design provides a unified way of orga-
nizing and accessing data over many different mediums, enabling mashups. It fits
to the Semantic Web scheme which also uses URIs as resource identifiers. Further-
more, all common operations on the Semantic Web with the exception of query -
data fetch, insertion, and deletion - are the fundamental operations in a REST-based
system [2].
Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) is considered a communication backbone between ap-
plication. It provides transports, events, and mediation services to facilitate the inte-
gration of large-scale heterogeneous applications [27]. ESB is based on loosely cou-
ple architecture and offers a common integration platform. Besides, ESB provides
a publish/subscribe feature that allows users to subscribe to data sources exposed
through web services and get updates from data source providers without sending
requests periodically. This work utilizes advantages of both ESB and RESTful web
services to support real-time monitoring of wind turbine components at operation
centers.
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5 A knowledge-based force analysis approach
This section describes our approach which is based on semantic technologies and
force analysis technique. Semantic technologies are used to build a knowledge base
for WROT, while force analysis technique is employed to detect abnormality that
occurs in wind turbine blades.
5.1 An ontology for wind turbine rotors
Based on the idea of using the IEC 61400-25 standard as a source of wind domain
concepts to build an offshore wind ontology and the strategy presented in [29], we
introduce an ontology for WROT. A class diagram of the WROT ontology is shown
in Fig. E.2.
WROT WROTRotor
Blade
Hub
HAWTBlade
SubComponentMainComponent
VAWTBlade
-hasComponent
1 1
-hasComponent 1
1..*
-hasComponent1
1
1 1..*
Has-part relationship
subclass-of relationship
LLN PitchControlled
1 1
Figure E.2: UML class diagram of WROT.
MainComponent and SubComponent are complementary classes that classify com-
ponents of WROT in different levels. MainComponent contains all the components
that have direct connection to LLN (Logical Node). SubComponent contains all the
components that have a connection to a component in MainComponent or have a
connection to other components in SubComponent. Each blade can have a pitch
control system to adjust the pitch angle to the wind speed. A pitch control system
is a subclass of control systems. Pitch control systems can be classified into passive
stall power control and active stall power control systems [32].
We use Protégé2 to build the WROT ontology. Protégé is an open source ontology
editor. It allows users to work with both RDF and OWL. Fig. E.3 depicts an example
2http://protege.stanford.edu
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of how to define the relationships between WROTRotor class and its components in
Protégé. WROTRotor is part of WROT and object property hasComponent is used
to describe their relationships.
Figure E.3: WROTRotor class is a subclass of a class which is a MainComponent
class and has Blade and Hub as components.
hasComponent is an object property that relates WROTRotor class to Hub class.
Since each WROT has only one hub, we use cardinality restriction “exactly” to
clarify the relationship. A WROT might have more than one blade, therefore we
use the constraint “some” on hasComponent property.
5.2 Centrifugal force analysis
Typically wind turbine blade fatigues are caused by different forces, including the
gravitational force caused by the pull of the Earth on the mass of the blade and the
centrifugal force due to the rotation of the rotor blade. The centrifugal force causes
blade stretching, bending and torsion. It is one of the main loads on a wind turbine
blade [34]. In a normal state, as stated in (E.1) the three force vectors will add to
zero. However, the aerodynamic balance will be broken if there is a change in one of
these three force vectors caused by an additional mass m on one of the wind turbine
blades. The centrifugal force caused by the mass is considered as an additional
force. It can be measured by a force sensor embedded on a wind turbine blade.
However, in this work, we calculate the centrifugal force based on the available
rotor speed.
We assume that a schedule for blade maintenance has been made. What should wind
turbine operators do if there is an additional mass m detected on a tip of the blade?
Shall the wind turbine be stopped immediately for cleaning? Is there any possibility
for operators at the operations center to check whether or not it is possible to let the
wind turbine continue operating and the blade maintenance will be carried out as
scheduled or the maintenance plan must be rescheduled?
The idea is that the rotor should be serviced after a certain accumulated force
Acc(F ). An accumulated force is the force that stresses on a blade over a cer-
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tain period. If the accumulated predicted force exceeds Acc(F ) and this happens
before a scheduled maintenance, an alarming signal will be sent to the operators
at the wind farm operations center. The signal will indicate when the event likely
happens so that maintenance can be timely scheduled or rescheduled. Fig. E.4 and
Fig. E.5 illustrate our point.
t 
(time)
Nt (force 
over time) now
Scheduled 
maintenance
0
measured
predicted
Acceptable 
force
t0 (additional mass detected)
Figure E.4: The wind turbine can continue operating and the maintenance can be
carried out as scheduled.
Fig. E.4 shows a normal case where the predicted accumulated force exceeds the
normal force after the scheduled maintenance. Fig. E.5 shows a case where the ac-
cumulated predicted force exceeds the acceptable force before the scheduled main-
tenance. It means that the maintenance needs to be rescheduled. In this case, an
alarm will be sent to the operations center so that operators can reschedule the main-
tenance plan.
Theoretically, the centrifugal force can be obtained by the following equation:
Fcf =
mv2
r
(E.2)
where m is the mass, r is the radius, v is the velocity. If the mass is located on the tip
of the blade, v is the blade tip speed and r is the blade length. The blade tip speed
can be calculated from the rotational speed and the length of the blade using (E.3).
vtip =
RPM ∗ pi ∗D
60
(E.3)
where RPM is the rotational speed, and D is the diameter of the turbine; D = 2 ∗ r.
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over time) now
Scheduled 
maintenance
0
measured
predicted
Acceptable 
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t0 (additional mass detected)
Figure E.5: The maintenance needs to be rescheduled.
The blade tip speed can also be obtained through the tip speed ratio (TSR) as (E.4),
where λ is TSR.
vtip = λ ∗ vwind (E.4)
Besides the measured force (Fcf_mes based on rotational speed), we define two more
kinds of centrifugal force. These are acceptable Fcf_acpt and predicted centrifugal
force Fcf_pred. The predicted force is calculated based on the average wind speed
prediction.
The acceptable force that stresses on a blade over a period is called accumulated
acceptable force Acc(Fcf_acpt). We assume that this force is provided in the blade
specification by the manufacturer of the blade. If the accumulated centrifugal force
stressed on a blade over a period exceeds the accumulated acceptable one, the pos-
sibility of having a blade fault is very high.
Based on the measured and predicted forces we calculate the accumulated predicted
force Acc(Fcf_pred). The calculation of accumulated predicted force consists of two
parts. The first part is calculated based on measured data from the beginning to
the current point. The second part is based on the predicted force from the current
moment to the end of the considered period. (E.5a) describes the calculation of the
force.
Acc(Fcf_pred) =
∫ now
start
Fcf_mes +
∫ end
now
Fcf_pred (E.5a)
• ∫ now
start
Fcf_mes is the measured accumulated force and can be calculated as fol-
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lows: ∫ now
start
Fcf_mes =
now∑
i=0
∫ i+1
i
fi(x)dx (E.5b)
where
∫ i+1
i
fi(x)dx can be calculated as follows:∫ i+1
i
fi(x)dx =
1
2
(ni + ni+1) (E.5c)
where ni, ni+1 are the corresponding centrifugal forces at the measurement
points i, i+ 1, respectively and
ni =
m ∗RPMi2 ∗ pi2 ∗D2
602 ∗ r (E.5d)
• ∫ end
now
Fcf_pred can be calculated as follows:∫ end
now
Fcf_pred = (end− now)Fcf_pred (E.5e)
where Fcf_pred is calculated based on the average wind speed forecast vwind as fol-
lows:
Fcf_pred =
m ∗ (λ ∗ vwind)2
r
(E.5f)
Therefore (E.5a) can be rewritten as follows:
Acc(Fcf_pred) =
now∑
i=0
ni − 1
2
(n0 + nnow) + (end− now)Fcf_pred (E.6)
Through these equations we can compare the accumulated predicted and accept-
able additional force caused by a mass on a wind turbine blade. The output of the
comparison is an alarm signal to the operations center in case the overflow happens
before the scheduled maintenance date.
6 Implementation
As a proof of concept, an intelligent system has been developed. The system allows
users to continuously monitor performance of the wind turbine rotor system. It also
provides advanced alarms based on the centrifugal force that stresses on a wind
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turbine blade.
6.1 System architecture
Fig. E.6 illustrates the architecture of the developed prototype.
MuleESB
Web-based client
Tomcat server
Ajax
Ajax transport
SO
A
P
/R
ES
T 
tr
an
sp
o
rt
Rule Engine
SOAP/REST
-based
Wind data 
provider 1
Wind data 
provider n
.
.
.
Figure E.6: The architecture of the prototype.
6.1.1 System description
On the server side, we use Mule ESB3, an open source lightweight integration
framework for enterprise services. Mule ESB handles publish/subscribe services
to enable real-time monitoring of wind turbine blades. Restlet4 is a high-level API
based on the HTTP servlet technique. It provides an abstraction of REST appli-
cations, resources, and data representations. Applications developed using Restlet
can run on any Servlet engine. The Jess5 rule engine and the Pellet6 reasoner are
employed to execute rules and reason over the ontology. The output of the reasoner
will be used to decide whether or not an alarm needs to be triggered. Real-time data
3http://www.mulesoft.org
4http://www.restlet.org/downloads/
5http://herzberg.ca.sandia.gov/
6http://clarkparsia.com/pellet/
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can be collected directly from sensors embedded on WPP or through a SCADA (Su-
pervisory Control and Data Acquisition) system. The rotor speed data is provided
by an onshore wind energy database from Statkraft AS.
On the client side, Ajax (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) technology is used to
handle the messages from the server and display information on a graph. Flot7, a
JavaScript plotting library is used to produce graphical plots on a web browser. A
JAX-WS (Java API for XML Web Services) client plays the role of a data source
(sensors, database, etc.) to send data to our system using SOAP/REST messages. A
UML sequence diagram of the prototype is shown in Fig. E.7.
User interface Service Bus Rule Engine
Data Source 
Publisher
Subscribe()
Subscribe() to corresponding 
resource
Alarm()
Response()
Alarm()
Notify()
Response()
Forward()
Figure E.7: UML sequence diagram of the prototype.
6.1.2 Rule design
Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL) is developed based on OWL and Rule
Markup Language (RuleML) [18]. It is a formal description logic-based exten-
sion of OWL. SWRL includes a high-level abstract syntax for Horn-like rules in the
both OWL DL and OWL Lite sublanguages. We use SWRL to build semantic rules
for the WROT ontology. SWRL rules reason about OWL individuals in terms of
OWL classes and properties [31]. In our system, rules are used for executing com-
mands such as shut down the power plant when the wind speed exceeds 25 m/s or
trigger an alarm to notify operators if there is something wrong with blades. Some
examples of SWRL rules are presented as follows.
Example 1: If the wind speed exceeds 25 m/s, the wind turbine rotor needs to be
stopped.
7https://code.google.com/p/flot/
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WROT (?wrot) ∧ hasComponent(?wrot, ?r) ∧ hasSpeed(?r, ?sp)∧ swrlb : greaterThan(?sp, 25)
→ shutdownWPP (true)
Example 2: If the accumulated force on a wind turbine blade exceeds 30000 N , an
alarm needs to be triggered to inform operators at the operations center. Value f is
provided in the blade specification.
WROT (?wrot) ∧ hasComponent(?wrot, ?r) ∧ hasBlade(?r, ?b) ∧ hasAccumulatedForce(?b, ?f)
∧swrlb : greaterThan(?f, 30000)→ hasTriggerAlarm(?wrot, true)
6.2 Experiment and analysis
Given that all blades are identical, then the lift generated on each blade would be
the same at a given angle on the hub. Let the rotor blade radius r = 72 m. Let
the average wind speed in May be 8 m/s and let TSR equal 7 since in general three
bladed wind turbines, TSR is between 6 and 8 with 7 being the most widely reported
value [33]. What would happen if one of the blade tips has one kg of a death bird8?
Fig. E.8 shows the relation between rotor speed and the centrifugal force. The graph
allows users to have visual monitoring of the rotor blade.
Figure E.8: Rotor speed and centrifugal force.
8No birds were harmed in the production of this work.
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6.2.1 Scenario 1
This scenario describes a case when one wants to compare performance of two dif-
ferent wind power plants in real time. In this scenario, we assume that data of wind
power plants comes from two different sources. A snapshot of the implementation
is shown in Fig. E.9. Generator speed data of two different wind power plants is
used in this scenario.
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Figure E.9: Real-time monitoring on generator speed of two wind power plants.
The configuration of the flows is shown in Fig. E.10. There are 3 flows in this
scenario. The first and second ones show data coming from sources via SOAP
messages. After that, data is pushed in a queue VM. VM is the in-memory transport
that can be used for communication between Mule flows. In these flows, VM acts
as an outbound-endpoint. VM in the third flow acts as an inbound-endpoint. Two
outbound-endpoints VM in the first two flows and one inbound-endpoint VM in the
third flow share the same queue. Data is taken from the inbound-endpoint VM and
sent to the client who subscribes to the data.
<flow name="dataprovider1" doc:name="dataprovider1">
 <inbound-endpoint address="http://128.39.201.43:65080/services/
winddata"/>
 <cxf:jaxws-service port="80" 
serviceClass="no.uia.smile.wind.winddataprovider"/>
 <component doc:name="Java">
     <singleton-object class="no.uia.smile.wind.winddataprovider"/>
 </component>
 <vm:outbound-endpoint exchange-pattern="one-way" path="vm.aggregator" 
responseTimeout="10000" 
mimeType="text/plain" doc:name="VM"/>
 <echo-component doc:name="Echo"/>
</flow>
<flow name="dataprovider2" doc:name="dataprovider2">
 <inbound-endpoint address="http://128.39.201.14:65082/services/
winddata" />
...
</flow>
<flow name="MyAggregate" doc:name="MyAggregate">
 <vm:inbound-endpoint exchange-pattern="one-way" path="vm.aggregator"/>
 <ajax:outbound-endpoint channel="/services/WindEnergyChannel" 
connector-ref="AjaxConnector" />
</flow>
Figure E.10: Mule configuration for two data sources.
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6.2.2 Scenario 2
Fig. E.11 shows a case in which the accumulated predicted force exceeds the accu-
mulated acceptable one after the scheduled maintenance. It means that there is no
need for changing the maintenance plan.
now Scheduled maintenance
Figure E.11: Scheduled maintenance is on May 29th. The accumulated predicted
force will meet the accumulated acceptable one after the scheduled maintenance
date.
6.2.3 Scenario 3
Let us take a look at another case where the accumulated predicted force exceeds
the accumulated acceptable one before the scheduled maintenance as shown in Fig.
E.12. Obviously, the maintenance plan must be rescheduled. In this case, the system
will issue an alarm to the operators at the operations center in order to reschedule
the maintenance plan.
7 Related work & discussions
There has been lots of work carried out to lower the maintenance costs of wind tur-
bine blades by using artificial intelligence to develop intelligent systems or propos-
ing new maintenance strategies. For example, Kusiak & Verma [24] introduced a
data-mining approach to analyzing and predicting faults associated with the blade
pitch angle of a wind turbine. Garcia et al. [12] introduced an intelligent system
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now Scheduled maintenance
Figure E.12: Scheduled maintenance is on May 29th. The accumulated predicted
force will exceed the accumulated acceptable one on May 27th.
utilizing artificial intelligence and modeling techniques such as neural networks, ge-
netic algorithms, and fuzzy logic for on-line health condition monitoring of a wind
turbine gearbox. Besnard & Bertling [5] presented an approach for condition-based
maintenance optimization applied to wind turbine blades. Different from these ap-
proaches, our approach uses knowledge-based force analysis to providing contin-
uous monitoring and advanced alarming. The approach also solves the semantic
ambiguity of offshore wind information by utilizing the benefits of ontology.
We used the average monthly wind speed to calculate the predicted centrifugal force
in a month, but the result could be improved if we use weather forecast informa-
tion in higher resolution, for example, by daily or hourly information. The more
precise the forecast information is, the better the result we can achieve. One possi-
ble direction to extent the current work is to develop a recommendation system for
rescheduling maintenance based on available information about weather windows
and transportations.
8 Conclusions
Moving wind turbines from shallow water off the shore and to deeper water is bring-
ing more benefits to the wind energy industry since wind turbines can have better
access to high wind resources. However, the costs of O&M and installation are
relatively high due to the limitation of accessibility to offshore wind turbines, es-
pecially during the winter time. In case of a replacement of a component, heavy
transportations such as vessels and cranes must be involved. In order to reduce
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the breakdown and downtime of wind turbines as much as possible, proper O&M
strategies must be implemented. Since blade fault is one of the most common fault
modes of a wind turbine, blades should be monitored and maintained appropriately
such that the cost of maintenance and replacement of blades can be lowered. In this
work, we have introduced an approach which uses knowledge-based force analysis
to supporting maintenance for offshore wind turbine blades. We have developed a
system that allows to have real-time monitoring of a wind turbine blade and addi-
tional force on it. The system also provides the possibility of triggering an advanced
alarm when needed. We used data from an onshore wind farm operated by Statkraft
AS to test our system. The results showed that the system can predict when the ad-
ditional force exceeds the acceptable one. Particularly, in our experiment the alarm
was issued in advance to warn the operators at the operations center about the need
of changing the maintenance plan. In the future, we plan to apply our approach to
other wind turbine components.
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